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TECHNICAL MEMORANDUM X-64862
GSE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
PROGRAMMERS'/USERS' MANUAL
SECTION I. INTRODUCTION
The Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Data Management System (DMS)
is a computer program that was developed to provide a central storage source
for key data associated with mechanical GSE. The system is fast, accurate,
and is easy to use by noncomputer-oriented individuals. This document
describes the program and how to use it.
The GSE DMS takes large amounts of GSE data and sorts it alpha-
numerically (by letter and number) into various categories. For example, a
typical user of the program might want a presentable tabular listing of all GSE
in the Skylab project associated with a particular vehicle module, such as the
Orbital Workshop (OWS). Corresponding GSE attributes [End Item (EI)
numbers, descriptions, quantities, fluid media, etc. ] are displayed as a
major part of this listing. There is a total of eight different types of computer
printouts currently available to the user. Seven of these consist of GSE data
that have been sorted alphanumerically under a particular catagory. The
previous example, Skylab OWS, would be found under what is known as a
Stage Sort. Other sort categories include groupings by fluid media, functional
code, class code, applicable document, and use location. The other printout
available is the master summary table. It is basically an executive inventory
list of all the GSE data that are currently in the data bank. Section II,
Program Operations Instructions, provides the procedures for data card input
format and defines the various program options. Section III illustrates the
various example outputs and describes the error and user messages that are
included in the GSE DMS. Section IV, Program Aspects, is intended for those
individuals who wish to know more about the computer program itself and
it has a general explanation of the internal operations of the computer
program. Also included in this section is a procedure on how to make
temporary or permanent changes to the program.
SECTION II. PROGRAM OPERATION INSTRUCTIONS
The Ground Support Equipment (GSE) Data Management System (DMS)
is designed for execution by the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) Univac
1108 Exec VIII Computer System. The GSE Data Management System consists
of Fortran programming and a current GSE data bank. For convenience of the
user, the complete system has been stored on magnetic tape to permit acces-
sability from remote-site operation.
The GSE Data Management System is capable of performing eight
different major types of sorts using the GSE data bank. The GSE data bank
may have data added, updated, and/or deleted as required by the user. If
these changes are to be permanent, the user can have a new tape made con-
taining the revised GSE data bank.
Control Card Description
Figures 1 and 2 show the control card deck setup required for execu-
tion of the GSE Data Management System. The deck indicates the location for
GSE data cards when applicable and the location of the instruction data cards
for sort requests. It is imperative that the control cards (cards with the "@"
sign punched in column 1) be punched correctly and placed in the sequence as
shown in Figures 1 and 2.
Run card no. 1, first control card, is the accounting and identification
card for the computer run. Certain user information must be supplied on this
card and these parameters will be explained in the remainder of this section.
SAMPLE is the run I. D. code and may be any six letter combination assigned
by the user and AAAAAA is a six digit number which is the accounting job
number assigned to the user. NAMEXX is the programmer's name in six
characters, XYZ returns the computer run to the programmer's BIN number,
3 is the maximum central processing unit (CPU) run time expected, and 200
represents the maximum number of pages of output expected. Run card no. 2,
a special preprinted green card, is a duplicate of the first card. Appendix C
gives the details of completing this control card. A four or five digit number,
represented by BBBBB on the third control card, is the current reel number
of the magnetic tape which contains the GSE Data Management System. The
current tape number can be obtained from the publishing organization. The
remaining control cards should be exactly as shown.
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CURRENT TAPE NO. @REWIND... NOTE: USE FIGURES 1 AND 3 FOR
GOES ON THIS CARD ASG,T GSE-OLD-TAPET,1553~ FORMATS WHEN PUNCHING
E OTHESE CARDS.
RUN CARD NO.2 @RUN,//P...
(SEE APPENDIX C)
RUN CARD NO. 1
01Figure 2. Pictorial control card deck setup.
GSE Data Card Input
The GSE data bank may have data added, updated, and/or deleted. If
no GSE data are to be added, updated, and/or deleted from the data bank, one
blank computer card must be placed between the @DATA, IL 2 and @ END
control cards. To add a new item of GSE to the data bank or to update an
existing item of GSE in the data bank, the set of cards for each item must
follow the card formats described in Appendix A. To delete a piece of GSE
from the data bank, one card must be prepared. In column 1 of a computer
card the number 1 must be punched and beginning in column 7 the EI number,
exactly as it was originally entered into the data bank, must be punched. The
remainder of the computer card must be left blank. It is suggested that any
deletion cards be placed before any new and/or updated GSE data cards.
Figure 3 shows a control card deck with a deletion and an addition to the GSE
data bank; however, any single option or combination of the three options is
allowable.
Program Instruction Data Input
The program instruction data consists of two types of data cards.
Type #1 contains the date of the computer run and an option of whether or not
a new GSE Data Management System tape is to be created. Type #2 is the
code mnemonic, for the sort to be performed.
TYPE #1 INSTRUCTION DATA CARD
In columns 1 through 8 inclusive, the user must punch the date that is
desired to be printed on the output tables. The date should follow the format
shown in Figure 3. This date will also be recorded with any new GSE data
that have been added to the master data file. If a new GSE Data Management
System tape is desired because of a GSE data revision or other change, punch
a T in column 11 of this same card. If no tape is desired, punch only the date
and leave the remainder of the card blank. Only one Type #1 instruction data
card is allowed in a control card deck. Figure 3 shows an example of Type
#1 instruction card with no tape being created.
TYPE #2 INSTRUCTION DATA CARD(S)
Each Type #2 data card specifies a sort selected for output. One Type
#2 data instruction card is required for each sort, but the user may place as
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on these cards contain the necessary information to perform the desired sort.
The sort code mnemonics that the user must use are listed below:
Sort Code Mnemonic Type of Sort
SUMARY Master Summary Table
STAGE1 Stage Sort 1
STAGE2 Stage Sort 2
MEDIAS Fluid Media
FUNCTL Functional Code
C LASSC Class Code
USELOC Use Location
APPDOC Applicable Document
Explanations of each of the sort types and the type of output are given in
Section III.
For the Master Summary Table, Stage Sort 1, or Stage Sort 2 sorts,
punch their mnemonic code beginning in column 1 of a computer card and leave
the remainder of the card blank. When requesting the Fluid Media, Functional
Code, Class Code, or Use Location sorts, punch their mnemonic code begin-
ning in column 1 of a computer card. Since there are multiple classifications
within each of these four sorts, a second type of code is also required which
specifies detailed information about the sorts. This code is punched beginning
in column 11 of the same computer card and is known as the Descriptor Code.
The remainder of the card is left blank. The Descriptor Codes for each of
these sorts can be found in Appendix A in the discussion of their use in.pre-
paring GSE data for the GSE data bank. These codes are used to provide
detailed information about the GSE and must be used to relocate this informa-
tion during these sorts. For the Applicable Document Sort, punch the
mnemonic code beginning in column 1 of a computer card, and beginning in
column 11 punch the document number to be searched for during the sort.
Figure 3 shows an example of each of the eight possible sorts.
For Fluid Media, Functional Code, Class Code, Use Location, and
Applicable Document sorts, multiple sorts of each can be requested. For
example, Four Fluid Media sorts could be performed using one control card
deck by punching a different Descriptor Code on each of four MEDIAS sort
request cards. However, a maximum of eight sort requests are allowed.



























Figure 4. Control card deck with multiple sorts of the same mnemonic code.
SECTION III. SAMPLE OUTPUT
Eight different types of sorts are available for selection to generate
the outputs from. the GSE Data -Management System. The user can request
sorts by stage groups, fluid media, functional operation, ground operation
class, use location, and applicable document. A summary of the available
records in the'master data bank can also be outputed. The total system is a
user oriented retrieval method that can display various types of GSE charac-
teristics on different output formats.
The GSE Data Management System provides error messages and user
messages that can be encountered as part of the program's output. These
messages are associated with the GSE attribute data, sort requests, and tape
option.
Description of Sort Types
The Master Summary Table provides the user with a complete listing
of all records contained in the data bank. The table contains the EI number,
program title, stage name, and reference date. Figure 5 is an example page
of the Master Summary Table output. This table permits one to determine
when a particular EI was last updated or changed.
The Stage Sort 1 and Stage Sort 2 outputs are listed by program type
and stage, module, or system. The Stage Sort 1 output lists for each El
number the description, class code, functional code, use location, and
associated applicable documents. The Stage Sort 2 output lists for each EI
number the description, fluid media, weight, length, width, height, quantity,
unit cost in purchase year, and design responsibility. Figure 6 is an example
page of the Stage Sort One Table output, and Figure 7 is an example page of
the Stage Sort Two Table output. A complete listing of all entities contained
in the data bank is obtained when Stage Sort One and Two is requested.
The Fluid Media sort provides an output table which contains a com-
plete list of all GSE containing the specified type of fluid media. The Media
Sort Table output for the requested fluid media contains for each item of GSE
the EI number, description, function code, wieght, length, width, height,
quantity, unit cost in purchase year, and design responsibility. Figure 8
shows an example'page from a Media Sort Table output. The functional code
sort provides an output that contains a complete list of GSE that services a
particular operational requirement. When a specific operational requirement
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 11
MASIER SUMhAkY TABLE
*............. ....*.** **.***. .***.***.....***************@******.*******
ENTITY I El rULiH E PROG(NAM STArL kEPE LiNCF UATL
I CDIORO(OIA A SHUTT7LL SHUTTLE NiAl. ENGN. 02/01/73
2 ODIDHARnCO2A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE thAIN ENGtN. 02/01/73
3 CDIOANOPO3A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE hANl EGI.. 02/01/73
4 CDI87ROOCIA A SHUTL.E SHUTTLE MlAi. ENGtN. 02/0t/73
5 CDI87R0002A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAll. ENt.. 02/n0/73
6 CL183ROCOIA A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE iAN ENGN. 02/l/13
7 CD209HOCOI, A SHUTTLE SHUITLE MAIN IN(N. C2/nI/73
S CU)709ROCO2A A SHUT1LE SHUTTLE Mal EN.w. 02/01/73
9 CD267R0ln A A SHUTILE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. 02/01/73
10 CL267R00 2A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE AIN EN6. 02/01/7.
11 CD394R0001A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. 02/01/73
12 CD394ROOOZA A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. (2/01/73
13 LU399ROOO3A A SHUITLE SHUTILE MAIN ENG(. 02/ni/73
14 CD391IR000A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. 02/1n/73
Is C039%RO002A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAnlr ENGN. 02/01/73
16 CD395ROO3A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. 02/01/73
17 CD396RO(012A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. 02/0n/73
I1 CD39AR003A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. 02/01/73
19 CU396ROO'0A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. 02/n0/73
20 CUr09qROI0A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN. 02/01/73
21 CU409R0002A A SHUTTLE SHUTTLE MPAI ENGN. 02/01/73
22 CP02N010819 SATURN S-IC STAGE 01/30/73
23 OC90M0H563 SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK 01/25/73
24 DC90MH456s SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK 01/25/73
25 DC90M04565 SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK 01/7 /73
26 )C90MO~S7 SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK 01/25/73
.27 OC90MO4568 SHUTTLE EXTERNAL TANK 01/2b/73
28 USV-48-1B79 SATURN S-IVR STAGE 8/2%172
.2 . USV-4R-187b SATURN S-IV STAGE 8/25/72
30 DSV-"H-2A6 SATURN S-IVH STAGE 8/25/72
31 USV-48-286A SATURN S-IVF STAGE 8/25/72
32 DSV-4R-q32 SATURN S-IV8 STAGE 8/25/72
33 DSV-kb-432A SATURN S-IVH STAGE 8/25172
31 USV-48-433 SATURN S-IVR STAGE 8/25/72
35 OSV-48-433A SATURN S-IVR STAGE 8/25/72
36 0SV-4B-434 SATURN S-IVR STAGE 8/25/72
37 DSV-48-438A SATURN S-IVR STAGE 8/25/72
38 DSV-48-472 SATURN S-IVR STAGE 8/25/72
39 DSV-4-q473 SATURN S-IVH STAGE 8/25/72
40 OSV-B-477 SATURN S-IVR STAGE 8/25/72
41 DSV-48-478 SATURN S-IVR STAGE 01/30/73
42 DSV-qH-47V SATURN S-IVn STAGE 8/25/72
43 DSV-48-493 SATURN S-IVB STAGE 8/25/72
44 DSV-9R-'93A SATURN S-IvB STAGE 8/25/72
45 DSV-4-187 SATURN S-IVR STAGE b/25/72
Figure 5. Example page of Master Summary Table.
is specified, the output table contains the EI number, description, fluid media,
weight, length, width, height, quantity, unit cost in purchase year, and design
responsibility for each item of GSE that performs the function. Figure 9 shows
an example page from a Functional Sort Table output.
12
STAGE SORT ONE TABLE
0/A/73 SATURN PROJECT PAGE 17
S-11 STAGE
. .................... .........
CLASS FUNCTIONAL USE APPLICABLE
LI NUM6EN. DESCRIPIIUN . CODE CODE LOCAIION DOCUMENTS
G7-'.4600 1Ib 57-'. PNEUA "IC CONSULE--ENCLOSEU 1 PNEUMA KSC SDFMTF CEll81MOOZA
STATIONAkY.PtUkGL i UNIT CONTAINING 651CU9791
A, hlFNT TEMPERATURE P1NFUMATIC SYSTEM G7-9'1731
SUPPLIED FROM THE A CONSOLE. THE MSFC-MAN-US8
8 CONSOLE P'RovIDES REMOTE / COMPUTER ' "G7-'98 5 1 4 1




bl-tibb600-iC S7'-IC PNEUMATIC COfNSULE--ENLIuEU I PNLUMA KSCSDF.MIF CEIIl1MOUZA
STATIONARY,PUPGED UNIT CONTAINING 651C09791
AiNIENT TLMPERAlURE PNFUMATIC SYSTEM G7-98731
SUPPLIEI FRONM THE A CONSOLE. THE MS5FC-MAN-U58
-C CONSOLE POvLtEr S--11 STAGE G7-985113
PURGIING AND CHECKOUT FIINCTIONS AND 0OMi1703
CONTROL PRESSURE FOR STAGE COMPUtENT 0OM11725
ACTUATION. 651CD9200
651CU9202
G/--5i4bO(0-1D 57-410 PNEUMATIC CONSOLE--OPEN- 1 PNEUMA KSC,SDFUMTF CEII81MOO2A
SYSTEMS SUPPLIED FROM THE A CONSOLE 651C09791
AND FACILITY. THE D_CONSOLE FILTERS. G7-989731
REbUJLATES.AN DISTRIBUTES GASES. MSFC-MAN-OS8
THROUGH THE A7-71 HIAT EXCHANGER, TO G7-985191




G7-155071 A7-71 HEAT EXCHANGER--STATIONARY I PNEUMA KSC.MTF CP362MO001A
LH2 BATH TYPE S.S. nLwAR VESSEL. 651CD9791
CONTAINS 3 CHILLING COIL CIRCUTS. G7-981071
CHILLED GASES USED FOR J-2 ENGINE D-61186
H2 START BOTTLE AND STAGE HE 1OTTLE SM-S-2-18
CONDITIONING. A7-71 USED WITH 57-I 40qMl11703




N/A OR NA - NOT APPLICAMLE
CLASS CODES: I.STAGE SYSTEIS 2.PAYIOAD MODULE 3.EXPERIMENT
Figure 6. Example of Stage Sort One Table.
STAGE SORT TaO TABLE
04/1b/73 SHUTTLE PROJECT PAGE 99
SHUTTLE MAIN ENGN.
ENVELOPE DIM UNIT DESIGN
El NUMBER DESCRIPTInN MEDIA WT L W H GTY COST/YR RESPONSIBILITY
CUIO6RnOOIA A FLOh TESTER., PNEUMATIC - ATMOSPHERIC GN2.HE TBD LB TO0 IN TO0 IN TBD IN 6- TUD_ ROCKETOYNE
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE (SSME) TRO KG T80 CM TOB CM TBD CM
NOTE:
LAST LETTER IN El NUMBER INUICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF CONTRACT
IA IS FOR GSE USED IN ENGINE DEVELO-
PEMENT B IS FOR GSE USEU IN FLIGHT ..
OPERATIONS)
COI06ROO02A A FLO* TESTER. PNEUMATIC - HIGH PRESS.
"  
HE TBD LB TBO IN TeD I ~ f6NT--TB ROCKETDYNE
FON SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE (SSME) TAD KG TBO CM TD CM TBD CM
NOTE:
LAST LETTER IN El NUMaER INDICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD nF CONTRACT
(A Is FOR GSE USED IN .EGINE DEVELO.... ......
PEMENT B IS FOR GSE URE) IN FLIGHT
OPERATIONS) . .......
CUIO10OOO3A A LEAK DETECTOR. HELIUM MArS SPEC. HE TAD LB TBO IN TBO IN TeD IN 2 TBD ROCKETDYNE
FOR SPACE SMUTTLE MAIN ENGINE SSME) TBD KG TD CM TBD CM TAD. CM------
.. NOTE:.....- 
- -
LAST LETTER IN El NUMaER INDICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD nF (ONTRACT. .-.
CA IS FOR GS( USED IN ENGINE DEVELO-
PFMENT 0 .IS FOR GSE USED IN.FLIGHT
OPERATIONS)
CDTw ROO"Tr ' TOOL SET.SPECIAL FOR APACE SHUTTLE N/A TBD LI TBD IN T OI Ti0 TN ---TB-- . .. ROCKETOYNE
MAIN ENGINE ToD KG TBD CH TBO CM TBD CM
NOTEI
LWST LETTER tN tI NUMAEI INUICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF CONTRACT
It IS FOR GSE USED IN ENGINE DEVELO- -
PEMENT B IS FOR GSE UEOD IN FLIGHT
OPERATIONS)
NIA OR NA * NOT APPLICABLE
Figure 7. Example of Stage Sort Two Table.
MEUIA SURT TA6LE
Oq/18/73 ALL PROGRAMS PAGE I
hELIUM
FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE DIM UNIT ULSIGN
El NUMBER. DESCRIPTION CODE WT L v O TY COST/YR RESPONSIBILITY
CDI6ROOIA A FLOi TESTER. PNEU;ATCf' ATMOSPHERIC TESTCh THR LB TB IN TBU IN TBO IN 6 TbO ROCKETDYNE
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN tNGINE (SSME) TRU KG TBU-.Ch TRUCM TBD CM
NOTE:
LAST LETTER IN El NUMRER I;UICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIO0 nF CUTRACT
(A 15 FOR GSE USED IN ENGINE )EVELO-
PEMENT B IS FOR GSE UqED IN FLIGHT
OPERATIUNS)
CDIO6ROOO2A A FLO6 TESTER. PNEUI:ATIC - HIGH PRESS. TESTCH THR LB TBD IN TBD IN TBD IN 6 TBU ROCKETDYNE
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE f.AIa ENGINE (SSFE) TBD KG TbO CM TBD CM TBD CM
NOTE:
LAST LETTER IN El NUMRER INDICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIOU O(F.UONTRACT
(A IS FUR GSE USED IN ENGINE DEVELU-
PEMENT B IS FOR GSL USEU IN FLIGHT
OPERA TIONS)
CB106ROO03A A LEAK DETECTOR. HELIUM MASS SPEC. TESTCH TpD LB TBD IN TRD IN TBD IN 2 TaD ROCKETDYNE
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE PAIN ENGINE (SSME) TBD KG TBD CM TOU CM TBD CM
NOTE:
LAST LETTER IN El NUMRER INUICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PEklOU nF.CUNTRACT
(A IS FOR GE USFDO IN ENrGINE DEVELO-.
PEMENT B IS FOR GSE *UE IN FLIGHT
OPERATIONSI
CD209ROO01A A CONSOLE. ROCKET ENGINF ElECTRICAL TESTCH TBD LB TBD IN TBU IN TBD IN 2 T18 ROCKETDYNE
PNEUMATIC-CHECKOUI FOR THD KG TBU CM TBO CM TBD CM
SPACE SHUTTLE MAHI EN.IWF (SSME)
NOTE:
LAST LETTER IN El NUNfER INUICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF CONTRACT
(A IS FOR GSE USED IN ENGINE DEVELO-
PEMENT H IS FOR GSE UqEU IN FLIGHT
OPERATIONS)
N/A OR NA w NOT APPLICABLE
Figure 8. Example of Media Sort Table.
FUNCTIONAL SORT TABLE
09/18/73 ALL PROGRAMS PAGE 3
TEST-CHECKOUT EQGIPMENT
ENVELOPE DIM UNIT DESIGN
El NUMBER DESCRIPTInN MEDIA AT L w H 4TY COST/YR RESPONSIBILITY
C4267R0001A A TEST SET. SIN~GLE NOCKcT FIJGINE FOR N/A THD LB TNu IN 380 IN TRD IN 2 TBD ROCKETDYWE
SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENI,4F ISSNE) TRD KG TB7 C1 TOB CM TBD CM
NOTEL
LAST LETTER IN El NUNRER INDICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PEKJOD nF CONTRACT
4A IS FOR GSE USFD IN ENGINE DEVELO-
PEMENT n IS FOR 6SE usEU IN FLIGHT
OPERATIONS)
CD267R00ZA A TEST SET. INSTALLED ROCKFT ENGINE N/A TRO LB TBD IN TOO IN TOD IN q TBD ROCKETDONE
FOR SPACE SHUTTLE flAIN ENGINE (SSnE) TaD KG TBO CH TOOU CM TaD C
NOTE:
LAST LETTER IN El NJMaER INDICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD nF CONTRACT
Ia IS FUR 3SE USED IN ENGINE DEVELO-
PFMENT d IS FOR GSE UcE IN FLIGHT
OPERATIONS)
CD395RU002A A COVERS - PROTECTIVE. FNbINE THRUST N/A TAD LB TBD IN Too IN TOO IN 11 TOD ROCKETOYNE
CHAMBER FOR SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN TOD KG TOO CM TBO CH TRD CM.
ENGINE ISSME)
NOTE:
LAST LETTER IN El NUMPEw INDICATES
THE EFFECTIVE PERIOD nF CONTRACT
IA IS FOR asE USED IN ENGINE OEVELO-
PLMENfT IS FOR SE. UREO IN FLIGHT
OPERATIONS)
CO39SRUOD3OA A.. PA. PROTECT4VE-THRUST CHAMBER h/A TBO La TOD IN TDO IN TeD IN 4 "TD ROCKETOYNE
INTERIOR FUR SPACE SUXTI.E MAIN. TAD KG TOD CM 180 CM TaD CM
TNGINE ISSME
LASLTTER IN El NUMIER IDICATES
THEEFFECTIVE PERIOD OF CONTRACT
IA IS FOR 6SE USED IN ENGINE DEVELO-
* PEAENT a IS FOR GSE UREU IN FLMHT
OPERATIONS)
N/A OR NA - NOT APPLICABLE
Figure 9. Example of Functional Sort Table.
The class code sort option provides an output which contains a com-
plete list of the GSE that supports the major hardware category specified.
The EI number, description, function code, stage, fluid media, quantity, and
design responsibility for each item of GSE associated with the requested
operation is contained in the output table. Figure 10 shows an example page
from a Class Code Sort Table output. The use location sort option generates
a complete list of all GSE that is used at a specific geographical location or
facility. The output contains the EI number, description, function code,
weight, length, width, height, fluid media, and design responsibility for each
item of GSE used in the specified location. Figure 11 shows an example page
from a Use Location Sort Table output. The applicable document sort provides
an output which contains all GSE that is referenced in the requested document.
The output contains the EI number, description, class code, function code,
and associated applicable documents. Figure 12 shows an example page from
an Applicable Document Sort Table output.
User Messages
The GSE Data Management System can have data added, updated, and/
or deleted from the data bank. When no GSE attribute data are to be changed,
the message shown in Example 1 is printed showing that no changes occurred.
The total number of GSE items in the data bank is also shown.
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Example 1
If any changes to the GSE attribute data have been included in the
control card deck, the number of each specific type of change will be printed
out along with the new total number of GSE items now in the data bank.





CLASS CODE SORT IAOLE
i1/26/72 ALL PROGRAMS PAGE I
GSE TEST SUPPuNT
FUNCTION DESIGN
El NUMER DEStRIPTION COOL STAQE MEDIA jTY RESPONSIBILITY
CPOZNOIC619 5-IC PNEUMATIC PORTABLE TESTERS-- TEbTCH S-IC N/A 16 GEHUNTSVILLE
SIX PURTAbLE SUITCASES CONTAINING
SlTCnESoINDICATOR LIGHTS.AND
METERS USLO IN CHECKING CONTINUITY
OF ELECTILAL COMPONENTS OF THE S-IC
PNEUMATIC CONSOLE AND THE S-IC PNEU.
MATIC CHECKUUI NACKS.
OSV-48-78 POWER CABLE REEL CART--THIS NUBILE SERVIC S-IVB N/A 8 ASTN-SOG
UNIT CONSISTS UF STORAGE REEL.CRANK.
FkRAME.SEM-PNEUMATIC MNEELS@TwO
*ATERM OSES.ELECTRICAL POELR CABLE,
AND OUICK DISCONNECTS. THE UNIT IS
USED 10 SUPPLY COOLING WATER AND
ELECTRICAL PU*LR TO THE OsV-4d-979.
22AI2006 TESTEK ASSY, YORAULIC TESTCH S-IC N/A 01 GEHUNTSVILLE
PERFORMANCE--A MOBILE UNIT CONTAIN-
ING S0ITCHStINOICATOn LIGHTS,
CABLESSANO A MANIFULO ASSEMBLY.
Tnl TESTER SIMULATES THE STEP
FUNCTION FLU REQUIREMENTS OF THE
S-IC F-I ENGINES START SEQUENCE TO
CHECKOUT THE S-IC HYONAULIC SUPPLY
ANU CHECKOUT UNIT.
6583669C TLSTEk ASS YFUMAND UMBILICAL TESTCH S-IC N/A 03 GEmUNTSVILLE
SENVICER CONSOLE--A PORTABLE SUIT-
CASE CONTAINING SWITCHESINDICATOR
LIGHTSMETERStANO CABLES TO TEST
THE S-IC FOkWARD UMBILICAL SERVICE
CONSOLE.
Figure 10. Example of Class Code Sort Table.
USE LOCATION SORT TABLE
04/18/73 ALL PROGRAMS PAGE 2
MARSHALL CENTER
FUNCTIONAL ENVELOPE DIM DESIGN
El NUMBER UESCRIPTInN CODE WT L A h MEDIA RESPONSIBILITY
DCOLMO5A67 EXTERNAL TAHJKETILH2 TEST TANK STOU- TRANSP TeD LB TBD IN TBD IN TBD IN N/A S&E-ASTN-ETT
AGE CRADLE-USED TO SUPPORT THE LH2 TRD KG TBO CM 1BO CM TBD CM
TEST TANK IN THE HORI7ONTAL POSITION
DURING PERIODS OF LGO ACTIVITY OR
STORAGE-CONSTRUCTED OF COMMERCIAL
GRADE STEEL SECTIONS,FLATES.AND HARD
WARENO ROTATIONAL CAPABILIIY.CAN BE
DISASSEMBLED FOR SHIPMENT
OC9UMDS68 EXTERNAL TANKIET)LOX TEST TANK STOR- TRANSP TBD LB TBD IN TB0 IN.TBD IN N/A S6E-ASTN-ETT
AGE CRADLE-USED TO SUPPORT THE LOX TBD KG TBD CM TO CM TBD CM
TEST TANK IN THE HORI7ONTAL POSITION
DURING PERIODS OF LOA ACTIVITY OR
STORAGE-CONSTRUCTED OF COMMERCIAL
GRADE STEEL SECTIONS.PLATES.AND HARD
OARE.NO ROTATIONAL CAPABILITY.CAN BE
DISASSEMBLED FOR SHIPMENT
DSV-4B-286 PNEUMATIC CONSOLE PORTABIE TEST-- TESTCH 140 LB 28 IN 28 IN 12 IN N/A MDAC-WO
THIS MODEL SIMILAR TO DSV-4B-286A 63KG 71CM 71CM 30CM
EXCEPT FOR IDENTIFICATION AND
CHANGES IN ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS,
THIS MODEL HAS SATURN Ib EFFECTIVITY
DSV-46-286A PNEUMATIC CONSOLES POPTARLE TEST SET TESTCH 140 LB 28 IN 28 IN 12 IN N/A MDAC-WD
THIS MODEL CONSISTS OF THREE TEST 63KG 71CM 71CM 30CM
AND MONITOR SETS AND FOUR CABLE
CASES. ALL GF THE SUITCASE TYPE.
THE TEST AND MONITOR SETS CONTAIN
ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS. SWITCHES.
CIRCUIT BkEAKERS.FUSES.METERS.AND
INDICATOR LIGHTS. THF CABLE CASES
CONTAIN THE CABLES TO FOER.CONTRUL
AND MONITOR ALL FUNCTIONS WITHIN
THE DSV-4B-432A.DSV-qR-33A
AND DSV-48-438A FOR TFST AND CHECK-
OUT AND TO PROVIDE LOCAL CONTROL.
THE MODEL HAS SATURN V EFFECTIVITY.
N/A OR NA - NOT APPLICABLE
Figure 11. Example of Use Location Sort Table.
APPLILABLE DOCUMIENT SORT TABLE
01'l/1/73 onCLMENT 651CD92C0 PAGE 8
ALL PROGRA/S
.............................................. . ..  4*... .
CLASS FUNCTIONAL APPLICABLE
EI NUMhER DEI)CRIP1 IOUN CODE CODE DOCUMENTS
b500910I H'NbAULIC PFr;it UiIT--STATIONRY I SEkVILC 651CU9790
SUf-UhIT OF S-IC HYDRAULIC SUPPLY 651C09200
AND CHECKUUT UNIT. LUNTAINS PUMPS. 650803000
IIUTONS.VALVFS.GAGES.F ILTERS.A.OD AN 65IC09202
800i GALLL'r, .ESEHViR FUn lTiE 40MOS839
PLIPO!)F OF qTURIiNG.COINDATIUNING, MSFC-MAN-006
IND f lt.ILkIN.u RJ-I FLUID UNULR
PFH55 E TO IrlE FIVE F-I ENGINES
OF THl S-i( STAGE DUJIIIN ALL (RUUND
P' -4LSES O F E GI1E AND FLi( HIT
-ALT)ATIOk- CHLCKOUT.
SI(600-(- U -0 0Ulii, SIPPnNT COOLIN(. UNIT-- I SEKVIL 651CD9793
LNCL oSEi , PUwGEI .STAT 1 OARY UNIT MAN-008
CU(JTA1IN:( A CoOLANI RESERvOIl. 8800-001
LJLLANT CIAULATION SUIISYSTEM. 651C09202
ktRlF NI kA;1 SUnSVESIlE .PUt4P .MIUTOR. 651C09200
CL LtSS0k ..LvMFkOUS GAGES. VALVES. 40fl I847
IIETERS.ANhu ONTkOLS. IT IS USED
TO C:hNDITIUN COOLANT MEDIA FOk IU
ANh S-IVB uL. ~OAR C.GL PLATES
COILING ANh I.LAT DISAPATION.
b7S00f I.LRI PIEFIIL hNIT--CONTAINS TVO 1 SEkVIC 651C09790
SEPAHkT STaTIoNANY SUi-UNITS, 159155
b9299-*HYODkULIC PUMPIN UNIT AND 159152
b93ID0-ClLVCKOcT CONSOLL. USED FOR 651CU9200
DLLINEkIN INE T FLUID TU T. S-IC 651CD9202
STAGE F-I FIGINE JACEITS FOR PRE- 4qOOOZ13
I17 ITION FIILIIJG. MSFC-MAN-007
892996 IHYORAULIC Pips'INh U..lT--ST.7TIuNAY I SERVIC 651C09790
SUu-UNTll O Ii.'FT PkFFILL UhNI. 159155
CUNhTA I N5 V VA .P;PU P : .I1Of URI .f.A.ES 159152
ANU A 770 GALLON FLUID NESERVION. 651CD9200
USLt FUk STnk!6 (, AND PUMIPING INEHT 651CD9202
fLI ln. 40M00213
MSFC-MAN-007
N/A IR A - 1NOT APPLICAF LE
CLASS COUES: I.STAL SYSrEPS 2.PAVI U ) iODULE 3.FAIERIMFNT
Figure 12. Example of Applicable Document Sort Table.
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Example 2
At the end of each sort requested in the control card deck, a statement
is printed stating to the user that the sort was completed. Example 3 is a
simple statement from the completion of a Functional Code sort request. If
a valid sort is requested for a GSE category that is not in the data bank, a
message is printed stating the master file contained no data for the specified
sort. If a sort was requested for the fluid media Freon and no Freon was used
with any of the GSE items in the data bank, the message shown in Example 4
would be printed out.
S ** COMPLETION OF FUNCTIONAL CODE SORT ***
Example 3
e**MASTER FILE CONTAINED NO DATA WITH FREON FLUID MEDIA SORT***
Example 4
When all the sorts associated with the control card deck (maximum of
eight) have been performed, a message is printed showing the number of sorts
actually performed. Example 5 shows this statement when six sorts were
requested.
*** THIS RUN COMPLETED 6 SoRTS ***
Example 5
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If the user has changed the GSE data bank, made programming
changes, or has other reasons, a new tape can be made. When a new tape is
correctly requested using the Type #1 instruction data card, a message is
printed out stating a new tape was created. Example 6 shows this statement.
Each tape has a number which must be placed on the third control card of a
sort request deck. When a new tape is created, a four or five digit number
of the tape is found at the end of the computer run which made the tape.
Example 7 shows the location of a five digit number which was generated
during this run.
S<<<<< USER MESSAGE... AN OUTPUT TAPE HAS BEEN CREATED ON THIS RUN >>>>>
Example 6
SQRT: r/R=842.5MS, IC= 13, OC= Ij9, dlA= 1.2
' - SAVE dLAN 16/1' TAPE -1 50720
SERVICE 17/1' 50720
TIME: 00:01:12J324 IN: 268 OUT; 0 PA1ES: 152
INITIATIUIO TIME: ZI:;9:2u-JAI~ 19,1913
TERMINATION TIME: 22::i417-JAN 19s,173
Example 7
Error Messages
Several types of errors can be made when making changes to the GSE
data bank. When adding or updating the data bank, a set of four card types
must be prepared. If one of the cards in these sets is placed out of order or
punched incorrectly, a statement will be printed giving the number of the cardin error. These card numbers are tabulated with an input listing of the data set
printed out at the beginning of each run. Example 8 shows the result of sub-
mitting five changes to the data bank with a card out of order or punched
incorrectly in one set. The correct data sets will be incorporated. The
message shown in Example 8 will also be printed when a deletion card is out of
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order by being placed within the set of four card types for adding or updating of
of the GSE data bank. When punching the project number on card Type #1 or the
class code on card Type #2 of the four card types of the GSE attribute data, a
character other than a number could possibly be used. If this should occur, the
error message shown in Example 8 will be printed. An incorrect dollar sign
($) for a Type #1 continuation card, when adding or updating the GSE data bank,
will also result in the error message shown in Example 8.
*.**RRU+ 0HrIILL RLAUiFN I:PUT FILL 2e*
***CARU ; 17 15 OUT OF 0 8,U ON IS PUNCHEU INCUECiLCLY**
***uSE ATTrIbUTE DATA FILE HA OLLN UPDATEDU**
I NLsV ENTITIES
1 UPD~fLL ENTITIES
2 ULLLILt O ENTTITIS
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Example 8
When adding or updating the GSE data bank, it is allowable to have up
to 20 lines of description which consist of one Type #1 card and 19 Type #1
continuation cards (see Appendix A). If more than 20 lines of description are
used, the error message shown in Example 9 will be printed out. The data
associated with this EI number will not be placed in the data bank, but all
correct data sets will be used.
***MORE THAN 20 LINES OF DESCRIPTION AFSOCIATEO WITH EL NO. OSV-48-433
, EKECUTION CONTINUING***
Example 9
The Type #1 instruction data card contains the date of the computer
run and an option of creating a new tape. If the date is of an incorrect format,
the error in Example 10 will be printed. This error message will also be
printed out if the Type #1 instruction data card is not placed in the computer
card deck. This error will cause the run to be terminated. If a new tape is
to be created, a T is punched in column 11 of the Type #1 instruction data
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card. When an incorrect character is used, the error message shown in
Example 11 is printed. The requested sorts will be performed, but a new
tape will not be made.
* ERO IN PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS
*..THE DATE 15 MISSING OR 1S PUNCHED INCURRECTLY***
Example 10
*. ERROR IN TAPE OPTION INSTRUCTION -.,AN INCORRCT _CHARATERWAS USED.***
*** NO TAPE CREATED ON THIS RUN *..
Example 11
Each of the Type #2 instruction data cards specifies a specific sort to
be output. Of the eight possible sort types, the Master Summary Table,
Stage Sort 1, and Stage Sort 2 data cards require a code mnemonic only. The
Applicable Document Sort may have any document number as its descriptor
code. The remaining four sorts require a code mnemonic and a descriptor
code. Section II gives the details of preparing these cards. If a mnemonic
code is incorrect, error messages stating that the mnemonic code is
misspelled and that the computer is continuing to process the remaining sorts
is printed out. Example 12 shows a sample of an incorrect mnemonic code.
*** MNEMONIC NAME SUMMAR Is MISSPELLEU***
*00 CONTI UING TO PHOCES OTHER SORTS ***
Example 12
The descriptor code of a sort request can also be in error. When a
descriptor code is used that is not valid, see Appendix A for correct codes,
the error message in Example 13 is outputed. In this example the fluid media
LH3 was requested. The correct fluid should have been LH2, therefore the
error message was printed.
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**DESCRIPTER NAME: LH3 IN ERROR***
Example 13
When requesting an Applicable Document Sort, a code mnemonic and a
document number must be specified. If the document number used is not
associated with any GSE items in the data bank, the message in Example 14
will be printed.
***ERROR***DOCUMENT 555555555555 COULD NOT BE FOUND***
Example 14
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SECTION IV. PROGRAM ASPECTS
Program Execution
The GSE Data Management program consists of control cards, a main-
line program, subroutines, and procedure tables used for execution by the
Univac 1108 system. The following briefly explains each of these items and
discusses their function in the program. It will be convenient to refer to
Figure 13 showing the general overview of the complete program.
The mainline program takes control over all other routines. The
mainline reads in the program instruction data provided by the user on data
cards and makes available such information to other routines. The first
program instruction data card contains the date of the run and an optional
variable that is used to determine whether to generate an output tape with new
or updated data. If an invalid date is encountered by the subroutine DATECK
an error message will be written and the run terminated. If GSE attribute
information is to be added, updated, or deleted from the data base, subrou-
tine UPDATE will be called from the MAINLINE. UPDATE uses four drum
files. All information from the current tape is put on FILE 1. If there are
any GSE attribute cards in the card deck run-stream, the data from these
cards are put on FILE 2. UPDATE then uses FILE 3 as a working file, i. e.,
all data from FILE 1 and FILE 2, whether it be duplicate or not, are all put
on FILE 3. UPDATE then searches FILE 3 for the most current data and
puts them on FILE 4. Updated data on FILE 4 are then used for the current
run and can be stored on a new user requested output tape.
Up to eight different sets of sort mnemonic codes can appear on
individual data cards following the initial data card. The MAINLINE deter-
mines if such are valid names and converts then to an integer code. Subrou-
tine MERGE is then called from the MAINLINE and uses this code to deter-
mine which sort operation to perform. There are seven different types of
sorts and a master summary table available. Each sort thus has a correspond-
ing sort subroutine as contained in Table 1.
Using the Univac Sort/Merge Package feature (see Program Charac-
teristics), each subroutine does the internal sorting logic. Furthermore,
each sort subroutine has a peculiar group of routines that handle the printout
logic. For example, subroutine PRINT2 handles the pure mechanics of
printing the newly sorted GSE data for Stage Sort 2 including use of subroutines
DIMMET, WGTMET, and RELALP for calculation of metric units; subroutine
















SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE SUBROUTINE
MASTER SORT 1 SORT 2 SORT 3 SORT4 SORT 5 SORT 6 SORT 7
PRINTOUT PRINTOUT PRINTOUT PRINTOUT ,PRINTOUT PRIN OUT PRINTOUT









STOP -- OPTIONAL OUTPUT TAPE CAN BE CREATED.
Figure 13. Master program execution flow chart.
TABLE. 1. SORT SUBROUTINE NAME FOR TYPE OF SORT
Sort Subroutine Name Type of Sort
MASTER Master Summary Table
SORT1 Stage Sort 1
SORT2 Stage Sort 2
SORT3 Fluid Media Sort
SORT4 Functional Code Sort
SORT5 Class Code Sort
SORT6 Applicable Document Sort
SORT7 Use Location Sort
HEADS calls the appropriate heading subroutine for use by the respective print
routine; subroutine HEADR2 prints the column headings and footnotes on every
page of the sort. Subroutine LINCON determines whether to start writing on
a new page or continue writing on the current page. This printout would be in
presentable tabular listings displaying all GSE items found under Stage Sort 2.
In similar fashion, the sequence of calls to PRINT1, HEADS, HEADR1, and
LINCON will accomplish the printout logic for Stage Sort 1.
Program Modification Procedures
Each card of the current version of the GSE Data Management Program
is catalogued by line entry number. This simplifies the procedure by which
any temporary modifications can be made to the program if it is not entirely
satisfactory to the program analyst. When making temporary changes, the
line entry of each statement can be obtained from the left-hand column number
of the current program listing (see Appendix B).
Permanent changes can also be made to the program. Being modular
in form, the program is flexible enough to incorporate major additions with
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minimum effort. For example, assume that a type of sorting function is
desired that is not currently available from the program. Through the use of
several control cards, the program analyst can add those subroutines (sub-
programs) that were designed to provide such extended capability. These
additions would then be represented by several new block operations to be
fitted on Figure 13. Refer to the discussion in the section on how to change
or add Fortran subroutines.
Changes to Program Procedures Tables
Figure 14 is an example sheet from Appendix B that illustrates a
typical catalogued listing from one of the program's procedure tables. Notice
that each statement has the catalogued computer number positioned to the
extreme left of it. These catalogued listing numbers, as shown in Appendix
B, will change if any Fortran routines or procedure tables are altered when
permanent changes to the program have been made by the user. To temporar-
ily modify any of these statements, the insert card method is used. This
requires an insert card that may contain any of the following information:
1. The location number of the statement to be replaced or modified
(see Example 15).
2. The location number of the statement to be deleted entirely (see
Example 16).
3. The sequential location numbers of the statements to be modified
(see Example 17).
4. The location numbers of the statement which modifications are to
follow (see Example 18).
All insert cards are punched beginning with a minus sign in card
column one ( 1) and must follow the procedure table control card in the run-
stream. Example 15 shows the procedure table control card and insert card
setup.
03500300 ;1 1 11111112222222233333333 33494L944444455555555666666666677777777778
12345679123N455678i12345677902345678 12346789 129 3 56789 46789 2356789
JdPDPULF TAJLEoTABLE
-9,,98
* s, B  ','SOLID ',,ROCKET's' BST. '
-1-j, I '
* ,'SPSH ', SPA'ICE SHU'.O TTLE
Example 15
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E0074 XSTAGE PROC . TBLE 7'
0075 C t.I*************.r***************************t******t******.. ..TT8LE 75
0076 C ' STAGENAME PROCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 76
0077 C -* *TBLE 77
0078 C . THE ARRAY oG'SETLE'' CONTAINS THE VARIOUS GSE STAGENAME.TITLES *TBLE 78
0079 C * TBLE 79
U080 C * VARIABLE DEFINITION *TBLE 80
0081 C q . ***** *** *TBLE 81
0082 C * TBLE 82
0083 C * NSTAGE THE NUMBER OF STAGENAMES APPEARING IN *TBLE 83
0084 C THIS TABLE + 1 *TBLE 84
U085 C * *TBLE 85
0086 C 0 ROUTINES THAT USE XSTAGE PROC *TBLE 86
0087 C * ************************* *TBLE 87
0088 C * MASTER *TBLE 88
U089 C * HEADRI TBLE 89
0090 C * HEADR2 *TBLE 90
0091 C * SORTI *TBLE 91
0092 C PRINTI *TBLE '92
0093 C * *TBLE 93
009' C *****o**eo*********************ooo**o**************o*oTBLE 91-
0095 INTEGER GSETLE(IO0) TBLE 95
0096 NSTAGEU12 .TBLE 96
0097 DATA GSETLE/ 'q.**UNKNo,'ON'* li TBLE 97
0098 * ,SR8 ',S. RI ,'B800STE1etR TBLE 98
0099 .tET 'eEXTERN','AL TANe9IK TBLE 99
0100 -- o* ,oSSE 'SHUTTL,'E MAINI* ENGN.' TBLE 100
0101 I* ,AM 'e' AIRLO','CK MOD,'OULE ' TBLE 101
0102 - - S ',' ORBIT','AL WORe#,KSHOP ' TBLE 102
0103 * ATM *,'APOLLO',' TELE.'s, MOUNT' TBLE 103
010 * ,9MDA I',* '' MDA I' TBLE 104
0105 # ,IlU ',' INSTR','UMENT ,OUNIT ' TBLE 10l
0|06 * ,S5lC 'ot S-IC ','STAGE '' TBLE 106
0107 0S'IVB ','S-IVb 'l'5TAGE ' ' TBLE 107
0108 * ,S-2 't 5-11I ','STAGE ' '/ . TBLE 108
0109 C * oTHIS SPACE IS FOR THE CONTINUATION OF GSE DESCRIPTIVE TBLE 109
0110 C TBLE 110
ill1 C * s TBLE IIl
0112 C *- TBLE 112
0113 C * , TBLE 113
0119 C. * o TBLE 1845  l , 1
0116 .C .- . . - , TBLE 116
0117 C * ,THIS SPACE IS FOR THE CONTINUATION OF GSE DESCRIPTIVE TBLE 117
0118 END TBLE 118
Figure 14. Procedure table catalogue listing.
The statements that were in some way modified are identified as loca-
tion Nos. 98 and 100. Note that on each insert card the location number is
listed twice and there is a one to one replacement on the statement that was
98. It should also be noted that all statements that are placed between the
insert card and the succeeding insert card, if any, will replace the statement
at location No. 100. Thus it would be possible to insert a finite number of
statements at location No. 100 or, as Example 16 illustrates, delete a state-
ment completely if no statement should follow the insert card. However,
due to the logic and nature of the particular procedure table, location No. 96
would have to be modified also, so as to reflect the correct number of items
that would remain in that procedure table after the deletion.
3003003 :.:1111llI1112 2 2222222222 23333333 3 33 '44444444b55 555 66o 6666667777/77777k






Example 17 shows how the user can modify all statements between and
including 99 through 102. If no statements appear after the insert card, the
program segment identified on that insert card would be deleted entirely.
0000000 3 I 11IIIII22 2 222222223333333 3 33344444444555555556666666667777777777b
123'4567d 9 01234567 8901235678 9 02356790123567901356789123 6789 3 6789
frPDPULF TABLE,TABLE
-99 102
,'SPSH 0,0 SPAO,'CE SHUO.OTTLE '
Example 17
Example 18 illustrates how any number of statements can be inserted
to follow a certain statement in the program. Note that only one location
number is required on the insert card following the minus sign.
0000 I11111 I112 2 22222222222233333333334 444444555555555666666666677777777778





0,'ALL ',SUSE I,',N ALL ''5STAGES'
Example 18
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Due to the nature of the' procedure tables and the Univac 1108 system,
it is necessary to recompile those Fortran subroutines that use a procedure
table that has been modified. Note that within the comment statement portion
of each procedure table there is a list of subroutine names that use that pro-
cedure table. Recompilation requires that these subroutine names must then
appear on control cards that follow the end of all insert cards to the procedure
tables. Example 19 illustrates the format for such control cards. It is
recommended that the "S" option be used and, as the example shows, the
subroutine name should appear twice and should be separated by a comma.
00o 00ou 00o11111111 1122222222223333333333 944 944444
5 5 5 S5 5 5 556666666666
7 777 7 7 7
7 78
1234567812323467789123q 78 90 123 95678
9
0123 9567 890123q5678901234567890123456789012 567890
QPDPULF TAbLE,TABLE
-98,98
* S'5Rt3 ','SOLID ','ROCKET'm' BST. '
-100,100





W1FORsS PR I NT I,,PR I NT 1.
Example 19
Changing and Adding Fortran Routines
I. f it were necessary to modify. the actual Fortran statements.in.the
program, the same insert card method is illustrated in the previous example
is used. Example 20 illustrates the appearance of the control card needed
and an example insert card setup. It is required that the "US" option be used
on these control cards, noting also that the subroutine name again appears
twice and is separated by a comma. A very important reminder is that these
Fortran control cards (@ FOR, US) and their associated insert cards must
follow the procedure table control card and its associated insert cards, if any,
in the card deck ruristream.
Example 21 shows that only one control card is needed to add.a new .
subroutine to the program. Simply put the control card before the subroutine
deck. Note that the "IS" option is used, followed by a blank space and then
the name of the routine. Addition of a new subroutine must follow the proce-




0"3J00,iOllll 111l1Zi 2222222 223333333333qq94444444'l 565SS o66666666777777777g
1234567891234567i9IZ3456789 12395 7 1,23456789012396781J45678901234567890
-FUrhUS IAINsMAIN
-59.59








GO TO 8s,16.2 *32,4 'q8.1b,59,74q 60),NANoaU
,FORUS IJPOATE,UP)ATL
-119
I(CARo*E I.AN4.NCI.E *G.1AN)LIiUM(2'HLQ .LANK)GO TO 30
Example 20
l)flfi0 nnl( 11111112 2' 222,23333 33344 54 4455555555'5566ES 557777777779
12~.5E7 00l1239 E78 123 5 7 e91I12354 E 7e Q.L034~ E 789012345E 78Si1234 5 E78901234 5E 78
90
aFCRI l W NEW
SCUEtCUTINE NEW NEW rlOcu
Ct*** THIE 15 A NEW FORTRAN SUERCUTTNE THAT IS SEIN ACCED TO GSED~S NEW 0002
DI Af-NSI. N I.(l[1) NEW 100(15
1 R*AI ).,rr LX NYW OU 6
5 7C 20i=1J:ll NEW VU7
15 KPIN T= J) *LX NEw 0o118
16 WRITEtE917)KPRINTtLX NLW rC09
17 FORMAT(lH19l2) NEW U010
20 C rIN UE NEW 0l11




Deck Setup, Control Cards, and Options
Following the procedure table and Fortran subroutine control cards and
their associated insert cards, a final control card is required to allow for
these program modifications. Example 22 shows what is called the @ MAP
control card. It is used to collect all routines from the current tape and make
a new temporary program with the user's specified program modifications.
00J03 1 1I 11111111 1 2222222223.33333333449 !9499q4555-5-555556s6e666&6LL6_,_ZL7L7_7a




This card must appear immediately after all subroutines and before
the @ XQT PROVE card. The program analyst also has the option to make a
new tape that would contain any program modifications, as was discussed
earlier. Simply punch "T" for tape at card column 11 of the Type 1 card. It
is recommended that a trial run be made first without the "T" option so as to
validate any program modifications. When such modifications are working
correctly, utilize the "T" option. Figure 15 illustrates how the entire deck
setup would look with sample program modifications in the runstream.
0000000 11lllil1222222222233333333334494 44~54b5555555566666666677777777778
1234 5 678 9C1234678O912395678
9 123456 7 923467890123b678912345678923567890 .
4RUNt//T GSEDS,431ZO0,XXXXXXBIN2J7,
3


















. * SNRB *s*SOLID 1'NOCKET9' BST ' ..
* ,'SPSH ',' SPA','CE SHU'O'TTLE
F-FOHS MASTERMASTER






50 FORMAT(Hi 5X,19He** MNEMONIC NAME .A617.IS MISSPELLE .**)
-62,62
. . 7IDESRUIAlfL- --
-63,63
















MEDIAS --- HE -........
FUNCTL SERVIC
CLA SC 1 .....
USELOC MSFC
APPOO .---- 651-.D9200----- ---..- . . .
OFIN
Figure 15. Control card deck with program modifications.
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Program Characteristics
The GSE Data Management program has several special features, one
of which is the use of the Univac Sort/Merge Package. It consists of a collec-
tion of Fortran-callable subroutines which allow the program to interface with
the 1108 System Sort Program. Subroutines UPDATE, SORT1 through SORT7
use this Sort Package. For more details about this package a complete write-
up is available from the publishing organization.
Another feature of this program is the use of the Fortran V procedure
table. It allows storage of any array information that is used as common
reference among the 28 routines. Each routine can therefore use whatever
procedure table it needs in order to gain access to desired specifications.
Most modifications the program analyst may wish to make to the procedure
table do not necessitate changes to those routines that use that table. Remem-
ber that the program is also designed in such a way that it can handle pro-
gramming additions. The program presently uses 23 000 words of core with
a maximum of 32 000 words allowable for remote operations. The data bank
currently allows for a total of 540 GSE-EI entries but can be enlarged to fit
the need for more, merely by changing the specifications on the four @ASG,
TN, F2 control cards. Computer execution time per sort ranges from
roughly 13 seconds for a relatively smaller output such as the Master Sum-
mary Table, to 26 seconds for one of the more typical sorts (Stage Sortl).
Description of the Program Listing
Each routine of the GSE Data Management Program is commented in a
standard format so that changes or additions can be easily made by experienced
programmers. As can be seen in Appendix B, the current program listing is
given for each routine. Appearing first within each routine are comment
statements that briefly describe its function to the program. Following this
initial description are comment statements which identify and define the
important variables in the subroutine. Also note that among the actual
Fortran program statements are added comments that give better detail to the
significant operations of the subprogram. Special attention should be given to
the information provided in the comment portion of each procedure table.
Conveniently located there is a description of its function, any defintions of
important variables, and a cross reference to those routines that use the
table.
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APPENDIX A. DEFINITION OF INPUT FORMAT FOR
GSE ATTRIBUTE DATA CARDS
Input to the GSE information bank is supplied by data punched in sets
of four or more 80-column computer cards. The format for these cards is
shown in Figure A-1. Figure A-2 shows an example of all four card types.
Care should be taken when using the various Descriptor Codes explained in
the following sections. These descriptor Codes are the variables used to
determine the specific information which will be placed in four of the eight
possible sorts. The Descriptor Codes used must contain no blank spaces
within each code and must contain no zeros. (NOTE: All information should
be punched left justified unless otherwise stated.)
Card Type 1
1. Card Number - This number identifies that this is the first of a
set of four or more data cards (card column 1 punch a 1).
2. Project Number - This digit code number represents the general
project in which the GSE item is associated. Presently the five codes used







3. EI Number - This 13-maximum-digit number should be left justi-
fied (card columns 7-19).
1. High Energy Astronomy Observatory.
Vka 39
pRECF90'
CARD NUMBER El NUMBER DESCRIPTION
2 3 5 6 7 910 II 12 1 3 1 I 1 7 i1 19 2 21 22 23 2 0ta 32 2 2 32 33 34 3 s 3 a 2  2 3 40 42 43 40 0 47 4 9 a 1 52 3 2 7 3 20 30 6 6 64 6s 7 2 2 2 7
S 6 7 NUMBER 9 1 13 15 16 17 s 1 19 0 21 $0 23 24 25 26 27 29 30 31 32 331 14 31 36 37 1 9 4 0 41 42 43 1 44 4 3 47 48 49 1 s 11 50 3 a 7 5 1. 9 0 1 0 62 63 6 1 l 67 I 6 7 0 7i 72 73 75 71 71 7 0
2 3 4 3 6 7 , 9 10 II 17 13 4 .1 I 16I s 1 9 2 21 22 23 2t 23 26 27 8 29 3 31 32 33 34 33 U 37 38 39 4 1 42 40 2 43 4 1 4 49 1 5 2 53 5. 3 57 58 39 6 61 62 63 6, t al 67 61 6 70 76 72 73 7 15 6 77 7 79
2 3 4 0 5 6 7 9 I i1 12 1 14 I 16 z I$ 19 21 22 23 24 20 26 27 o 29 0 01 313 0  02 4 0 37 38 39 40 42043 0 45 26 47 48 49 0 52 0 54 5s 03137 0 00 10 61 60 63 64 e 0 67 8 69 70 71 72 73 7 7 70 77 7 79 80
S 6 9 1 1 13 t I) 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 21 26 27 2 29 31) 32 33 34 33 3 37 38 39 0 1 42 43 AS 4 47 4 49 s1 52 53 r 5 7 5 1 0 3 6 4 3 67 1. 9 70 71 72 73 7 1 75 16 77 78 79 0
1 3 3 81 7 8 9 1 10 12 1 i3 is . s 17 T 2 9 20 21 22 23 21 25 26 27 2 1 29 3 32 33 30 35 2 7 39 8 1 3 4 2 3 01 40 .6 1 I4 T 9 M 51 52 53 34 5 51 581 59 0 1 62 360 2 60 ft 0 1 71 11 6 70 i 71 13 10 15 70 1 78 12 80
1 2 3 21 8 5 6 7 1 t ii la 19 21 22 23 24 21 26 27 2 29 5 0 31 32 33 3 30 37 38 39 4 0 1 42 43 3 0 15 2 0 1 a S 15213 2 530 54 3 9 60 60 i 62 63 6. 65 tt 67 68 69 70 1 12 73 71 75 1 7 38 02 20
SENOTES CONTINUAT ION
DESIGN RESPONSIBILITY CLASS CODE QUANTITY WEIGHT STAGE
II 3 2 8 3 II 21I721 2 222 I IT T I I I 93 422 11178231114 1111 0280 22 2 45 as 11 0 iA 7 at 1 a222302
IST 2ND 3RD DOCUMENTS 4TH 5TH 6TH1 2 3 4 5 6 7 3 9 10 It 12 13 14 1I 16 17 19 21 2 233 2 25 26 27 29 31 32 33 35 3s 37 38 3 3 2I4 2 3 4 4 .2W a 2 52 23 s a aM 2 8 59 I 6a 61 62 63 65 a 67 a 69 70 7 72 73 24 77
S2 32 5 6 7TH I 3I3 I2 3 I 3 I I I 26 27 8TH 2 2 22 22 a2 a2  t 2 3 9TH It aX 37 03 V 10 04 2 03 0 10TH -22 a 20 a 0 r 2 s2 3o 61TH a 1 ,a$ as aa o o o I n 12TH r 2 02 79 TO
DENOTES CO(TINUATION
Figure A-i. GSE input format sheet.
CARD NUMBER El NUMBER DESCRIPTION
PR JC N B ER 6 71 1. 17 I3 I1 21 S 1 I 21 S 2 , 21 28 2 a II 2 1 3 33 31 35 3 37 30 31 ID 11 12 .3 1 16 11 18 1 0 1 ) 5 2 53 51 1 I 5 O 3. 5 01 11  1 I 1 11 1. 11
3, 9 1 0 11 12 13 14 15 1 17 i8 19 0 21 22 2 23 23 21 2 7 21 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 3 7 311 39 30 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 33 49 S 51 52 53 5 55 s 57 58 59 3 0 1 73 7 1 77 9 .
I I 5 6 9 10 II 12 13 I IS i I 19 20 21 22 23 21 25 26 27 24 21 30 31 32 31 35 a 37 39 39 10 11 12 4 3 44 11 47 .8 19 S 5I 2 13 1 1 57 ISs D 1 1 11 2 f 6 7 1 1 S oo
-E IOTES CONTINUA T 1 OHY
10 11 12 4U 15 16 17 19 19 20 21 72 23 2 76 27 28 29 30 ST 13 34 31 36 37 3B I 4 2 31 41 41 43 . 7 11 1 9 50 61 1 3 5A 5 1 5 9 1 71 ' 1 1 7 1 7 S 7 ID
DESIGN RESPONSIBILITY CLASS CODE QUANTITY WEIGHT STAGE
126 7 9 0 11 I2 14 11 i 17  8 19 20 2 22 23 2 1 25 26 27 29 29 30 31 32 33 34 3s 36 37 38 39 40 r1 42 43 441 45 17 48 49 S 51 57 53 5 11 56 S a 58 19 1i 7 77 7 11 7, 77 I7 I 9 s
2 I I I rId- / 61 1/70M
S 2 3 1 5 6 7 B 190 It 12 13 14 15 16 17 i . 11 19 0 22 21 2 3N 2 2 , 7 29 1 i 31 12 33 3 35 3 37 39 39 0 Ito 1 .2 45 47 10T 9 11 )52 51 55 56 57 s8 1 60 1 1, 1
3 367 1 11 1 78 22 34 62. 1 1 1 3 37 1 17 1 P7I 0 2 2 511 / 68
IST 2ND 3RD DOCUMENTS 4TNH 6TH
1 2 33 3 673 133333 1151 1 10 133333353 2235 S5 11 9 275333 21 .1S2390339333 1 3311  19303533333 301 .6 19 O 51 5 53303033 7 5300333901 2 I33 1 3533  13333333939
4 51CD 1719121 11 181612613121 11 I 1# 01 I I I 1jf2191 I I I 1 ID1 2 3 4 s 6 1 a 7TH 1 12 1 is S Is 3 3 IS I 21 8TH 2 34 20 26 27 2. 3 S4 o 32 33 34 9TH 37 31s 3o 4 1t 2 3 15 1 7 10TH w si 52 33a 3 5 5 3 5 5 S4 S 12TH 7 9 .
DENOTES CONTINUATION
Figure A-2. Example of GSE filled-in data sheet.
4. Title - This information space provides the first available line for
the writing of a brief description for GSE associated with the above El number.
Care should be taken in order that this line of description does not utilize
more than 36 spaces. Characters should be punched in columns 22 through 57
inclusive, since the computer program will not accept characters outside this
limit.
5. Continuation of Card Type 1 - In order to continue the description
or remarks, a new card must be punched with a dollar sign in column 1 and,
on that same card, the continuation of the title description should be punched
in columns 22 through 57 inclusive. Take note not to exceed the designed card
space.
6. Each continuation card is identical. The maximum number of
continuation cards is 19 (i. e., a total of 20 description cards is allowable
including the continuations).
Ca rd Type 2
1. Card Number - Punch a number 2 in column 1.
2. Design Responsibility - This is the organization which is directly
responsible for the actual design of an item of GSE. This organization may or
may not be the manufacturer. The code is left justified in columns 4 through
15 inclusive (examples: Rocketdyne, ASTN-EPG, MDAC-WD).
3. Class Code - This integer, punched in column 18, represents the
major hardware category that is supported by a particular piece of GSE. The





4. Quantity - This is the number of pieces of GSE that fit this particu-
lar description. This integer should be placed left justified in columns 21 and
22.
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5. Weight In Pounds - The weight is a left justified, six-digit-
maximum integer in columns 25 through 30. It weight is not known, use TBD;
right justify entry.
6. Stage - This attribute defines the stage or vehicle assembly that
the GSE supports. The present program will key off an alphanumeric or
mnemonic code. All mnemonics for these stages are left justified, six-or-
less-character words that must conform exactly to one of the following:
Code Module or Stage
AM Airlock Module
ATM Apollo Telescope Mount
ET Shuttle External Tank
IU Instrument Unit
MDA Multiple Docking Adapter
OWS Orbital Workshop
SRB Shuttle Solid Rocket Booster




Other codes can be added to the system based on programming instructions
explained in Section IV.
Card Type 3
1. Card Number - Keypunch a 3 in column 1.
2. Use Location - This describes the area of usability for the particu-
lar GSE item. Multiple entries of Descriptor Codes are permitted with each
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code separated by a comma. The Descriptor Codes should be centered using
columns 4 through 21 and must be as follows;
Descriptor Code Description
CP Canoga Park
HB MDAC-WD, Huntington Beach
IBM IBM Space Division
KSC Kennedy Center




MTF Mississippi Test Facility
SDF System Development Facility
STF Static Test Facility
WTR Western Test Range
FACT Factory
Other location codes can be added to the program based on instructions given
in Section IV.
3. Functional Code - This code describes the basic function that the
GSE will perform for the associated piece of hardware. The Descriptor Code
must be in columns 24 through 29 and must be one of the following:









TESTCH Test and Checkout
TRANSP Transportation
VAC PU 2  Vacuum Pump
4. Length in inches is placed in columns 22 through 25. If length is
not known, use TBD; right justify entry.
5. Width in inches is placed in columns 28 through 41. If width is not
known, use TBD; right justify entry.
6. Height in inches is placed in columns 44 through 47. If height is
not known, use TBD; right justify entry.
7. Unit Cost - The cost of design, development, and procurement
of one GSE piece of gear and year of purchase is given (example: 320K 71).
Center the value in the 13 characters provided in columns 50 through 62. If
cost is not known, enter TBD in columns 54 through 56.
8. Media - The type of fluid medium that is used with the GSE is
given (examples: GN2, RP-1, He). Multiple entries of fluid media Descrip-
tor Codes are allowed with each code separated by a comma. Use columns
65 through 76 and center the entry( s) in the columns provided. The Descrip-


























Make sure that the letter O is punched and not the digit 0. Descriptor Codes
contain no zeroes (0).
If no length, width, height, cost, and/or fluid media are associated
with the GSE item, punch N/A in the assigned columns.
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Card Type 4
1. Card Number - Punch a 4 in column 1.
2. Document Number - This card provides room for up to six docu-
ment numbers, each number being up to 12 characters long. If a document
number is less than 12 characters, leave the remaining spaces blank. Starting
in column 4 on the same card, punch the first document number, ending in
column 15. Skip a space, that is leave column 16 blank. If a second document
exists, use columns 17 through 28. Skip a space and then a third document
number. Continue this trend for the remainder of the card, if needed, always
noting to skip a space between document numbers.
3. Document Continuation Card - If more than 6 documents are needed
needed, a second document card is required. Only one continuation card is
allowed. Punch an asterisk in column 1 and pattern the document numbers
exactly as stated in item 2 above.
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I C ****oo*********************o********************O**OO *DTCK
2 C * THIS ROUTINE CHECKS TU SEE IF A VALID NUMERIC DATE HAS BEEN *DTCK 2
3 C * SUPPLIED BY THE PROGRAM ANALYST *DTCK 3
4 C *ee*e**.***ee*ee* * **ee *ioeeeeeeeeeOOOe***********************DTCK 4
5 SUBROUTINE DATECK(NERROR) . DTCK 5
6 INCLUDE COMON DTCK 6
7 C DTCK 7
a Ce**eDEFINITION OF FUNCTION FLD(I,K,E) ISTARTING BIT KoBIT WIDTH DTCK B
9 Coo*e*E-WORD NAME DTCK 9
10 C DTCK 10
11 WoRDeDATII - DTCK II
12 NERHORO DTCK 12
13 C DTCK 13
IN Ce***OSTORE THE IST CHARACTER OF DATXII) IN VARIABLE NFARTI DTCK 14
15 C DTCK 15
16 NPARTI8FLU(O,6 ORD) DTCK 16
7 C . . DTCK 17
18 COOOO*STORE THE 3R D CHARACTER OF DATXII) IN VARIABLE NPART3 DTCK 18
19 C DTCK 19
20 NPART2IFLU(6,6WORD) DTCK 20
21 C DTCK 21
22 C*****STORE THE 2ND CHARACTER OF DATX(II IN VARIABLE NPART2 DTCK 22
23 C - -- ------ DTCK 23
24 NpART3mFLD(I;!26WORD) DTCK 29
25 C DTCK 25
26 Ce****CHECK TO SEE IF THE IST CHARACTER IS A BLANK DTCK 26
27 C DTCK 27
28 IFINpARTI.L.5)GO TO 20 DTCK 28
29 NVALUEmNPANTI- 8 . TCK 29
3U C DTCK 30
31 C***o*CHEC K TO SEE IF THE 1ST CHARACTER IS A VALID INTEGER DTCK 31
32 C DTCK 32
33 IF(NVALUE*GT.9*0R.NVALUEoLT.O)GO TO 30 DTCK 33
34 C DTCK 34
35 Cseo**CHECK TO SEE IF THE 2ND CHARACTER IS A SLASH(/) DTCK 35
36 C DTCK 36
37 It(NpART2*Ew.60IGO TO 35 DTCK 37
38 C DTCK 38
39 Ce***CECK TO SEE IF THE 2ND CHARACTER IS A BLANK DTCK 39
4U C DTCK 40
'14 20 IFINpART2.EQ.1SLO TO 29 ..--... -... DTCK 41--
'42 NVALUEONPART2-48 DTCK 42
93 C DTCK 43
44 Co**CHECK TO SEE IF THE 2ND CHARACTER IS A VALID INTEGER DTCK 4N
14 C DTCK 45
46 IF(NVALUE.-T,9.ORoNVALUE.LTi0)GO TO 30 DTCK 46
1 60 TO 35--- D...................................CK '47
48 C DTCK 48
49 C*****CMECK TO SEE IF THE 3RD CHARACTLR IS A BLANK DTCK 49
50 C DTCK 50
SI 29 IFINpART3.NE.5)GO TO 35 DTCK b1
52 C DYCK 52
S3 Ce****SET ERROR KEY .... - .. OTCK 53
54 C DTCK 54
55 30 NERRORIa DTCK 55
56 35 RETURN D- TCK 56
57 END DTCK 57
pWED.ING pAGE BLANK NOT FILMED1
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SUBROUTINE DIMMET
1 C **ooo*O*****O******OOe** *********e oo e*oo*oo*O*MMT 1
2 C * SUBROUTINE DIMMET -TMHI SUBROUTINE CONVENTS THE DIMENSIONS OF *-DUMT 2
3 C * LENGTHMAIDTH,AND HMEIGHr. To.CENTIMETERS FROM INCHES *OMMT_-_3
9 C **********..e* ** * ********es ********** **.*.**.*****..... ..*..... DMMT 4
5 C . .MT .
6 SUBROUTINE DIMMET(IMETIC.INA) DMMT 6
7 .___ DIMENSION IM( 1 ............. .. DMMT_. 7....
8 C DMMT 8
9_.*....... Ce.FLO IS A LIBRARY FUNCTI.ONT0OBTA Q. .. TS .ITFROM ALPHANUMERIC NUMBERSUMMT 9
10 C DMMT 10
.1 __ IM(I)IFLD(O.6.INAI-- .... 1.. ........ OMMT__.. 
12 IrM 2).FLD(6,6,INA) UMMT 12
13 IM(3)-FLD 12 6 NA . ... .DMM...... M T 13
I4 IM(4)iFLD(I8.6,INA) DMMT 19
15 - . IAD.0 DMMT 15
16 DO 12 Iul.4 DMMT 16
1 7 I 1FIM(II.NE5...GO .. ....... ... .......... .. . ........... DMMT ... 17....
18 IADD*IADD+1 DMMT 18
19 GO TO 12 DMMT 19
20 10 IFI IM (1 .EQ.2 GO TO 13 DMMT 20
21 IFfIM(Il.EQ.191 GO TO 13 DMMT 21
22 12 CONTINUE oMMT 22
... 2 .. IFIlADO.EQ.0) GO._TO IS ... ... DMMT. 23....
29 10 DMMT 24
26 DO 50 JmI.IADO UMMT 25
26 IFIIM(JI.NE.S) GO TO .1 UMMT 26
27 10*+1 DMMT 27
28 50 CONTINUE DMMT 28
_29 51 .... O TO ( 6171813).IDD ... .... ....... HT__9.
30 13 IMETIC.INA DMMT 30
31 GO TO 99 DMMT 31
32 C DMMT 32
33 .. CeeCALCULATE INTEGER NUMHER(DEPENDING ON NUMBER OF DIGITS) DMMT 33
34 C DMMT 34
35REAL ( I )*( IM -),8 -1) 4d)lO 0+( I M _2 )- )1 .. 100. ( InM( )-448. IOo0 .... OMMT 35
36 GO TO V DOMMT 36
37 IA IREALm(IM(1+3 -48)+(IM.(Il2)-481e 0+(l M( 3+ll-04A)el00 UMMT 37
38 Gn TO 19 OMMT 3H
37 17 IREAL-(IM(l+L2)-48)+(BMI 1(*-48)o10 DMMT 39
40 GO TO 19 OMMT 40
4 _l 18_.- IREAL M I 3 1.- 8 . ..... .. MMT._ _
42 19 REALlIRtAL DMMT 42
43 C DMMT 43
44 Ce***CONVERT REAL NUMBER TO METRIC UMMT 44
4b C DMMT 45
46 XMETIC=HEAL*2.54 DMMT 46
47 C DMMT 47
48 CeOeO*CALL SUdROUTINE TU CONVERT NEAL NUMBER TO ALPHANUMERIC NUMBER DMMT 48
49 C DMMT 99
SO CALL RELALPIMETICXMFTIC44) DMMT 50
51 99 RETURN DMMT 51
52 END DMMT 62
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SUBROUTINE HEADRI
I C ***********o******e********oooo o*o. ooo.***.****o..o*. o°*o******HDRI I
2 C * SUBROUTINE HEADRI -THIS ROUTINE PRINTS THE COLUMN HEADINGS AND *HDRI 2
3 C * THE CLASS COUL FOOTNOTES THAT ARE PECULIAR TO STAGE SORT I *HORI 3
' C ***o. ****.*************o.*****eo *ol*******o*oo. *eo***o**sHORI 4
3 C --- HDRI 5
6 C VARIABLE DEFINITION HDRI 6
7 C *eo**eo ooeoeooo HDRI 7
8 C NKLy DETERMINES *HEN THE CLASS CODE HORI a
9 C FOOTNOTE IS TO BE WRITTEN HORI 9
10 C HDRI 10
II C IEND --. ETERNINES WHEN TO WRITE BOTH FOOTNOTES .-- HDRI I .
12 C ON THE FINAL PAGE OF THE SORT HDRI 12
13 C HDRI 13
14 C JKLY SET EQUAL TO ''*FALSEe'* FOR PERFORMING HORI 19
15 C STAGE SORT 2 HDRI 15
16 COMPILERIUATA.SHORT) HDRI 16
17 SUBROUTINE HEADRI -- HDRI 17 -
IB INCLUDE XSTAGEtLIST HDRI 18
19 INCLIIDE COMON HDRI 19
2U INTEGER P HDRI 20
21 LOGICAL JKEY HDRI 21
22 COMMoN/ONE/NKEY HORI 22
23 COMMON/TU/IEND,JKEYPKEY HDRI 23.
24 P.6 HDRI 29
25 1 IF(IEND-1)25b,2 2 HORI 25
26 2 WRITE(P.264) HORI 26
27 ARITEI(P2664 HDRI 27
26 JKEY=.FALSE. HDRI 28
29 5 GO TO 275 HDRI 29
30 C HDRI 30
31 Ce.*ooe*RI T E THL CLASS CODE MNEMONIC REFERENCE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE HDRI 31
32 C HDRI 32
33 25 NpAGE=NPAL+ HDRI 33
34 IF(NKEY-I) 40,3536 HDRI 34
35 35 RIT (P,264) .............. HDR .35.
36 36 WRITE(P,265) HDRI 36
37 NKEY.2 HDRI 37
38 Go To 42 HDRI 3R
39 90 NKEYwI HDRI 39
4U 92 WRITEIP,272) HDRI 40
4I 43 WRITE P,260) . . . HDRI 41
42 C HDRI 42
'3 CeOeO *RITE OUT THE DATE AND THE PAGE NUMBER HDRI 43
44 C HDRI 49
45 95 WRITE(P,2Ib)DATXsPROGMsNPAGE HDRI 45
46 C HDRI 46
47 CoOe DETERMINL WHICH MODULE(STAGEI TITLE 1S TO BE PRINTED ..... HDRI 47
48 Ceo* SUBSCRIPTED VARIABLE 9'GSETLE'' CONTAINS ALL GSE TITLE HEADINGS HDRI 48
49 C HDORI 9
50 60 J.M 0 O4 HDRI 50
51 65 'I.J-2  HDRI 51
52 70 WRITEIP220)(GSETLEIKI, K.IJ) NDRI 52
53 C .................. -_-.-- . .. IO.RI 5 ...
53
SUBROUTINE HEADR1 (Concluded)
54 C*****PRINT THE GLNERAL COLUMN HEADINGS HDRI 54
55 C HDRI 55
56 75 WRITEFP225) HDRI 56
57 bU WRITE(P230) HDRI 57
58 83 WRITEfP23b) HORI 58
59 84 WRITEIP,29O) - HDRI 59
60 215 FORMAT( BxoA6,AZ,39X2A6olXo7HPROJECT93XoqHPAGEslXtl2) HORI 60
61 220 FORMAT/i57X3A6) HDRI 61
62 225 FORMAT(IX,13I(He)) HDRI 62
63 230 FORMAT(6U*IqHCLASSI3X S OHFUNCTIONALI9X,3HUSE17X|OHAPPLICABLEI HORI 63
64 235 FORMAT(3X,9 HEI NUMBLRHE20XlIHESCRIPTIONt3OX 9MCODEo6XoqHCODE2oXtHDRI 64
6h * RHLOCATIONI 9HDUCUMENTS) - ----......... HRI 65
66 290 FORMATI IX,3l iHe)) NORI 66
61 260 FORMAT( ) HORI 67
68 264 FORMAT(//IXteN/A OR 'NA'- NOT APPLICABLE )  HORI 68
69 265 FORMAT(IX,#CLASS CODESI IeSTAGE SYSTEMS 2.PAYLOAD MODULE 3,EHDRI 69
70 *XpERIMENTO) MDRI 70
71 272 FORMATIIHISqX9,STAGE SORT ONE TABLE1) .. HDR - 71
72 275 RETURN HDRI 72
73 END HDRI 73
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SUBROUTINE HEADR2 best available cproduced fom
1 ( *e***e**ee***e**.********ee ****ee**o***o**o***o*o****O**HOR2 |
2 C * SUBROUTINE HEADR2 -THIS ROUTINE PRINTS THE STAGE SORT 2 COLUMN *HDR2 2
J C * HEADINGS AT THE IOP OF EACH PA(E *HOR2 3
9 C **ee..**e..*******************e*****O..*******e****oo********HOR2 4
S - C..... HDR2. S --
6 C DARIABLE DEFINITION H R2 6
1 C ***.** *e*eo*O** HDR2 7
8 C PKEy UETERMINES WHEN THE *'NOT APPPLICABLE'' HOR2 8
9 C FOOTNOTE IS TO BE WRITTEN HDR2 9
10 C HDR2 10
II C IEND DETERNINES WHEN TO WRITE THE LAST FOOTNOTE HDR2 II
12 C ON THE FINAL PAGE OF THE SORT HDR2 12
I3 C HDR2 13
14 C JKEY SET EQUAL TO 9*,FALSLE'* FOR PERFORMING HDRZ 14
Ib C STAGE SORT I HOR2 IS
16 C HDR2 16
17 COMPILEO ATA.5HORT - - HDR2 17 --
18 SUBROUTINL HEADR2 HDR2 18
19 INCLUDE ASTAGE,LIST HDR2 19
20 INCLUDE COMUN HDR2 20
21 INTLGER P,PKEY HDR2 21
22 LO(ICAL JKEY HDR2 22
23 COMMoN/T*O/IENDdKEYIPKEY --- HDR2 23
24 P 6 6 HDR2 24
25 IF( IEND-1 25,20,'2U HDR2 25
26 20 wRITE(P,206 ) HDR2 26
27 JKEYs.FALiL. HDR2 27
28 GO TO 275 HDR2 28
e9 25 NPAGEoNPAE +I ---- --- --- - HDR2 29
3U IF(PKLY-I 40,35o36 HDR2 30
31 35 WRITE(P,2t4) HDR2 31
32 36 PKEY.2 HDR2 32
33 GO TO '2 HDR2 33
34 40 PKEY.I HDR2 34
35 42 ORITEIP,2 12) .. HDR2 35
36 nRITEIP,260) OHR2 36
37 C HDR2 37
38 COO**ARITE THE DATE AND THE PAGE NUMBER HDR2 3a
39 C HDR2 39
4U wRITE(P,?5)DOATX,PROGMNNPAGE HDR2 40
41 J.NUD*4 HDR2 41
42 1.J-2 HOR2 '2
43 C HDR2 43
44 Ce***** RITE THE (SE TITLE HDR2 944
95 C HDOR2 45
96 wITE(P, 20) (GSETLE(K) KI.dJ) HDR2 '6
47 wRITEIP,i22 ... HDR2 97
q8 ARITEIP, 2 30) HDOR2 8
99 ARITE(P,2351 HDR2 49
SO WRITEIP,oi4 ) HOR2 50
51 215 FORMATISB ,A6,A2.39X.2A6IX,7HPROJECT43Xe4HPAGEIXoI2)I HDR2 1I
52 220 FURMAT/'7X,3A6) HDR2 52
53 225 FORMATIA,O314ilH*)) HDR2 53
54 23U FORMAT 8,X@'ENVELOPE DIM',1IX,'UNIT'o6Xo'DESIGN') HDR2 54
55 235 FURNATI3),'Ll NUMBEN',8X,ODESCRIPTION',2OX,'MEDIAi7X#E*WT9, HDR2 55
56 *7XiL' 6 W , 'AXA'H' 3X,'wTY9,6XtICOST/YR',2X,'RESPONSIBILITYO HDR2 56
57 24U FORNAT(IXo131(IHO)) HDR2 57
S8 260 FORMATI 1 HDR2 SS
59 26' FORMATI//IX,N/A OR NA - NOT APPLICABLE') HDOR 59
6U 272 FORMAT(IHI S4X,'STAGE SORT TWO TABLE$) HOR2 60
61 276 RETURN NHR2 61
















2 C * SUBROUTINE HEADR3 -THE FUNCTION OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO PRINT THE *HDR3 2
3 C * COLUMN HEADING. AT THE TOP OF EACH PAGE OF THE FLUID MEDIA SORT *HDR3 3
4 C ************- ..**..*. .....*...... R-00000006000 0000000 *HR3 4
6 C VARIABLE DEFINITION HDR3 6
7 C *.0 0oo********* HOR3 7
8 C HDR3 a
9 C MESAVE SUBSCRIPT OF ENTRY IN FLUID MEDIA MNEMONIC HDR3 9
10 C CODE TABLE HDR3 10
II C -".HOR3 - II
12 COMPILER(DATAaSHORT) HDR3 12
13 SUBROUTINL HEAUD3 HOR3 13
1i INCLUDE CUMUN HDR3 Iq
1b INCLUE XMETA8dLIST HDR3 IS
16 LOMMON/THREE/MESAVE HDR3 16
17 NPAGE * NPA~E -- HDR3 ..- 17
18 RNITE1(,IUU) HDR3 Is
19 100 FORMAT(IHI,59)'MEDIA SORT TABLE'I HDR3 19
20 WRITE(6150s) ,ATXNPAGE HDR3 20
21 I50 FoHMAT(/8XA6sA2,q46x,ALL PROGRAMSq7Xe'PAGEtolX
1 2 ) HOR3 21
22 JJ * MESAVL # 9 HDR3 22
23 KK * MESAVE 6.... HDR3 23
24 6RITE(6,2UO)TABMEDIMMiMM * JJKK) HDR3 24
25 200 FoRHAT(/59X,346) HOR3 25
26 ORITE6,250) HDR3 26
27 25U FORMAT4IXalI31IIHI) HDR3 27
28 ARITE(6,260) HDR3 28
29 260 FONMATIBXtIFUNCTIONAL',ISX,IENVLLOPE DIMOln'XotUNITt,6X,IDESIGN)HDR3 29
30 WRITE6.270) HDR3 30
31 270 FORMATI3XpEI NUMBERO,1BXIDESCRIPTION'20X,'CODE ',7Xe'WT', HDR3 31
32 *7XoL',6X'w oX,H',3X,'QTY'T6XCOST/YRt2XoRESPONSIBILITYtI HDR3 32
33 WRITE(6,2SO) HDR3 33
34 RETURN HDR3 34
45 END . ............ HDR3.__3.._
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SUBROUTINE HEADR4
I C *** **** *** ** ** *** 
o
* ***** **** *****
H DR I
2 L * SURHOUTINL HLAOHR -THE FUNCTION OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO PRINT THE *HDRN 2
3 C * COLUMN HEADINfS AT THE TOP OF EACH PAGE OF THE FUNCTIONAL CODE SORT*HDRN 3
C ********e***********ee**************** eeee***************** e.**e**eHORN i
5 C HDR4 5
6 C VAHRIABLE DEFINITION HDRN 6
7 C ****O ** *******oe HDR9 7
8 C HDR4 8
9 C ISAvt. SUBSCRIPT OF ENTRY IN FUNCTIONAL CODE HDR4 9
1U C MNEMONIC TABLE HDR4 10
II C - - HDRN 11
12 COMPILER(UATAwSHURT) HDR4 12
13 SUBHOUTINL HEADR4 HORq 13
14 INCLUDE COHON HDR4 I1
lb INCLUDE FUNTABILIST HDR4 IS
16 COMMoN/FUUR/ISAVE HDRq 16
17 NPAbE - NPA(E + I HDRN 17
18 RITE (6,lu0 ) HOR4 IA
19 IUU FOHMATIHIqxSFUNCTIONAL SORT TABLE#) HORN 19
20 *wITE(6.IbU):ATX.NPA6E HDRN 20
21 15U FORMATI/BA.AS.A2g93Xo.ALL PROGRAMS',47X,IPAGE°'KlI2) HDRN 21
22 Jj - ISAV *+ I HDR9 22
23 KK = ISAVL * 4 HDR4 23
24 WnITE6,2UU)tFUCOTA(MM).MM w JJKKI HDR9 24
25 ZUO FOHMAT(/5X,.4A6) HOR4 25
26 HRITE(625UO) HDRN 26
27 250 FoNMATIX, 31(lHe) HDRN 27
28 ORITEf(6260) HDRN 28
29 260 FORHATIBJAO'ENVELOPE DIM'l,IX,'UNIT',6X,*DESIGNf
l  HDR4 29
30 *NITE(6,270) HODR 30
31 270 FORMAT(3X,*lI NUMBERI,I8X,*DESCRIPTIONO'20XeNMEDIA'97Xe*9T*, HDR4 31
32 * 7 X'L't6X9's t 6X,9H'3XOQTY't,6XtCOST/YRe92XtRESPONSIBILITY'e HDR4 32
33 W*lTE(6,2501 HDR4 33




1 C **************e**e****** o O****.*.eeO eaosseo e*Oo *O ******OOeoOe* ****HORS I
Z C * SUBROUTINE HEADN5 -THE FUNCTION OF THIS ROUTINE IS TO PRINT THE *HDRS 2
3 C 0 COLUMN HEADING5 AT THE TOP OF EACH PAGE OF THE CLASS CODE SORT oHDRS 3
5 C . ... HORS --
6 C VARIABLE DEFINITION HOR5 6
I C *e* 0O***0*****O** HDRS 7
8 C HORS 8
9 C IHAVIT SUBSCRIPT OF ENTRY IN CLASS CODE NNEMONIC HDORS 9
10 C TABLE HORS 10
II - C .- - --. HDR. Ii--
12 COMPILER(DATAuSHORT) HDRS 12
13 SUBROUTINE HEACR5 HDRS 13
A1 INCLUDE COMON HORS 14
15 INCLUDE CLASC,),LIST HDRS IS
16 COMMON/FIVE/IHAVIT HORS 16
17 - NpAGE w NPAGE + .. ... .. HDRS- 17
18 wRITE(6,lU) HDRS 18
19 100 FORMAT(IHISqAICLASS CODE SORT TABLE$) HDRS 19
20 WRITE(6,150) DATX,NPAGL HOR5 20
21 150 FORMATI/8XA6,AZ2,43A9'ALL PROGRAMS1,*7eXPAGE
I
X,1 2 )  HORS 21
22 JJ = IHAVIT 1I HDRS 22
23 .KK IHAVIT + 3 . - ------ ------ - ---------HORS 23-
2Z aRITE(6l200)(CLACODIMM) MM a JJKK) HDRS 24
25 200 FORMATI/60WX3A6) HORS 25
26 *RITE(6,250) HDRS 26
27 250 FOHMATIIXI31(IHO)) HORS 27
28 WRITE(6I,60? HDRS 28
29 - 260 FORMAT(66A,'FUNCTION'93XADESIGN') .- ...... -- -- HDR5 29
30 WRITE(6, 2 70) HDR5 30
31 270 FORMAT(I3X'EI NUMBER' 20OXDESCRIPTIONet23X'CODE99tXteSTA
'G E e IIXM
HORS 31
32 I'MEEDtAI9XT,9XTYTtSXo'RESPONSIBILITY'I HORS 32
33 WRITE( 6 ,2bO) HDRS 33
3N RETURN HDRS 34
a p- END . . .DR 3.
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SUBROUTINE HEADR6
| C ****oe ee oe eeee **** **e*ooS@o@O@O@O* ****OOOOOOo e*o*HDR6 I
2 C * SUBROUTINL 70 pRINT HEADIN6 FOR APPLICABLE DOCUMENT 50RT TABLE HDR6 2
3 C ***eeoee* o*e.ee*e*ee**oeee *ee***************e** e*ee*HOR6 3
' C HDR6 4
5 C VARIABLE DEFINITION HDR6 5
6 C oooo******* ****oe * HDR6 6
7 C IFHR6 DETERMINES WHEN THE HEADING IS TO BE HDR6 7
8 C PRINTED FOR EACH PAGE Of THE APPLICABLE HDR6 a
V C DOCUMENT SORT HDR6 9
IU C IF IFHR6 VALUE IS ZERO.PRINT HEADING ONLY HDR6 10
II C IF IFHR6 VALUE IS GREATER THAN ZERO,PRINT HDR6 I1
12 C FOOTNOTES AND THEN A NEW HEADING HDR6 12
13 COMPILEHUAl, SHORT) HOR6 13
I1 SUIROUTINL HIADR6 HDR6 14
15 INCLUDE CUMUO HDR6 IS
16 INCLuLD CuDEST HDR6 16
II CuMMUN/SIX/ IFHH6 HDR6 17
18 IFIFHR6-I) 10,11 11 HDR6 18
Il 10 CONTINUE HDR6 19
20 IFHR * IFHR 6  + 1 HDR6 20
21 12 CUNVINUL HUR6 21
22 NPAGE * NPASE + 1 HDR6 22
23 C HDR6 23
24 C**OO PNINT MAIN HEADING AT TOP OF EACH PAGE HDR6 24
25 .C HDR6 25
26 wRITE(6.8UU) HDR6 26
27 b8U FoHMAT(IIHIoSlAXAPPLIcABLE DOCUMENT SORT TABLE') HDR6 27
28 WRITFI(6,801 DATX.DESCUO(NUMBER)OESCO2(NUMBER)INPAGE HDR6 28
29 801 FURMATf/8AAA,A2,38X,*UOCUMENT *,2A6,42AXPAGE *,12) HDR6 29
30 RITE (6.8U5) HDR6 30
31 BUS FOHMAT(/59XesALL PRObRAMSI) HDRA 31
32 AWITE (6s8O2) h0R6 32
33 802 FORMAT(IAI3IIIH*)) HDN6 33
34 HNITE (6,80i HDR6 3q
35 803 FORMATl478AlB LASS ,9XA,FUNCTIUNAL'elSXoIAPPLICABLE') HDRA 35
36 vRHITE16, 8u) HDR6 36
37 804 FURMAT(3JX,'E NUMBER',28XoDESCRIPTION'I 2XtCODE9.I2X, HDR6 37
38 I'C0)E'oII9x,')OCUMENTSl) HOR6 38
39 RRITE(68, 2) HDR6 39
40 C HDR6 40
41 CoeooRHTURN TO SUAROUTINE HEADS HDR6 41
42 C HDR6 42
43 RETURN HDR6 43
44 Il CONTINUE HDR6 44
45 C HDR6 45
46 C*o*ooPRINT FOOTNOTE AT BOTTUM OF EACH PAGE HDR6 46
47 C HORA 47
4 *RITEI6,8U6) HDR6 48
49 806 FORMAT(IX,'CLASS cODES I.STAGE SYSTEMS 2.PAYLOAD MODULE I, HDR6 49
bU *'3oExPERIMENVT) HDR6 50
51 Go TO 12 HDR6 51
52 END HOR6 52
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SUBROUTINE HEADR7
I C ********o***** **********o*e * eo *eeeeeeee* *eee***eee*Oooo**HODR7 I
2 C * SUBROUTINE HEADOH7 -THE FUNCTION OF THIS ROUTINE 15 TO PRINT THE eHDOR7 2
3 C * COLUMN HEADI*N(,s AT THE TOP OF EACH PAGE OF THE USE LOCATION SORT *HDR7 3
4 C ***e****o.**.eeee* *ooo e*000000000000**000000*00000000000000060000000oHDR7 4
5 C -- - HOR7-- 5--
6 C VARIABLE DEFINITION MDR7 6
7 C 000*00** e********* HDR7 7
8 C HDR7 g
9 C KESAVE SUBSCRIPT OF ENTRY IN USE LOCATION NNENONICHDR7 9
10 C CODE TABLE HDR7 10
II C -- -- -- -- - HDR7 II
id LUMPILLHiUAIA5HONT)I HDR7 12
1 UH4tjUTI t4L HEAUN7 HDOR 13
31 INCLUDtL CUMON HDR7 19
IS INCLUDL USLUCTiLIST HDR7 S15
16 COMMON/SLVEN/KESAVE HDR7 16
17 NpAGE m NPA6E + I ---- -- HOR7 17
Ia 6RITE(6,IU1) HDR7 1S
19 100 FOHHAT(IHIbs2XUUSE LOCATION SORT TABLLI) HDR7 19
2U hRITE(6.10SU DATXINPAGE HDR7 20
21 10U FOHMAT(/8X,A6,A2q43XALL PROGRAMS'I97X,IpAGE*,IRI2| HDR7 21
22 Jj * KESAVE + 3 HDR7 22
23 KK a KESAVE + 6 HDR7 -23-
29 HITEB6,2tUP (PLTAB(M£MMM a JJKK) HDR7 29
25 200 FOHMATi/S4X,SA6) HDR7 25
26 hRITE(6b 2 bUI HDR7 26
21 250 FoHMATIIA,1IolHmo)l HDR7 27
28 WRITE(6.26U) HDR7 28
29 26U FORMAT(SbBXFUNCTIONALIISXIENVELOPE DIN,329Xe , DESIGN)HORRT- 29.
3U WRITE(6,2701 HDR7 30
31 270 FORMATI3XAIE NUMBEHIBX,*tDESCRIPTION$'20Xt'CODE lt,?X,'T', HDR7 31
32 *7X,'L',6X,W,,6,HIBX,'NEDIA', 8X,IRESPONSIBILITY3) HDR7 32
33 *RITEI(6 2 5.01 HDR7 33
34 RETURN HDR7 3q
35 END -- 
-. - . HOR7- 3S -
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SUBROUTINE HEADS
I ~Ub OUTIN4L HE AD HDS
2 C ********* . **e. **** *e **e* **ee*oe*O ee *ee****ee*eOe **OOCO**HO S
J C * Su,'UtirtL HLAUS CALLS THE APPRROPRIATE HEADING SUBROUTINE FOR *HDS 3
L USL f THL L!iPLCTIVE PRINT ROUTINE *HDS 9
ILLDUL CUULsTeLIST HDS 6
S3o Y0 (8.16, 2 s32o(0O'48,56)0NARGU HDS . 7
8 8 CL NTI UL HDS a
L CALL HEAURI HDS 9
110o Io AU HDS 10
II 6 LuNI INUL -- - HDS II
S-LALL HLAUH2 HDS 12
13 u 0o 80 HDS 13
14 24 CUNrINUL HDS 31
lb CALL HEAH3 HDS IS
16 (o TO 8U MDS 16
17 3d CUNTINUL HDS - 17
I8 CALL HEAUN 1HDS la
IV bU To BU HDS 19
U U CONTINUL HDS 20
21 CALL HEADNS HDS 21
22 uG TO 8a HDS 22
23 48 CONTINUE 
.HDS 23
29 CALL HEAUN6 HDS 24
2 60o TO 8U HDS 25
26 56 CuNTINUE HDS 26
27 CALL MEADR7 HDS 27
28 (0 To 80 HOS 28
29 80 CONTINUE 
. .-- HDS -.29
30 RETURN DS 30
31 END MDS 31
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SUBROUTINE LINCON
I C **..************ *.o.O*oooo*oo*************o*o*o*O* oLNCN I
2 C . SUBROUTINE LINCON -THIS ROUTINE DETERMINES WHETHER TO START 'A NEW *LNCN 2
J C * PAGE OR CONTiNUE WNITING ON THE CURRENT PAGE *LNCN 3
1 C ** *********************.***.....*. ..... LNCN 9
5 C - --- - - --- LNCN 5
6 C VARIABLE DEFINITION LNCN 6
7 C( *ee*o * ********** LNCN 7
a C LNCN a
9 C LADO IS THE LINE COUNTER USED BY ALL ROUTINES LNCN 9
10 C LNCN 10
II COMPILERDATAUSHORT)I . - ---------. LNCN - I I.
12 SUBROUTINL LINCON LNCN 12
13 INCLUDE COMON LNCN 13
14 C LNCN 14
IS C**eo*DETERMINE IF THIS IS THE TOP OF A NEW PAGE LNCN 15
16 C LNCN 16
17 80 IFILADD-I) 90190O100 ..-- -... LNCN- 17--
18 90 CONTINUL LNCN 18
19 LADO 10 - LNCN 19
20 CALL HEADS LNCN 20
21 RETURN LNCN 21
22 100 CONTINUE LNCN 22
23 ITEST a NLIINES --------- LNCN 23--
24 LADDI a LADO # ITEST LNCN 2q
25 C LNCN 25
26 Co**ooDETERMIN1 If THERE IS ENOUGH SPACE ON THE CURRENT PAGE TO LNCN 26
27 C.0** COMPLETE PR 1NTOUT LNCN 27
28 C LNCN 28
29 IF(LADDI-'49 10,20,20 .- LNCN -29
30 IU CONTINUL LNCN 30
31 RETURN LNCN 31
32 20 CUNTINUL LNCN 32
33 LADDO 0 LNCN 33
39 C LNCN 34
35 Ce****WRITE THE FOOTNOTE AT THE BOTTOM OF THE PAGE- AND PRINT -THE- Nm -- LNCN --.3 -
36 COOS** PAGE HEADING LNCN 36
37 C LNCN 37
38 2U0 W*ITEIAS201) LNCN 38
39 201 FORNAT(I//IAIN/A OR NA * NOT APPLICABLEI LNCN 39
90 250U CALL HEADS LNCN q0
41 LADDO10 .-...........- LNCN--
42 260 RETURN LNCN 12
93 END . LNCN 3 -
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MAIN PROGRAM
I C *s*e*****I.*** *************** .*e***** ** ***********eeeo*MAIN I
2 C * MAIN .THIS IS THE MAINLINE TO THE GSE DATA MANAGEMENT PROGRAM *MAIN 2
3 C 0 *MAIN 3
1 C * FUNCTIONS OF THE MAINLINE: *MAIN N
S C * . --- OMAIN 5-
6 C * (1) READ IN INFORMATION PROVIDED BY THE USER ON THE PROGRAM *MAIN 6
7 C * INSTRUCTION DATA CARDS *MAIN 7
a C * *MAIN a
9 C * (2) DETERMINE wHETHER TO UPDATE THE MASTER DATA FILE *MAIN 9
10 C 0 *MAIN 10
II C * (31 PRUCE55, SRT, AND MERGE ALL 6SE INFORMATION BY-.MEANS OF ITS oMAIN II
12 C * SUPPORT ROUTINES *MAIN 12
13 C * *MAIN 13
IN C * (N) DETERMINE wHETHER OR NOT TO GENERATE A NEW TAPE *MAIN 1N
IS C Is*******. *********************OI************ O*OI**O*********o*****MA N 15
16 INCLUDE MAIN,LIST MAIN 16
17 INCLUDE COMON,LIST 
- -- MAIN 17
lb INCLUDE CUCESTeLIST MAIN 8I
19 LOGICAL ANSwER MAIN 19
20 INTEGER READwRITE MAIN 20
21 DIMENSION CIMAGE(4I MAIN 21
22 DATA CIMAGL/tWADD CONTROL-FILEe MAIN 22
23 NEAD5S 
- MAIN 23
29 WHITEU6 MAIN 29
25 NARGUIO MAIN 25
26 C MAIN 26
27 C***eeREAD IN THE PROGRAM INSTRUCTION VARIABLES MAIN 27
28 C MAIN 28
29 I READIREAD,)DATXANSWER MAIN 29
30 4 FORMAT(A6,A2.2XAIl) MAIN 30
31 C MAIN 31
32 Coeo**DETERMIN IF THE DATE VARIABLE IS VALID MAIN 32
33 C MAIN 33
34 CALL DATECK(NEKROR) MAIN 34
36 IF(NERRUR.EO.I)GO TO 73 MAIN 35
36 5 CONTINUE MAIN 36
37 C MAIN 37
38 C*O**READ IN THE SORT MNEMONICS CODES MAIN 38
39 C MAIN 39
NU OU 7 Il=1MAXsRT MAIN 90
I1 READIREAD,6,ENRN73oLNDUIO)CDESRT(II DESCODD(IIDESC02(I . MAIN 41
92 6 FORMATIA6,9X.2A6) MAIN 42
43 NUMSRTsI MAIN 43
99 7 CONTINUE MAIN 49
45 10 CONTINUE MAIN 95
46 C MAIN q6
97 (****oUpDATE THE MASTER DATA FILE MAIN 97
48 C MAIN 48
49 15 CALL UPDATE MAIN 99
SU C MAIN 50
SL Cooo*CONVERT Th. REQUESTED SORT MNEMONICS TO INTEGER CODES MAIN 51
52 C MAIN 52
53 20 DO 60 I I IUMSRT 
... . ..... MAIN 53
63
MAIN PROGRAM (Concluded)
54 25 00 90 JsI-9 MAIN Sq
55 30 IFICOESHT('I).EIoXMODI(J)ICOESRT lIuJ MAIN 65
56 35 IF(CoESRTII).EQ*J) GO TO 60 MAIN 56
57 4U CONTINUE MAIN 57
58 45 NRITE(WHITEs50) CDESRTII MAIN 58
59 50 FORMATi(HNIlX.I9H e **- MNEMONIC NAME 9A6IT7H IS MISSPELLEDO*) ---- MAIN 59 --
60 55 WRITE(WRITEo6) MAIN 60
61 56 FORMAT(//S5,* le0* CONTINUING TO PROCESS OTHER SORTS ***) -- MAIN 61
62 57 CDESRT(ItIIO MAIN 62
63 6U CONTINUE MAIN 63
69 C MAIN 6Q
66 C*o**PERFORM SURTs - -- ---- ---..-- MAIN- 65
66 C MAIN 66
67 65 CALL MENGL MAIN 67
68 C MAIN 68
6Y C*O**DETERNINE IF A NEW TAPE IS TO BE GENERATED MAIN 69
10 C MAIN 70
71 NTESTmFLU(U,06ANSWER) --..... AIN- 71
72 IFINTEST*EQ*26) GO TO 70 MAIN 72
73 IF(NTEST.E4s5) GO TO 75 MAIN 73
79 WRITE(6IO0) MAIN 74
75 1UO FORnAT(IHIIOXOe*** ERROR IN TAPE OPTION INSTRUCTION *.?AN INCORREMAIN 75
76 ICT CHARACTER WAS USED *ee') MAIN 76
77 ARITEI6,IUII - - MAIN 77----
78 IUI FOHMAT//IUXOO** NO TAPE CREATED ON THIS RUN *eel MAIN 78
79 69 GO TO 75 MAIN 79
80 C MAIN 80
81 Ce*OOAnD TO THL RUNSTREAM THE SPECIAL CONTROL CARDS NEEDED To GENERATE MAIN 81
82 Co*e*oA NEW TAPE MAIN 82
83 C MAIN 83---
8e 70 CALL CSFHEI(CIMAGE) MAIN q8
a5 *RITE(6,71) MAIN 85...
86 71 FURMATIINIOIOX*<<<<< USER MESSAGE..o AN OUTPUT TAPE HAS BEEN CREAMAIN 86
87 *TED ON THIS RUN >>>>>I) MAIN 67.
e8 72 GO TO 75 MAIN 88
89 73 WRITE(W ITE,7 . .. MAIN 89 -
90 74 FORMATIIOAe*s ERROR IN PROGRAM INSTRUCTIONS *,*THE DATE 15 MISSMAIN 90
91 *ING OR 15 PUNCHED INCORRECTLYee*) MAIN 91
92 75 STOP MAIN 92
93 80 E ND  MAIN 93
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SUBROUTINE MASTER
| C ********************e****************°°°°°°es °ele****************H****MSTR 
C *eo'o..e*ee.*.* 0 2
2 C * MA5TE.4 -TH;S ROUTINE PRINTS OUT A SUMMARY OF ALL SE ENTITIES *STR 2
3 C * CUNTAUED IN THE MASTER DATA FILE *MSTR 3
5 . ...... ....... MSTR 5
6 COMPILER(DATAuSHORT) MSTR 6
I SUBROUTINE MASTER MSTR 7
8 INCLUDE COPUN MSTR 
8
9 INCLUDE LEWUv MSTR 9
IU INCLUDL PHO'RM MSTR 10
II INCLU E X AGE ........ ............................ MSTR I I
12 RL 1ND 4 MSTR 12
13 I HEAUDltLNOD99)* O RD 5  MSTR 13
19 WNITE(6, O J) MSTR 14
Ib IOU FORMATI( H I MSTR 15
b1 NCHECK=U MSTR 16
17 ARITE(6,l0U ) .. MSTR 17
8lb 0b FORMAT(3UAXIMASTLR SUMMARY TABLE'//) MSTR 8a
IY WrITE(6,IU1) MSTR 19
2U 101 FORMAT(IX ,U IH*)) MSTR 20
21 ORITE46,Iu2) MSTR 21.
22 102 FORMAT(SX,'ENTITY N El NUMBER PROGRAM STAGE MSTR 22
23 * REFERENCE DATE') M..------ -- STR 23
24 ORITE(6.U1 i) MSTR 29
25 0O To 9 MSTR 25
26 3 CONTINUL MSTR 26
27 C MSTR 27
28 C***o*READ THE MASTER DATA FILE MSTR 28
29 C M. STR 29.-----
3U READI(4LNDw99)WDRDS MSTR 30
31 9 NREUNRLD3I MSTR 31
32 C MSTR 32
33 Cooe*DETERMINE IF A VALID PROGRAM CODE EXISTS MSTR 33
39 C MSTR 34
35 IF(NpRO.GT5.0HRNPRO.LE.O)NPROO6 MSTR 35
36 IF(NpRU.EQ.6) *RITLI6.IU6) MSTR 36
37 D06 FORMAT(IOXee**ERRUR*e PROGRAM CODE VALUE IS INVALIDI) MSTR 37
38 L.NPRO *2 MSTR 38
39 M.L-I MSTR 39
94 Do 10 101.NSTAGE MSTR 40
'1 J.1 *0-3 MSTR 41
92 C MSTR 92
43 CoeooDETERMINL WHAT STAGE NAME IS TO BE PRINTED OUT MSTR 43
99 C MSTR 94
95 IFIMoD.EW.IsSETLE(IJ)MOPDs MSTR 95
'6 IF(MODL *IGO TO I1 MSTR 46
47 10 CONTINUE MSTR 47
48 *RITE(6t IU ) MSTR 40
49 104 FORMAT(IIOX, ***ERRORe**STAGE NAME COULD NOT RE DETERMINED) MSTR 49
50 NCHECKwNCHECKel MSTR 50
51 MODmt MSTR S1
52 11 J.MOD eg MSTR 52
53 ldJ . MSTR 53--
59 *RIT (6.03)NREDeEINUMIIAGENDU(K)IKM,L),|GSETLE(K)iK.oly , MSTR 54
55 * DATE( I)DATEI2) MSTR 55
56 103 FORMAT46Xol,4.Xt2A6,Al,3XZA6,3x,3A6,3XeA6SA2I MSTR 56
57 NCHECKUNCHECK4l MSTR 57
58 IFINCHECK.EQ.95)GO T I . MSTR 58
59 Go TO 3 - - - MSTR 69 -.
60 99 RETURN MSTR 60
61 END NSTR 61
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SUBROUTINE MERGE
I C *******eoe Ooe **eee**oO*eee*e*******oo* ooo**o***o*****o***MERG I
2 C * SUBROUTINE MLRHE -THIS.ROUTINE DETERMINES WHICH SORT LEG TO *MERG 2
3 C * PERFORM. THE ARRAY CALLED t'COESRTl* REPRESENTS THE FOLLOWING H*MERG 3
4 C * INTEGER CODES: *MERG 4
5 C * . . .. . *MERG-- 5 .
6 C * INTEGER CODE TYPE OF SORT *MERG 6
7 C * *o*ee***O* *oo*oooooo .- - *MERG 7
8 C * I STAGE SORT I *MERG a
9 C * 2 STAGE SORT 2 *MER'G 9
10 C * 3 FLUID MEDIA SORT *MERG 10
II C * 9 - - FUNCTIONAL CODE- 50RT.--.----...----- *MERG II -.
12 L * 5 CLASS CODE SORT *MERG 12
13 C * 6 APPLICABLE DOCUMENT SORT *MERG 13
1I C 0 7 USE LOCATION SORT *MERG I
15 C * 8 MASTER SUMMARY TABLE *MERG 15
16 C 0 *MERG 16
17 C **e**oeeee *eo*oeeo oo  ooeeoeoo***o*oo**********0**oeo** MERG 17----
18 SUBROUTINE MENGE MERG Is
19 INCLUDE CODESTvLIST MERG 19
20 DO 60 I3lNUMSRT MERG 20
21 NUMBERil MERG 21
22 NUMSRlMAXSRT*2 MERG 22
23 IFICDESRT(I).LE.OwORcDQESRTIIIGTeNUMSRI)GO T0.-6 -- ERG- 23--
24 3 NARGUmCUESRT(I) MERG 2Z
25 GO TO (8l 6,924e,2,40O4B656,t97960lNARGU M. ERG 25
26 8 CALL SOHTI MERG 26
21 9 ORITE(6,lO) MERG 27
28 10 FORMAT(IHII MERG 28
29 12 GO t0 60 - - --- --- EG .29--
30 16 CALL SORT2 MERG 30
31 17 WRITE6,IU . MERG 31
32 20 GO TO 60 MERG 32
33 29 CALL SOHT3 MERG 33
39 25 WRITE(6IsI0 MERG 3'
35 28 GO TO 6U . -_.M... ...... ERG.. 3 --
36 32 CALL SORT' MERG 36
37 33 WRITE(6,IUI ..... MERG 37
38 36 GO TO 60 MERG 38
39 40 CALL SORT5 MERG 39
q40 l WRITE6,01 MERG 40
'41 4 GO TO 60 ... .. ...... .... MERG--
42 48 CALL SORT6 MERG 92
43 49 RITE(6,0) 
- MERG 43
94 52 GO TO 60 MERG q4
45 66 CALL SORT7 M. . ERG '45
96 57 WRITE(6,io) MERG 96
47 GO T 60 ..................... MERG 7.
48 59 CALL MASTLR MERG B8
49 WRITEI6,I) 
...... MERG..99
50 GO TO 60 MERE S0
51 60 CONTINUE ... MERG_ 51
52 69 GO TO 74 MERE 62
1 - 468 -WRITE47 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
- --- ER_3
S9 72 FOHMAT(IOX,sE*ERRORoeo CURRENT SORT COULD NOT BE PERFORMED DUE TMERG 58
55 10 AN INCORRECT INTEGER SORT CODE IN SUBROUTINE MgRGE* I  - MERE 5S
56 73 GO To 76 MERG 56
57 74 WRITE(6,75INUMBER 
.... MERE 7 ---
58 75 FORMAT(IOXp*9 00 THIS RUN COMPLETED',13' SORTS *e*) MHERE S59 76 RETURN 
.... ----- MERS 9







2 C 0 SUBHOUTINE PRINTI -THIS ROUTINE PRINTS CERTAIN GSE ATTRIBUTES FOR *PRTI 2
3 C * THOSE El NUMBERS TO BE FOUND IN STAGE SORT I *PRTI 3
4 C 0******e***** *************oeoeooS*oeoo*** eOOo*PR4T q
5 C -- - PRTI 5
6 C VAPrABLE DEFINITION PRTI 6
7 C ooeeo* ********** PRTI 7
8 C PRTI a
9 C NKZy TELLS SUBROUTINE HEADRI WHEN TO WRITE THE PRTI 9
g C CLASS CODE FOOTNOTE PRTI 10
11 C - - PRTI I
1d COHPILENHIATAmSHORT) PRTI 12
1I SUBrOUTINL PRINTI PRTI 13
14 INCLUDE ASTAGLoLIST PRTI 14
Ib INLLUUE COMUN PRTI 15
16 INTEGER P,OLDBASERULE PRTI 16
7 CLOMMoN/ONE/NKEY PRTI 17
18 DATA BLANK/l PRTI 18
9y Pm6 PRTI 19
20 NX.6 PRTI 20
21 LINESL I PRTI 21
22 C PRTI 22
23 Coe**DETLRMINE IF THE STAGE NAME HAS CHANGED PRTI 23
29 C PRTI 29
25 7 IF(MODEQ.OLD)GO TO'86 PRTI 25
26 LAUODD PRTI 26
27 IFIOLUEI.0) (0 TO 22 PRTI 27
28 16 NKEY.1 PRTI 28
29 18 (o TO 2 PRTI 29
3U 22 NKLY.0 PRTI 30
31 29 CALL LINCUN PRTI 31
32 C PRTI 32
33 Co****UETERMINL 6HETHER THE NUMBER OF APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS IS GREATER PRTI 33
3N COe*OoTHAN THE NUMBER OF LINES OF DESCRIPTION PRTI 34
Jb C PRTI 35
36 86 DO 89 1-1,24,2 PRTI 36
37 87 IF(APU0C(II l-LANK)88,90,88 PRTI 37
38 88 JTAB.1 PRTI 38
39 89 CONTINUE PRTI 39
40 90 NAPUOCN(JTAB+l)/2 PRTI 90
41 91 IF(NAPDUC-N-INES)96,92t92 PRTI 41
92 92 LoIFFmNAPuOC.NLINES PRTI 92
43 LAUU.LAUU*LUIFF PRTI 43
44 96 CALL LINCON PRTI 44
qS C PRTI 45
96 Co*oOWRITE THE 7IRST LINE OF EQUIPMENT INFORMATION PRTI 46
41 C • PRTI 47--
98 100 ANITE(P,245:(EINUMIJ),Jul,3) ,iTITLEIK) KmiNX) NCODEFCTCDEoUSLOC.PRTI 98
49 * (APDOUC(N),Ni2) PRTI q9
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SUBROUTINE PRINT1 (Concluded)
50 C PRTI 50
$1 Ce*e***RITE THE REMAINING LINES OF DESCRIPTION PRTI 51
52 C PRTI 62
53 . 115 IFINLINE 6S EV It 40 TO 165 --. . . .. .. . . . - . -- -
54 120 DO 155 LTYFE.2,NLINES PRTI 5S
55 130 BASL.NX+l PRT| 55
So 135 RULE.LTYPL*6 PRTI 56
57 IJ6 IF(LTYPLoT.Il2) GO TO 146 PRTI 57
58 140 *RITEHP,253)(TIT(LEIJWO JShJWORDSmBASERULEI|APDOCIZ*LTYPEelilo(APRTI 58
59 *POC(ZLTYFEI) - ------ PRT 59
60 191 40 TO 150 PRTI 60
61 146 WRITEI(P 251)(TITLE(JWRITE)oJWRITEmBASEtRULE .. ...- PRTI 61
62 150 NxmRULE PRTI 62
63 155 CoNTINUE PRTI 63
64 157 LINESmNLINES PRTI 64
65 1------ 60 IF(LINESbEs121- GO TO 1865 - - ....-- -------- -.. PRTI-- 5
66 C PRTI 66
67 C*****WRITE THE REMAINING APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS - PRTI 67
68 C PRTI 68
69 165 IF(ApDOC(2*fINE5+I)-BLANK) 170185*170 - PRTI 69
70 170 WRITE(P,255;APDOC(2*LINESli))(IAPDOC(2*LINES2)) PRTI 70
71 175 LINEsLINLS+ --- --- ........ PRT3 71 --
72 177 IF(LINES.bf.EI2) GO TO 385 PRTI 72
73 180 40 TO 165 PRTI 73
74 185 WRITE(P,26 ) PRTI 74
75 190 LAUODLADD*+INL'INES PRTI 75
76 C PRTI 76
77 C*ee**SAVE THE CURRENT STAGE NAME ---- - PRTI 77
78 C PRTI 78
79 200 OLOmMOD PRTI 79
80 245 FORMATIlX,2A6,Als6X,6A6,6X l3eSXeA4ti4Xl8AleSX,2A6) PRTI 80
81 250 FORMAT(ZOXK6A4660XA6&,A6) PRTI 81
82 251 FORMAT42OA06A6) PRTI 02
83 265 FORMAT4I6XA4A6) --. . . PRTI... 83
84 260 FORMAT( ) PRTI 84
85 C PRTI 85
86 C*O*OORETURN TO SORT I ROUTINE PRTI 86
87 C PRTI 87
88 275 RETURN PRTI 0O
89 280 END - -- ..... .. ....... ..... PRT 9
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SUBROUTINE PRINT2
I C O****** **o.***O********o*****o**o*o*oo *ooo*oo*oe*****PRT2 I
I C * SUBROUTINE PkINT2 -THIS ROUTINE PRINTS CERTAIN GSE ATTRIBUTES FOR *PRT2 2
3 C * THOSE El NUMbERS TO BE FOUND IN STAGE SORT 2 *PRT2 3
9 C e*o******o. *** * *********o*o * ************e***ee*oe*e**** *O PRT2 4
S C -- PRT2 5
6 C VA\1 ABLE DEFINITION PRT2 6
7 C *****e 0**.**o0o* PRT2 7
8 C PRT2 a
9 C PKLy TELLS SUBROUTINE HEADR2 WHEN TO WRITE THE PRT2 9
10 C "'NOT APPLICABLE'' FOOTNOTE PRT2 10
II C PRT2 II
12 CoMPILENIUATAuSHURT) PRT2 12
1I USrH(UTIN L  PHINT2 PRT2 13
IN ItjCLIjUL COMON PRT2 14
5l INTEGLR p.OLOPKEY PRT2 15
16 LOGUIAL JKEL PRT2 16
17 CUMMON/TOU/IEN UJKEYoPKEY PRT2 17
IB P.6 PRT2 IR
19 NX86 PRT2 19
z2 60 IF(MOD.EQ.OLD) GO TO 70. PRT2 20
21 65 LADD.O PRT2 21
22 IFIOLUoLQUO' GO TO 68 PRT2 22
23 66 PKEY.I - PRT2 23
24 67 GO TO 7U PRT2 24
25 68 PKEY.O PRT2 25
26 70 CALL LINCQN PRT2 26
27 CALL AGTHETII*GHTMHt3H
T )  PRT2 27
28 CALL DIMMLTIILNGTM.LN3 TH) PRT2 28
29 CALL OIMMLT(IAIDTM,WIDTH) PRT2 29...
3U CALL UIMMLTIIHGHTM,H HT) PRT2 30
31 19U WRITE(P,37b)(EINUM(J),J I *3),(TITLE(K)KIoNX)oMEDIAWGHTLNGTH, PRT2 31
32 I0IDTHHGHTQuANUNCSTOLSCON PRT2 32
33 200 IFINLINLS.EUI)GO TO 300 PRT2 33
34 IFINLINLS.Eq.2) GO TO 299 PRT2 39
3 NHITE(6,bUI)(TITLEIK),K.7,12), IAHTMILNGTMIWIDTMoIHGHTM PRT2 35
36 501 FORMAT(I 38XeA6ol6X,A6,'(KG lXA '4eCM',IX,A4'C 'lXoA£4 CM') PRT2 36
37 NXA12 PRT2 37
38 210 00O 270 LYNEN.3.NLINES PRT2 38
39 LSTART.NX+* PRT2 39
U0 NENUOLYNEN J6 PRT2 40
4I WHITE(P.38I)(TITLEIJAOROSIJWORDSL5STARTINEND) . - PRT2 -41I..
42 NXwNLND PRT2 42
43 270 CONTINUL PRT2 43
44 LADD.LADD+NLINES PRT2 44
45 GO To 50 PRT2 95
96 299 CuNTINUL PRT2 46
47 WRITEI6,UI )(TITLEIK),Ku7I,2)I 1 4HTM ILNGTM tWIDTMIHGrHT .......... PRT2. i7....
48 LADD.LAUD+NLINES PRT2 48
q9 GO TO 50 PRT2 49
50 300 LADODLADD+NLINES+I PRT2 50
SI WRITE(6,SUU) I[WG TMelLNGTM lWIDTMMNHGNHT PRT2 51
52 500U ORMATI7UAoA6,'KGIAXoA4o9CM'XA£4'CM'°IoA£4o'CM' )  PRT2 52
si SU LADDaLADD*I ...+. PRT2 -3 .
51 ARITE(P,39;) PRT2 54
55 OLDOMOD PRTZ 55
56 375 FURMATIIX,2A6,AI 4Xo6A6,3X12Al elxA6o'L1t9 lX, A4,INOIXoAq4 PRT2 56
57 I'IN,IX,ANtI NtoIlXA22 X2A6 Al2X,2A6| PRT2 57
50 388 FORMAT (18X, 6 A61 PRT2 58
59 392 FORMATI . PRTI . 9
60 400 RETURN PRT2 60
61 450 END -- PRT2 61
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SUBROUTINE PRINT3
I C*e****e* *O6e*OS0e.@@ee e0*O*oOeg@O0aeOO 6eePRT3 .I
2 C o SUkNNOUTINE Pk INT3 -THIS ROUTINE PRINTS CERTAIN GSE ATTRIBUTES FOR *PRT3 2
3 C * THUSE El NUMBkRS TU BE FOUND IN THE FLUID MEDIA SORT *PRT3 3
.4 C*..***e.~ee**.e.ee*O*O@OO*OO@OeOO~eeR3
5 COMP1 LERtuA1AuSHORT) -. . . . . . PRT3
6 SUBROUTINE FRINT3 PRT3 &
7 INCLUDE COMON....................................PRT3 7
a NX a 6 PRT3 a
9 CALL WGTMLT(IOGHTMAGHT) 
-PRT3 9
IU CALL DIMMETIILNGTMLNGTH) PRT3 Io
11 CALL DIHMMETj tIDTMWIDTHj 
.-- . .- . .PRT3 I I
12 CALL UIMMLTIIHCIHTM,IIGHTj PRT3 12
13 CALL LINLUN PRT3 13
1.4 ARITE(69IUI I PRT3 1.4
is 101 FORMATIX. PRT3 15
16 LAUD w LAUD + I PRT3 16
17 WRITE46,IOO. (EINUMIJl,JUI,3)gITITLEIK),Kol,NXIUCTCDE,WGTLNT,.-PRT3 
-17----
18 *0iL)1H@HC3HT9,uUANsUNCSTsOESCON PRT3 18
19 IOU FoRMAT(IX,2&6,AI,'4Xp6A6vSX, A&,SAA6,'LB',IX,A4,'INS.IXAq# PRT3 19
20 I'IN' *1X.A'4o,l NiXAZ.2X,2A6,AI.2XZA&) PRT3 20
21 Nx.I? PRT3 21
22 LAUD a LAUD + I PRT3 22
23 IF(NLINES.LEi.II GO TO 30 
--- PRT3 - 23-
2.4 IFINLINES.EQ4.2) GO To 40 PRT3 2.4
25 *RITE(6,sUlITITLE(K),Ke7,121.IUGMTMILNGTMIwIDTmINGNTN PRT3 2!,
26 Sul FORMATI 18XAuA6I6XAA6,*KG,IX,A9,'CN',IXA'IgCM@,IXAq,'CMII PRT3 26
27 LADU.LADI PRT3 27
26 Go To 2Q P.4T3 28
29 30 WHITE(6,600, IWGHTMoiLNGTM.,IWIDTM,IGH4M-----.- PRT3 29.-----
30 SUD FORMATI7OAgAA,'KG9,IXA4olCM',IXA.4,CM',IXAq,9CN$I PRT3 30
31 31 LAD~ULAD* PRT3 31
32 RETURN PRT3 32
33 '40 WRITE16,hOI~gTITLEIK),Km7,12hgIUGTNILNGTMIWIDTM.INGNHTM PRT3 33
3.4 Go To 31 PRT3 3.4
35 20 CONTINUE .--- 
-- -.- PRT3 36,-
36 Do 5 0 Iu3,Nt..jNES PRT3 36
37 ILOW a NA * I PRT3 37
30 IHIGH 0 I * 6 PRT3 38
39 *RITf(4I&,IOITITLE1JRIJW *ILOWIMIGNI 
-PRT3 39
'40 ISO FURMAT4IBA,6A6I PRT3 40
41 - - LADD u LADD-#-$1 
... 3 -.. I
42 NX a IHIG4 FRT3 .42
'43 50 CONTINUE 
..- . PRT3 q43






2 C * SUKROUTINE PHINT4 -THIS ROUTINE PRINT$ CERTAIN GSE ATTRIBUTES FOR *PRT4 2
3 C * THOSE El NUMBLRS TO BE FOUND IN THE FUNCTIONAL CODE SORT *PRTN 3
4 C *...................eeo~e~oOeeee~eoPT
5 COMPILERIUATA.SHORT p- PRT'4 5
6 SUaROUTINL PRINT9 PRTR 6
7 INCLUDE CUM N PRT4 7
a Nx 06 PRYR a
9 CALL WGTMLT(thGHTm,6GHTI PRT4 9
ID CALL OIHHLTIlLNGTM,LNGTHI PRT9 10
ji CALL DIMMETI IAIDTMoWIDTHI PRT1. - I I
iz CALL DIMMLTIIHGHTm,H(,HT) PRT4 12
13 CALL LINCUN PRT4 13
1 t bRITF ( 6.O , 0I PRT4 IN
15 101 FURMATIIX) PRT9 15
16 LADD a LADD + I PRT4 16
I? I RITF16,IOC I(EIN.UM~i), J ui.3)1TITLE(IKUiNX)MEDIAWGPTILNGTHPRT9 17--
la IvsIUTH,HGHT ,.UANUNCST,UESCON PRT9 le
19 IUU FORMATI IX,2A6,AI ,9Xs6A6,3X,12A1,IXA6,'LB',IXA9'N',IXA9, PRT4 19
z0 I 'IN'. IX ,A9 'Nlt',IX A2, 2X ,2A6 ,AIZX ,A6 I PRT9 20
21 NAUI? PRT4 21
22 LAUD u LAUD' + I PRT'4 22
23 IF(NLINL-S#L1.I) GO TO 30 ------PRT4 -23
24 IFINLINLS.EW.2) GO TU '40 PRT4 2'4
25 IRITEI6.SUI )(TITLE(KI ,K3 7.IZI ,IWGHTM,ILNGTMIWIDTt4,IN6HTM PRT9 25
26 501 FONmATI I8X,6A6sI6XA6,'KG4,IXA49OCMilXA9CM',IXA9,'CM') PRT4 26
27 LADUaLAUD.. PRT9 27
28 GO To 20 PRT4 28
i9 3U ARITE16,500 l I(UHTM,ILNGTM,IAIDTM,INGaHTN . PRT4 29-
3U SUU1 lUNHATI /OA.A6,'KG' *IXsA9,'CM' ,IX,A49,CM' ,IXA~g'CM' I PRT9 30
31 31 LADD.LADD*I PRT4 31
32 HETURN PRT9 32
33 90U 411E16,SU.IITITLEIK) *Ku7,i2)lAHTM,ILNGTMIlIDTNINGsHTM PRT4 33
39 GO T0j 31 PRT4 39
3b20 U ONTINU.- PRT'4 35
36 UO 50 IE3,NLINES PRT9 36
37 ILU* = NX PRT4 37
3b IHIGH I PRT4 38
3y ARITFI6.ISU)(TITLEIJWONDio$,JWORDS *ILOWoIHIGHI PRT9 39
90 15O FcRMATIIB9A,6) PRT9 90)
941 LADD a LADC *'I ......... PRT4 41
92 NX a IHIGH PRT4 42
943 50 CONTINUE PRTq 93
'44 RETURN PRT9 99
96 END PRT'I 46
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SUBROUTINE PRINT5
2 C , SUBROUTINE PRINTS -THIS ROUTINE PRINTS CERTAIN GSE ATTRIBUTES FOR *PRTS 2
3 C * THOSE El NUMBERS TO BE FOUND IN THE CLASS CODE SORT - *PRTS 3
4 C 4******..********** *e****************eO*e*e*e **e**eOOO***PRTS 9
S CoMPILER(AT4ASHORTI- --.. .--- ------ PRTS-- S
6 SUBROUTINE PRINTS PRTS 6
7 INCLUDE COP.ON - -- PRTS- 7
B NX m 6 PRTS 8
9 ,CALL LINCON PRTS 9
10 WRITE(6,101) PRTS 10
I 101 FORMATIIXI PRTS-- II--
li LAOU a LAD& # I PRTS 12
13 HITE(6oIlUI(EINUMIJI)Jo.3oIeTITLEIKIK.lNXIIFCTCODENODMEOIA, PRTS 13
1I IQUAN,DESCON PRTS 19
Ib 100 FORMAT(IX,2AAAl,6X,6A4IDOXA6e7AA6t4X,6 2AI.6AXA2 6X,2A6) PRTS IS
16 LADO LADO * I PRTS 16
17 LINEL 3 NLINES-I -- -----.... PRTS 17 --
18 IF(LINEL-II IOo20.20 PRTS IB
19 10 CuITINUE PRTS 19
20 RETURN PRT5 20
21 20 CONTINUE PRTS 21
22 0O 50 I m 29 NLINES PRTS 22
23 ILOM a NXeI - -------------. PRTS- 23
2q INIGH * i * 6 PRTS 24
25 *NITE6,S0)I(TITLEIJWORSJWORSJWORDS ILO*WIHIGHI PRTS 25
26 150 FORMATI2OX06A6) PRTS 26
27 LAD . LAUD * I PRTS 27
28 NX a IHIGH PRTS 28
29 50 CONTINUE - - --..- --------- - - - --- PRTS--- 29
30 RETURN PRTS 30
31 END PRTS S1
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SUBROUTINE PRINT6
1 C .*..e ****************o* ***oo**Oe*O***O.***o *OO.o e  e.O PRT6 I
2 C * SUBOUTINL 10 PRINT OUT ALL INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE USER'S *PRT6 2
3 C * SPECIFIED APPLICABLE OOCUMENTI(S) *PRT6 3
' C *******.. **** *..***********.*******oO**Oee***ee****oeoPRT6 4
5 ............. COMPILERIDATAsSHORTI - ----..- .----.-.------.- PRT6-- 5 -
6 SUBROUTINE PRINT6 PRT6 6
7 INCLUDE C014JN - PRT6 7
8 DATA BLANK/# I/ PRT6 a
9 C PRT6 9
10 C****OCALL SUBROUTINE USED FOR LINE CONTROL PRT6 10
II -C .....- -- -- -- -- --- PRT6-- I
12 CALL LINCON PRT6 12
13 C PRT6 13
I4 C****oDETERMINE NJNBER OF APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS ASSOCIATED WITH El NUMBERPRT6 14
15 C PRT6 15
16 DO 99 Ilm,31,2 PRT6 16
17 IFIAPDOC(Il-BLANK) 88,9088 -- ------------ PRT6 - 17---
18 88 JTAB.I PRT6 18
19 99 CONTINUE PRT6 19
20 90 NAPDoC a (JTABI31/2 PRT6 20
21 IF(NAPDUC-NLINESI 96,92,92 PRT6 21
22 C PRT6 22
23 C*****MAKE CONNECTION IF NUMBER OF APPLICABLE OOCUMNTS---S-GREATER- PRT6 23----
24 Ce*o* THAN NUMBER OF LINES OF DESCRIPTION PRT6 24
25 C PRT6 25
26 92 LDIFF * NAFDoC-NLINES PRT6 26
27 LADuO LADLELDIFF PRT6 27
28 C PRT6 2R
29 Co****CALL SUBROUTINE USED FOR LINE CONTROL - ---...... PRT6 -29---
30 C PRT6 30
31 96 CALL LINCON PRT& 31
32 LINESL m NLINES-I PRT6 32
33 NX * 6 PRT6 33
34 NxL . I PRT6 34
35 LAOD D LADD + I ... PRT6 .35
36 C PRT6 36
37 CB**oPRINT OUT INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIED PRT6 37
38 C***** APPLICABLE DOCUMENT PRT6 38
39 C PRT6 39
40 WHITEI6,90CItEINUM(J) ,Jal3l3 ,TITLE|IK)KelmNX)NCODEFCTCDEI(APDOCPRT6 O40
41 - I NI N ) .. ........ PRT6 ....
92 900 FoRMAT(iX2A6oAlol4Xo6A6i44Xl3,l3XtA6416Xo2Al PRT6 92
93 1.3 PRT6 43
44 15 IF(APDOC(I)-RLANK)2,3,2 PRT6 44
45 3 IFILINESL-I)f6,S55 PRT6 45
96 5 Do00 10 NI,LINESL PRT6 46
47 - N L NXL 6 .... ........ ...... ... - .PRT6 ..-47-
'B NX m NX*6 PRT6 q8
49 WRITE(6.90II(TITLE(K),KmNXL9NX) PRT6 49
50 901 FORMATI28A6A63 PRT6 50
51 LADD a LADD + I PRT6 51
52 10 CONTINUE PRT6 52
53 16 WRITE, 9 0) .........- --...... .. . PRT6- 53
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SUBROUTINE PRINT6 (Concluded)
51 90q FORMAT ( ) PRT6 54
55 LADD u LADD * I PRT6 65
56 C PRT6 56
57 C***eRETURN TO SUBROUTINE SORT6 PRT6 57
58 C PRT6 58
59 NETURN - ---------........ - PRT6 59
60 2 IF(LINESL*-)6.717 PRT6 60
61 6 L+ - -- .... PRT6 61 -
62 RITE(6 . 9 U03JAPDOC(IJJ.I,L) PRT6 62
63 903 FORMAT (116X2,A6) ......-----....- PRT6 63 --
64 LADO a LADD + I PRT6 69
65 2 ............ PRT6 6
66 4o TO 15 PRT6 66
67 7 LINEsL a LINESL-I - PRT6 67
68 NXLuNAL+6 PRT6 66
69 N x a NX.6 PRT6 69 ----
70 L.I1l PRT6 70
71 WRITE (6t902) (TITLEtK),KmNXLINXI,APDCIJIJelIL) - PRT6 --71
72 902 FORMATI2BXq6A6#52Xs2A6I PRT6 72
73 LADD * LADD I .- - PRT6 73 .
79 IsI*2 PRT6 7q
7s 00 TO I PRT6 71
76 END PRT6 76
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SUBROUTINE PRINT7
I C *.*.O *e *e.@ee ....................s..g...oosoo osoeeeooe.o..6ooooPRTI I
I C 0 SUHNUiJTINE 'RINT7 -THIS ROUTINE PRINTS CERTAIN GSE ATTRIBUTES FOR *PRT7 2
3 C 0. THUSE El NUMt IRS T0 B~E FUUND IN THE USE LOCATION SORT *PRT7 3
4 C *00*O.00...S..O.0 ........... *,. oosooo*.O** OPR000T7 4
5 CoMP 1 LEH(UAI1A.*V*NU*NT)~ 
PRT7 S
6 SUBkouTIl'L PRINTI PRT7 £,
7INCLJIjE CUMUN PRT7 7
8 NX 6 6 PRT7 8
9CALL 6GTMLTIIAGjNTm,*GHTI PRT7 9
10 CALL UIMMLItILNGTMLNGTH) PRT7 lo
II CALL UIMMLTII*IL)TMIAIl)TN) PRT7 11
12 CALL UIMMLT'IHPTMsHGHY) PRT7 12
13 CALL LIINCUN PRT7 13
ISn I0 FOMT (6IAI PRT7 1 4
Is U FOMATIx)PRT7 Is
16 LAUD 0 LAULP ,T I6
1I' WOR ITF( 6goI 0" IEINUM(J),,JmI,3h,(TITLEIK) ,K.I,NXI ,FpTCDE,*rGHT,LNGTH,PRT7 17
18 IWIUTH,HGHI*MEDIA,0ESCON PRT7 l8
19 IU FUNMATI IX92A&.A I, X .6 A 6 ,5 X, A6,S*,A6,'LB8,IX,A4,'IN',IX,ARg PRT7 19
20UI IjN I. I XA'4, IIN '4 X o 2 A It4X 12A6) PAT? 20)
21 NX-12 PRT7 21
22 LAO) w LAUL ,IPRT7 22
23 lINjINL5.iW.I) (30 TO 3U PAT? 23
24 1.tNLINL5.IEW.2) GO TO 4u PAT7 24
25 ARITEI6.SUI I1TITLEIKI *K.7,I2),IAGHTMILNGTM,1*IUTM,IHGHTM PAT? 
2S
26 5UI FUNMATI I8A,.A6,I6XA6s*KG,1X,AR,'CMIlXA4,CM,1lXBA14,CMII PRT7 26
2? LAUU.LAL)0*I PRT? 27
lb i'o T0.2U PRT7 2A
29 3U 6wI1E(6,5ULI 16AGMTM*ILNo3TMI'WIUTM,1H(NHTM PAT? 29
30 5uG FURMAT(iUA,A6s'KG',IXA'4,'CM' ,IXA14sCM'e1~,A14,'CM'I PRT7 30)





34 Go To 31 PAT? 3'4
35 2U LUNTINUL PAT? 35
36 UO 50 I.3,11L1NL5 PRT7 36
31 ILOA UNX PRT7 37
38 IHIUH aI PAT? 38
3y9 4I T E(6.,U)ITITlLE(J*)oJA ILOW,IHIGNI PRT7 39
4U0 150 FORMAT(I8X,6A6) PRT7 940
41 LADD a LADD + I PRT7 41
42 Nx a INIGH PR77 42
'43 SD CONTINUE PRT7 143
'144 RETURN PRT? 414
'45 END PRT7 4S
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SUBROUTINE RELALP
I C *o*e*o*oe*o*o*0*oo* *ooo00 eooo** . * o**** oo********** oe** *ORLLP 
2 C * SUHROUTINE RELALP -THi" SUBROUTINE CONVENTS REAL NUMBERS TO *NLLP 2
3 C * ALPWAJUMERIC NUMBERS *..LLP ... 3 - -.
4 C O********S*** ******* ********* **********O***Ol*****O*LLP 4
5 C _LLP._.5
6 SURHOUTINE RELALP(IRE',NFALoK) RLLP 6
7 ._OIMENSION. IX(6) .. .. H NLLP.._ 7
a IaREAL HLLP A
9 _ 00 1 J K .. ........ ....... ... . RLLP 9
10 C NLLP 10
11 Ce,-*eMUD 15 A LIBRAR.Y_.UNCTION TL+LGL.VE-R.ES.IDUAL.NUMBENFHR.OMDLYLS. DN-- RLLP-I 1
12 C HLLP 12
Ij _..... IX(J)I= OD(l .10) . . H LLP 13
14 1.1/10 RLLP 14
.. 5 ....... ... .. CONTINUE .. ........ ..... RLLP .15.....
16 IRESNO RLLP 16
_Z ICHKsO k..LLP. 7
18 00D 2 JoK.I-Ik RLLP 18
19 .... I FICK.NE.0RJO.J .i. iO .TO 3 . RLLP .L19
20 IF(IXIJ.NE.0) (0 TO 4 RLLP 20
21 ...... .. IX J)5 ........ ..... .... ......... . LLP . 21 .
22 GO TO 5 RLLP 22
2 3 .1CHKaI -..... .....- - ---- RLLP_ 23_
21 3 IX(JIlIXlJ)+ 8 RLLP 24
25 5 IRESmIRES6+IX(J) ........................ RLL. dS....
26 2 CONTINUE RLLP 26
2 .__ ___ _.. . IF(K.EQ.6) iO TU 30 .. RLLP_ 2
28 IRES=(IRES*64+51*064+ NLLP 28
-- 29 I.- RET U R.N ._._ N__ HLLP 2.....
30 END RLLP 30
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SUBROUTINE SORT1
I* *...C **** .*.......... **. .****************e**e ee*ee le.ee*OOe.***SR|TI
2 L * SUnHOuTINE SUNTI -THIS ROUTINE DOES ALL THE SORTING OF THE GSE TO *SRTI 2
3 C * BE FOUND IN lTAE SORT I *SRTI 3
4 C * *SRTI 4
5 L 0 NOTE: THIS NOIUTINE, WHEN CALLLD FROM SUBROUTINE SORT2, PERFORMS *SRTI S
6 C * THE SAME SONR ON 6SE TO BE FOUND IN STAGE SORT2 *SRTI 6
1 C ** I**** **O*****.* ** **** ******0000000000000*000000000000000000*SRTI 7
C SRTI A
9 C VARIABLE DEFINITION SRTI 9
10 C ***.**ee* *0*** 0 SRTI 10
II C 'SRTI II
Id C JKLt IF THIS LOGICAL VARIABLE IS SET EQUAL TO SRTI 12
I3 C ''.TRUE.9' SUBROUTINE PRINT2 15 CALLED SRTI 13
IN C SRTI 1N
IS C IF 'IoFALSE.'* SUBROUTINE PRINTI IS CALLED SRTI 15
16 C SRTI 16
17 C IlD DETERMINES WHEN THE PRINT ROUTINES ARE TO SRTI 17
Il C WHITE BOTH FOOTNOTES ON THE LAST PAGE OF SRTI 18
19 C THE SORT SRTI 19
2u C SRTI 20
21 CMPILER( ATAuSHORT) SRTI 21
22 SUbRUoTINL SoRT? SRTI 22
23 IhCLiDE XSTAGELIST SRTI 23
2( INCLLtLE PK(or1MLIST SRTI 24
25 INLLUUE CUnUN SRTI 25
26 INCLUtjE Lt yIv SRTI 26
21 LOCICAL JvLY SRTI 27
28 CUMMON/TAO/IENDJKEY.PKEY SRTI 28
29 C SRTI 29
3U Ceee**DEFINL THE HRECORD FILE SIZL, SPECIFY KEY FIELDS, AND INITIALIZE SRTI 3U
31 L****TMHL 5ORT/MENbL PACKAGE SRTI 31
3d C SRTI 32
33 CALL NSLA(IOHRDS) SRTI 33
34 CALL KEY Ito35S36o B','A' l SRTI 34
3t CALL KEYLYth,3S3J6,'A','A',2) SRTI 35
36 CALL KEYA(235,1UBI'A*,oA193) SRTI 36
37 CALL SRTOPN SRTI 37
3d NLAINU 9 SRTI 38
39 IEND.O SRTI 39
9j NpAGEoU SRTI 4O
41 LADUOU SRTI 41
42 75 NEAf NLHRRuY2.END8B6)WORDS SRTI 42
NJ C SRTI 43
44 C*****RELEASE THE qORUS TO BE SORTED ON THE RECORD FILE SRTI 49
45 C SRTI 45
N6 CALL SRTRELORDS) SRTI N6
N/ GO TO 7 .- SRTI 47
N8 C SRTI 48
99 C*o**OSTART SURT OF DATA FILE SRTI 49
50 C SRTI 50
SI 86 CALL SRTSRT SRTI 51
52 87 CONTINUE SRTI 52
53 C SRTI 63
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SUBROUTINE SORT1 (Concluded)
54 Ce**oNRLTNIEVL THE SOT.ED WORDS FROM THE RECORD FILE 5RTI 54
55 S 5RTI 65
56 CALL SRTRLT(wORDSS89) SRTI 56
57 0o i0 IwINSTAGE SRTI 57
58 KEEPxl4*4)1-3 SRTI 58
59 IF(4MDeLeGSGETLL(KEEPXI)MODmi .. SRTI 59--
6U IFIAoD.LI*I O0 TO II SRTI 60
61 AU CONTINUE SRTI 61
62 HITE(6, IUO)MOD.LINUM SRTI 62
63 100 FOHHAT(IHItl0X,O**EHRORH**THE PROCEDURE TABLE HAS BEEN SEARCHED ASRTI 63
64 INO STAGLNAMEI't2X.A6o2X'Ei NO*:',2XA6AIt2,e'COULD NOT BE FOUNo'SRTI 64
65 2) -- ---- ---- -- 5SRTI 65--
6a GU TO 87 5RTI 66
61 11 CONTINUE SRTI 67
68 IF(NpHO.LL.O.OR.NPRO.GEe 61) RITE(61020) SRTI 68
69 12U FORMAT(/UX.,o**ERROR**o PROJECT CODE NO. IS IN ERROR AND THEREBYSRTI 69
70 *CANNOT BE ACCQUIRED FROM THE PROCEDURE TABLEe) SRTI 70
71 IF(NPRO.LEs,.OR.NPRO#GEe 6) NPROU6 - -------- -SRTI -71
72 JUMPaNPRO*; SRTI 72
73 INDEX=JUMP-1 SRTI 73
74 PROMCl)e AGENOU(INDEX) SRTI 74
75 PROCM(2)8 AGENDU(JUMP) SRTI 75
76 IF(JKEY) 40 TO 90 SRTI 76
77 CALL PRINTI .. -.....- SRTI 77
78 G0 TO 87 SRTI 78
79 90 CALL PRJNT2 SRTI 79
8U (0 TO 87 5RTI 80
I A89 !FI(JEY 60 TO 95 SRT! !
82 IEND.1 SRTI 82
83 CALL HEADRI S -..... RTI 83
8'4 AIT (6,11i ) SRTI 89
85 110 FORMAT(IHIt9X x e'** COMPLETION OF STAGE SORT I *o*) SRTI 85
86 bO TO 99 SRTI 86
81 95 IEN.I 5RTI 87
88 CALL HEADR2 SRTI 88
89 WRITE(69I1 ) SRTI.. 89 .
9U 111 FORMAT(IHItX,'*e COMPLETION OF STAGE SORT 2 00*9) SRTI 90
91 GO TO 99 5RTI 91
92 92 WRI T E( 6,00 9 ) 5RTI 92
93 109 FORMAT(IHIlIOXS9e**ERROR*O* ERROR WHILE READING DATA BASE FILE qtISRTI 93
94 99 RETURN SRTI 94
9b END 
-....-..... ........... SRT .95
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SUBROUTINE SORT2
S **o*********** *****e.**oo* ***ee***eoeee*eo*eee e*e ** * *SRT2 I
.L * bUjNrOUjTINL 0UT2 - HIS NOUTINE SETS THE VAHAIBLE KEY FOR PERFORM- *SRT2 2
C * ING STAGE SUIT 2 *SRTZ 3
N C *ee.***eo*********e*ee*e**eee*eeo*eeee*e *eS*e****ee*SRT2 4
SSRT2 5
6 C VANRABLE DEFINITION SRT2 6
/ C **O,*O ** * ee e*Te SRT2 7
8 C JnKy MHEN SET EQUAL TO ''OTRUEoOO A STAGE SORT 2SRT2 A
9 c CAN THEN BE PERFORMED SRT2 9
IU C SRT2 10
II Su~o(UTINL iORT2 SRT2 II
II LOgIAL JKLY SRT2 12
lJ CUMHON/IAU/IENJKEYPKEY SRT2 13
14 JEY..TRUE. SRT2 19
Is CALL SORTI SRT2 IS
16 nETURN SRT2 16
37 END SRT2 17
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SUBROUTINE SORT3
S C ******eeeeee*e*e*************************************************SRT3 I
2 C * SUgRUUTINE SURT3 -THIS ROUTINE DOES ALL THE SORTING OF THE GSE TO *SRT3 2
3 C * BL FOUNU IN THE FLUID MEDIA SORT *SRT3 3
4 C *****. *** .e *******************************e********q**SRT3 4
S COMPILERIUDATASHORT) - --------------- ----- .--- ---------- -- -.--..- SRT3 5-
6 SUBROUTINL SOHT3 SRT3 6
7 INCLUDE COLST SRT3 7
8 INCLUDE COMON SRT3 8
9 INCLUDE EwUly SRT3 9
10 INCLUDE XMETAB8LIST SRT3 10
II - COMMON/THRLEMEbAVE ...........- - -- .. ----- SRT3 II-
12 LADD n 0 SRT3 12
13 NPAGE O 5RT3 13
1I NSET.O SRT3 14
15 CHMEOD DESCoDINUMBER) SRT3 15
16 Do 1o I i I.MECODS SRT3 16
17 MESAVE a 1107)6 . ............ SRT3 17
3d IF(CHMEU*E(.TABMEDIMESAVE)) 60 TO 0 SRT3 8A
IV 10 CONTINUL 5RT3 19
20 ARITE(6.IOUI CHMED SRT3 20
21 100 FORMAT(//IOA,**EODESCRIPTER NAHEI92XA62XI N ERRORoo) SRT3 21
22 RETURN SRT3 22
23 30 CONTINUE ..- ------- SRT3 23
24 kLETI a TABMED(ME5AVE + Ii SRT3 24
25 XLET2 = TAPMEDIMESAVE + 2) SRT3 25
26 XLET3 a TABMEDIMESAVE3)1 SRT3 26
21 CALL RSZ*IiAORDS) SRT3 27
28 CALL KEYi2e,35jiO89OA';A*il 5RT3 28
29 CALL SRTOPN 
-.. ---..... 5RT3 29
3U REWIND' 4 5RT3 30
31 940 EAUDIENDUo )UORDS SRT3 31
32 CALL SRTRELIWORDS) SRT3 32
33 O To U4 5RT3 33
34 50 CALL SRTSRT SRT3 39
35 52 CALL SRTRET(woRDS,S7I ......... SRT3 35
36 C SRT3 36
37 Co****INITIALIZE SRT3 37
36 C SRT3 38
39 1 u o 5RT3 39
4U I CONTINUE SRT3 40
41 I I 1.. ....... 5 7RT3 4 ....
'2 C SRT3 92
43 C*****CHECK REMAINING FIELD SIZE SRT3 43
q44 C SRT3 44
45 2 CONTINUE SRT3 '5
46 IF(I.lE.12) GO TO 52 SRT3 46
41 IF(XLETI-MEDIA l)) 6 --.. ....-....- SRT3 47 ....
48 6 CONTINUE SRT3 q8
99 1 0 I +1 SRT3 99
50 IFII.EQ.12) GO TO 52 5RT3 SO
I5 C SRT3 51





54 IFl(ALET2-MLUiA(l ) 1 2. 11,2 SRT3 5q
11 CONTINUE SRT3 55
6 1 I 1I SRT3 S6
57 IF(I.E. 12) GO TO 52 5RT3 57
58 C SRT3 58
SY Ce*e**CHLCK THIRC LETTER SRT3 59
bj C SRT3 60
61 IF IXLEI3-M-DIA(II)) 2,12 2 SRT3 61
62 12 CONIINUL SRT3 62
63 NSET.I SRT3 63
69 LALL PRINT3 SRT3 6q
65 (0 TO 52 SRT3 65
66 L SRT3 66
61 C SRT3 67
6b d SRT3 6R
69 C*o***HAVL SEAHCPLD DATA-THL SORT IS NU* COMPLETE SRT3 69
7l C SRT3 70
71 70 CONTINUL SRT3 71
72 IFINSET.LW.JIARITL 6.36)CHMEO SRT3 72
13 36 FURMAT(//IUA,.'** MASTEM FILE "CONTAINED NO DATA WITH O'A69* FLUID MSRT3 73
74 ILuIA SOR1***,) SRT3 79
75 *RITE(6,37; SRT3 75
76 37 FORMATlIHI,9x,'*** COMPLETION OF MEDIA O5RT **'*) SRT3 76
77 RETURN SRT3 77
18 END SRT3 78
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SUBROUTINE SORT5
J +. **o.*.eo *ee***e*o*.**eoo***ooo**ee*oeoe**o. o.*eOe** **e*SRTS I
2 L * U~HROUTINE SUHT5 -THIS ROUTINE 00ES ALL THE SORTING OF THE GSE. TO *SRTS 2
3 C * bL FOUND IN THE CLASS CODE SORT *SRTS 3
S C *o* ee..*****9.* **.**********e********ooe**o**e**oeo**oe**o*SRTS, "
b CoMPILER(IATAuSHORT ) . - SRTS 5
6 SUBHOUTINL SORTS SRTS 6
7 INCLUDE CUUON SRTS 7
8 INCLUE LQUly SRTS B
9 INCLUDE CUOLST SRT5 9
U1 INCLDE CLASCUsLIST SRTS I0
II COMMON/FIVt/IHAV IT S-RTS II
12.. LADU 0 SRTS 12
13. NpAUt * U SRTS 13
14 NSET.U SRTS 14
15 00 1n I * 1, JUCODS SRTS 15
16 IHAVIT * (lIs)-J SRTS 17
I1 IF(DESCUD(INL.MBER).LQ.CLACODIIHAVITi) GO TO 30 SRT5 Il
1I 10 CONTINUE SRTS 19
19 VIITE( 6 ,IU)DESCUD(NUMtER )  SRTS 20
20 IUU ORMATI//ILA,'o0*DESCRIPTER NAME'e2XA62XIeIN ERROR*ooo) SRTS 21
1i RETURN SRTS 22
22 30 CONTINUL SRTS 23
23 CALL RSLwlhI*ORDS) SRTS 29
2. CALL KEY VS,3536'B'.A'l ) SRT5 25
25 ' CALL KEY61(235sIUBA','A*,2)I SRTS 26
26 CALL SRTOPI, SRTS 27
21 NHLR~IU 9 SRTS 2R
2d8 90 RELAUILND50)WORDS SRTS 29
2V, CALL SRTRLLIwOkDSI SRTS 30
3U. bo TO '4 SRTS 31
31 50 CALL SRTSRT SRTS 32
32 52 CALL SRTRLTIWOROS,570) SRTS 33
33 IF(ICODL*.LfNCOUE) GO TO 60 SRTS 34
34 O T1 52- S SRTS 35
is 60 CONTINUL SRTS 36
36 NsET. SRTS 37
31 CALL PRINTS SRTS 38
38 0o TO 52 SRTS 39
39 70 CONTINUL SRTS 40
'U IF(NSET.EuW O)hRITE(6,38)ICODE SRTS 41
.41 38 FORMATI//I0XAOMASTER FILE CONTAINED NO DATA WITH CLASS CODE',I2SRTS 42
'2 IOO*'l) SRTS 43
43J *RITL(6,37) SRTS 44
-49 37 FOHMATIIHI9.(,'o*e COMPLETION OF CLASS CODE SORT **o) SRTS 4S
45 RETURN SRT5 46
46 END SRTS 47
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SUBROUTINE SORT6
I C **********o*******eeooeO**eO****OO*OOO *eO O*O* *SOO**O oo* *ee*oeSRT6 I
2 C * SUBROUTINL TO FIND THE GSE INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH THE *SRT6 2
3 C * APPLICABLE DOCUMENT SORT *SRT6 3
S C - .- -. - -...... . .- . ------ SRT6 - S---
6 C VARIABLE DEFINITION SRT6 6
7 C 0*o*** ********** - SRT6 7
8 C SRT6 8
V C IERR DETERMINES IF THE SPECIFIED APPLICABLE SRT6 9
1u C DOCUMENT WAS FOUND SRT6 10
II-- C .......... .... - --- --.------- SRT6 -II---
12 COMPILEH(DATAmSHORT) SRT6 12
13 .SUBROUTINE SoNT6 SRT6 13
14 INCLUDE COMGN SRT6 q1
lb INCLUI)E E.Uly SRT6 15
16 INCLUDE CODEST SRT6 16
17 COMMON/SIA/ IFHM6 . -. -- SRT6 I? -
Id DATA BLANK/' I/ SRT4 I8
19 LAUD O0 SRT6 19
20 NpAGE * 0 SRT6 20
21 IFMR6 O SRT6 21
22 C SRT6 22
23 C o****ILRR 15 VAhIABLE WHICH DETERMINES IF SPECIFIED APPLICABLE 5........SRT6 23
24 Coooo* DOCUMENT WAS FOUND SRT6 24
2b C SRT6 25
26 rERR * U SRT6 26
27 REWIND 4 SRT6 27
28 C 5RT6 28
29 C*****READ TAPE DATA FROM FILE 9 S-RT4 29.
JU C SRT6 30
31 I READUiLNU9a)WUHNDS SRT6 31
32 1.1 SRT6 32
33 C SRT6 33
34 Coooo*DETERMINE WHICH GSE EQUIPMENT IS ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIED SRT6 34
35 C**"*e APPLICABLE DOCUMENT .. . SRT6 35
36 C SRT6 36
3/ 9 IF(ApDOC(I)-BLANKIIuliU SRT6 37
38 IO CONTINUE SRT6 38
39 IF(ApDOC()I-DESCOD(NUMBER)) 11L1211l SRT6 39
4.U 1I 1i1*2 SRT6 40
1 60 TO 9 SRT6 .41.-
'42 12 JmIlI SRT6 42
43 IFIAPDOcIJ-DOESCO24NUMBER)) 13,1,193 SRT6 43
44 13 CONTINUE SRT6 4q
4b IsJ+ I  SRT6 45
46 0o TO 9 SRT6 46
41 C SRT6 .. 47-
l8 Ce****CALL SUUROUTINE TO PRINT INFORMATION ASSOCIATED WITH SPECIFIED SRT6 48
49 Co*O** APPLICABLE DOCUMENT SRT6 99
U5 C SRT6 50
51 14 CALL PRINT6 SRT6 51
52 IERN * IERR + 1 SRT6 52
53 60 TO I S - RT4.- 53
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SUBROUTINE SORT6 (Concluded)
51 98 CONTINUE SRT6 5r
bb C SRT6 55
56 C****ILF IERR VALUE IS ZERU,APPLICABLL DOCUMENT WAS NOT FOUND SRT6 56
I1 Ce***IF IERR VA.UE IS GREATER THAN ZERUoAPPLICABLE OOCUMENT *AS FOUND SRT6 57
b8 C SRT6 50
59 IFIIERR-II 202121 SRT6 59
6U C SRT6 60
61 C*****PRINT ENRON . DOCUMENT SPECIFIED COULD NOT BE FOUND SRT6 61
62 C SRT6 62
6J 20 IRITE(6,6UI) DLSCOU(NUMBER)IDESCO2|NUMBERP SRT6 63
64 6b0 FORMATIIlHIIOXPoERRORO**DOCUMENT 1,2A6,' COULD NOT BE FOUNDo0**SRT6 64
6S 1) SRT6 65
64 C SRT6 66
6/ LC*ooo*HLTUN U1 UmHHOUTINL MELHE SRT6 67
68 C SRT6 6R
bY HETURN SRT6 69
LU 21 CONTINUE SRT6 70
71 C SRT6 71
2I C*****PRINT FUOTNUTES FOR LAST PAGE SRT6 72
74 C SRT6 73
74 *RITEI6.
6 U2) SRT6 74
1b 6U2 FOUMATI//IA 'N/A OR NA - NOT APPLICABLE#) SRT6 75
76 RITF(I6 806) SRT6 76
77 606 FOURMTIX,*CLASS CODES: I.STAGE SYSTEMS 2..PAYLOAO NODULE ** SRT6 77
78 I' 3 eLXPERIML4T' 
)  SRT6 78
79 C SRT6 79
tU Ce****PRINT MESSAGE THAT DOCUMENT SORT IS COMPLETED SRT6 80
UI C SRT6 81
IJ ARITEI6j6UG) DESCOUINUMBER) DESCO2(NUMBER| SRT6 82
83 600 FORMATilHibtO9'M***COMPLETION OF APPLICABLE DOCUMENT *, * SRT6 83
8 12ZA69t SURT***) SRT6 84
u8 C SRT6 85
66 CeeseeRETURN TO SUBROUTINE MERGE SRT6 86
dl C SRT6 87
88 RETURN SRT6 BR
89 EN SRT6 89
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SUBROUTINE SORT7
I C *****e**@******eO*.e**** O** *******************O*O**********e**SRT7 I
2 C * SUHHUUTINE SURT7 -THIS ROUTINE DOES ALL THE SORTING OF THE GSE TO *SRT7 2
J C * BE FOUND IN THE USE LOCATION SORT *SRT7 3
9 C ***o*o****O *** * @o*****o*OOeo *OOo*ooo**oeO*oe*SRT7 4
5 CoMPILEHN(ATA.SHORTI) .-....... ---------------------------- 
---....SRT7 .
6 SUBRuUTINE SoRT7 SRT7 6
7 INCLUDE COMON 5RT7 7
d INCLUDE EWUIv SRT7 a
9 INCLUDE CUDEST SRT7 9
10 INCLUDE USLcToLIST 5RT7 10
II - COMMON/SEVEN/KESAVE 
-- ---  ------------- - --... SRT7 ---
12 LAOUD U SRT7 12
IJ NPAGE U 0 SRT7 13
14 NSET.O SRT7 19
15 CHLOC u DESCOD(NUMBER) SRT7 15
16 UO lO I * I,LOCOD SRT7 16
I7 KESAvE l 7(17 )-6 .. ..-- --- ----- - SRT7 17
I8 IFICHLOC.LW.PLTAB(KESAVE)) GO TO 30 SRT7 a1
19 10 CONTINUE SRT7 19
20 HRITE(6,IUO) CHLOC SRT7 20
21 IU0 FOHMAT(//IOAX,t**DESCRIPTER NAMEI92XIA6,2X,'IN ERRORoeo*) SRT7 21
22 RETURN SRT7 22
23 30 CONTINUL 
.- . ..------ SRT7 23..
24 CALL RSZo(140RDS) SRT7 29
25 CALL KEYW(2,3StIO8,'At*Afsl SRT7 25
26 CALL SRTOPN SRT7 26
27 RL*IND 4 SRT7 27
28 40 NEA0t4.ENDm6o)WORDS SRT7 28
29 CALL SRTRELIWORDS) S ... ..................--- --- ----- .. 5RT7 .29
30 60 To UO SRT7 30
31 50 CALL SRTST SRT7 31
32 52 CALL SRTRET(wORDSSU) 5RT7 32
33 USCKI a PLTAB(KESAVE+I) SRT? 33
34 USCK2 a PLT4e(KESAVE+2) SRT7 34
35 1.o0 ...- - - - -. - .. .. RT 35 .. --
36 1 CONTINUE SRT7 36
37 1 - I +1 SRT7 37
3d 2 CONTINUE SRT7 38
39 IF(I.EQ.18) GO TO 20 SRT7 39
NO IFIUSCKI-USLOCI I))1,6, SRT7 40
I 64 CONTINUE . . ...... 
-.... ---.-.....- SRT79. .
42 I a I * I SRT7 42
43 IF(UsCK2 - UsLOC( ))2 i2 
.. . SRT7 43
44 II CONTINUE SRT7 4
9~ NsLTI. 5RT7 45
46 CALL PRINT7 SRT7 46
47 Go To 52 SRT7 '7'4 O -..-..... .. -........ ...--..---... RT.7S..T..
48 20 CONTINUE SRT7 B4
49 6o TO 52 SRT7 49
50 70 CONTINUE SRT7 50
51 IFINsET.EQeOIWRITEI6936)CHLOC SRT7 51
52 36 FORMATI//IOA.TE*MASTER DATA FILE CONTAINED NO DATA WITH *,A6, USSRT7 52
Sa I& LOCATION SoRT*eeB ) .
.------....-..---...... SRT? 53
54 WRITE(6,371 SRT7 59
55 37 FORMATlNMi9xs*** COMPLETION OF USE LOCATION SORT *eetj SRT7 5
56 RETURN SRT7 56
57 END SRT7 57
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PROCEDURE TABLE
PE0001 MAIN PROC TOLE I
U000r -- C *..*********ee4 eee. o*ooe**ooee***** *******o* *******TBLE... 2---
UUOJ C * SoRT CODE MNEMONIC PROCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 3
0004 C * *TBLE 4
UU00 C o THE ARRAY ',xMOD'' CONTAINS THE STANDARD SORT CODE MNEMONICS *TBLE S
0006 C * *TBLE 6
UUU7 C * MNEMONIC TYPE OF SORT *TBLE 7
UU00 C * -- **** * *o**o .-. -. .---- - ..- *TBLE -- a
UUU9 C * *TBLE 9
UOIU0 C STAELI STAE SORT I *TBLE 10
U011 C * S5AGE2 STA'E SORT 2 *TBLE II
UOI C * MEDIAS FLUID MEDIA SORT *TBLE 12
0013 L * FUNCTL FUNCTIONAL CODE SORT *TBLE 13
U014 C * CLASC CLASS CODE SORT *TBLE 14
UU15 C * APPDOC APPLICABLE DOCUMENT SORT *TBLE 15
U016 C * USELOC USE LOCATION SORT *TBLE I
U017 C * SUMARY MASTER SUMMARY TABLE oTBLE 17
U018 C * oTBLE B1
0019 C * ROUTINES THAT USE MAIN PROC *TBLE 19
U20 - C * ***** ******************* --- oTBLE 20
U021 C * MAINLINE eTBLE 21
UU22 C * *TBLE 22
UU23 C *e**e*eeeoe**ee*e*eeeeee eeeerooeoe** ee* * e** o ***** eeeTBLE 23
u024 INTEGER XMOU(9) TBLE 24
OZ00 DATA XMOU/*STAGEI'OSTAGE2'9,MEDIAS'O°FUNTL','CLASSCs*APPDOC, TBLE 25
0026 * *USELOC'v'SUMARY'' / -- TBLE -26
0027 END TBLE 27
PLuO28 COUEST PROC TOLE 28
U029 C **********..********eree**oosos*o** eoesoesor** oeoe**ee** eeo ooTBLE 29
UU30U C * SoRT CODE ARRAYS-AND DESCRIPTER NAME PHOCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 30
0031 C * *TBLE 31
032 C * . VARIABLE DEFINITION oTBLE 32
U033 C * ******* ********** OTBLE 33
UU034 C * TBLE 34
U035 C * MAXSRT SETS THE MAXIMUM NUMBER OF SORTS TO BE *TBLE 3s
U036 C * PERFORMED PER RUN sTBLE 36
UU37 C * sTBLE 37
UU38 C -- CDERT -- THIS ARRAY CONTAINS THE SORT CODE . TBLE .38.
UU39 C * MNEMONICS IN THE ORDER SPECIFIED BY THE oTBLE 39
U040 L * USER *TBLE 40
0041 C * *TBLE I4
u092 C * NANRGU CONTAINS THE SORT CODE MNEMONIC FOR THE *TBLE 42
UU003 C * CURRENT SORT *TBLE 43
U04 L 0 TBLE. 14q
U005 C * DESCOD CONTAINS THE FIRST WORD OF THE DESCRIPTER *TBLE 45
0046 C * NAME FOUND ON THE SORT CODE MNEMONIC DATA oTBLE 46
U0047 C * CARD *TBLE 47
U048 C * *TBLE 48
00U9 C * DESCO2 CONTAINS THE SECOND WORD OF THE oTBLE 49
0050 C * DESCRIPTER NAME TBLE 50
0051 C e *TBLE SI
UU52 C * NUMBER IS THE INTEGER CODE FOR THE CURRENT SORT *TBLE 52
UU53 C *TBLE 53
UU00 C * NUMSRT ACTUAL NUMBER OF SORTS THE USER REQUESTS *TBLE 54
UUs5 C * sTBLE 55
U056 C * ROUTINES THAT USE CODEST PROC *TBLE 56
UU57 C * **oe**********oeee*O***** sTBLE 57
UUb8 C * HLAUS *TBLE 58
UU59 C * HLAUR6 *TBLE 59
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PROCEDURE TABLE (Continued)
U06U C ; MAINLINE 
- - *TBLE 60
U061 C 0 MERGE *TOLE 61
uU62 C * SORT3 
.------ - --- *TBLE -62
06J C * SORTq *TBLE 63
Vub ( 0* SORTS *TBLE 64
UU65 C * SORT6 *TBLE 65
U066 C * SORT7 *TBLE 66
U067 C * *TBLE 67
U068 - C *******e*************************** T* . 68-
U069 PARAMETER MAXSRT * 8 TBLE 69
007U INTEGER CDESNT TBLE 70 --
u071 COMMON/CODE/CDESRT(MAXSRT),NARGU.DESCODIMAXSRTI)NUMBERINUNSRT TBLE 71
U0072 COMMON/COOE/DESCO2(MAXSRT) TBLE 72
UU73 END TBLE 73
PEUU74 XSTA(E PROC 
- --- TBLE -7-
U075 C **************************** ** e *TBLE 75
UU76 C * STAGENAME PROCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 76
UU07 C * *TBLE 77
UO18 C * THE ARRAY **GSETLESO CONTAINS THE VARIOUS GSE STAGENAME TITLES *TBLE 78
U09 C * eTBLE 79
UO80 C * VARIABLE DEFINITION - -..... ......-- *TBLE 80--
U081 C * ***e**** o***oooo *TBLE 81
UOU2 C * 
*TBLE 82
0083 C * NSTAGE THE NUMBER OF STAGENAMES APPEARING IN *TBLE 83
0084 C * THIS TABLE * I *TBLE 84
UU85 C * 
*TBLE 85
UU86 C * ROUTINES THAT USE XSTAGE PROC - -.....-..--- -.... -- TBLE 86
U087 C * ***:5 Oe * ** * TBLE 87
JO8B C * MASTER *TBLE 88
UU69 C * HEADRI *TBLE 89
UU9U C * HEADRZ *TBLE 90
U001 C * SORTI *TBLE 91
Uu92 C * PRINTI 
- --------..--.. . TBLE...92-
UU93 C * *TBLE 93
0094 C ****** **e***** ***** *******TBLE 94 -
UU95 INTEGER GSETLE(I00) TBLE 95
U096 NSTAGEIJ2 
. TBLE 96
U097 DATA GSETLE/o ',°**UNKN,'OAN* *' t TBLE 9700U98 SRB **S5 R. ''BO0OSTEO,#R .*--------- --- TBLE- 9.
U099 v ET ',OEXTERNe'OAL TAN0,'K ' TBLE 99
U100 * ,SSME ,'*SHUTTL','E MAI'N,'o ENGNe' TBLE 100
010 OAM A H  AIRLO*O'CK HODtI'ULE 0 TBLE 101
U02 OZ ,tOWS to ORBITe,'AL WOR@9tKSHOP 
- TBLE 102--
0103 9 o*ATM 'oAPOLLO',' TELE.ol' MOUNT' TBLE 103
0104 . 9M......DA *, *e HOA --' ....... ----- -- TBLE 1-0-
UIU5 9 ,1U '0 INSTR'o'UMENT *9,UNIT" TBLE 105
0106 1 S'S-IC 'It S-IC t'ISTAGE ,l TBLE 106
U107 ,'S-IVB '5tS-IVb 'e'STAGE 'o TBLE 107
ulOd * ItS-2 ' e S-11 ','STAGE O,' 
. TBLE 108
ul09 C ' ,THIS SPACE IS FOR THE CONTINUATION OF GSE DESCRIPTIVE TBLE 109(b IU - C * -
---- TBLE IIO -
U1 I C TBLE III
0112 C e TBLE 112
01 3 C TBLE 113
Ul4 C TBLE 1I
0115 C * TBLE 150 --- C * TBLE 116U111 C m *THIS SPACE IS FOR THL CONTINUATION OF GSE DESCRIPTIVE TBLE 117
o018 END TBLE 218
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PROCEDURE TABLE (Continued)
PEUII9 XMLTAB PROC TBLE 119
U2ZU C ******.******l*** *** **************************** OO6O ** ooelO. OOTBLE 120
J12 CL * FLUID MEDIA PROCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 121
U122 C * *TBLE 122
U123 C * THE ARRAY 'ITABIEDe" CONTAINS THE VARIOUS FLUID MEDIA CODES eTBLE 123
U129 C * eTBLE 124
U125 C * VARIABLE DEFINITION *TBLE 125
U12b C * ******** *e*ou4*** *TBLE 126
UI/2 C * MECODS THE NUMBLN OF FLU.ID MEDIAS APPEARING IN *TBLE 127
UI2B C * THIS TABLE - *TBLE 128
U129 C * *TBLE 129
U13U C * ROUTINES THAT USE XMETAB PROC *TBLE 130
UI13 C * **************************** *TBLE 131
Ul32 C * HEADR3 AND SoRT3 *TBLE 232
U133 C * *TBLE 133
uI34 C ********o****.*** **e* ****************e***oo **o*OOOeooooo TBLE 13'
Ula3 DIMENSION IAHMEU(25Z) TBLE 135
U136 MECODS022 TBLE 136
0131 DATA(TABMED(K K sl,126)/ TBLE 137
u138 * *GN 2  ','G,,'N',2'v,'GASEOUv'sS NITR','OGEN ', TBLE 138
UI39 * OLN 2  ','Lo,' N','2','LIQUID',' NITHO','GEN t, TBLE 139
U1 0 * HETHGLY',TE,,'T',H,'ETHYLE' ONE GL ' 'CUL '. TBLE 190
Ul91 * vRJ.I ' N J' ' ' RtJ- I  ' ' ' TBLE 1 1
U122 * *HZO2 ',
t
H','2.'U,' o,'ATER ', TBLE 192
UIJ3 * HE I,'Ho,'E',' *,' tIHELIUM' ' ', TBLE 143
,U144* VAr '1,VII,AflCl,' ',VACUUM,' t, TBLE 199
U145 * *RP-1 '' 'P'-'' ','HP- TBLE 145
U146 * *HYD ','H'Y','D', 'HYDRAUO#OLIC FL's'UID , . TBLE 146
UI41 * ,ORoNIT',',.Rl''O',' ','URONIT','E TBLE 147
U142 * ,M20GLY'. Jt,'GI,'L, t AT''ELR GLY','COL ', TBLE 198
U149 * I1SoALC','liS','O','IS0PRO',O PYL AL',ICOHOL '. TBLE 199
U050 0 FHREUN ,'F.,'R,'E,' *.'FHEON ',' ', TBLE 150
U151 * GO 2  ','Io 'O' ' 2 ,'GASEOU t'lS OXYG','EN *, TBLE 151
U152 * ML/H2U,0' L 't',/ t ,'MHETHAN', L wAT','ER . ... TBLE 152
UI3 * *MMH '.H'i H H,'M ' MONOMEI 'THYLHY' 'DRAINE*, TBLE 153
Ulb4 * tN20Z ','No,'2'o,'O,'NITROG6',ENTETR','AOXIDE
°
, TBLE IS6
U15b * #LH 2  q,'L.,'H','2'.'LIQUIDl', HYDRO','GEN **/ TBLE ISS
0156 DATA(TABMED(KIvKI27,154)/ TOLE 156
USl * oNH 2  ','btHI,'','2
I GASEOU#mS HYDR','OGEN I' TBLE 157
U018 * *COOL ',ICIO','O', 9o'COOLAN','O L .. TBLE 158
U159 * ,TRIC ' T*T,,'Rt',I, l ,TRICHLoIURETHL',oENE ' TBLE 159
U16JU * IPES ',tP,,'R','E'oPRESERI',VATIVE'I, OIL It/ TBLE 160
Ub6 END TBLE 161
PEUI62 FUNTAB PROC TBLE 162
U163 C **********e.*es **e*******ee.e*e*ee *e*o*oe*oeooooeoeeoeos eooee TBLE 163
U16M C * FUNCTIONAL (ODU PROCEDURE TABLE sTBLE 164
U16b C * oTBLE 165
U166 C * THE ARRAY 'IFUCOTA't CONTAINS THE VARIOUS FUNCTIONAL CODES *TBLE 166
U167 C * *TBLE 167
U16d C * VARIABLE DEFINITION *TBLE 168
0169 C * ****** ** *TBLE 169
ul/O C * *TBLE 170
.171 C * NUCODS THE NUMBER OF FUNCTIONAL CODES APPEARING *TBLE 171
u1l1 C IN THIS TABLE *TBLE 172
UI73 C * *TBLE 173
0174 C * ROUTINES THAT USE FUNTAB PROC *TBLE 174
U175 C ** ***o**es**************os*e* TBLE 175
U1/6 C * HLAOR4 AND SORT4 *TBLE 176
U177 C * *TBLE 177
U1 78 * 17e
0179 DIMENSION FUCOTAIbu) TBLE 179
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PROCEDURE TABLE (Continued)
UIBU NUCODS a 9 TBLE 180
UI l DATA FUCOTA/oVAC PU, # *,'VACUUMI,' PUMP ' , TBLE 181
U082 * ,REFRIGO. HEFRIG sIEHATIO, ON EQUI',PMENT I -- -- --- TBLE- 162
U183 * *SLRVIC',tSERVIC''ING EQ ',UIPMENO'sT It TBLE 183
UIB4 * *PNEUMHA,PNEUMA','TIC E4
O99UIPMEN'T ', TBLE 8I4
ue !* ,TESTCH,9tTEST-C'tHECKOU
t
, T EQUI'PNENT *, TBLE 185
U086 * ,HANDLE',HANDLI','NG EQUseIPMENT9e I, TBLE 186
U187 * vACCESS',' o* ACC'BESS t,* f, TBLE 187
U018 * TRANSPtf T''RANSPO',tRTATIOlt#N . ....... TBLE 188
U189 v oGASDETl,OGAS DE','TECTOR,*o EQUIP',OMENT .P/ TBLE 189
u190 END TBLE 190
PEU191 CLASCO PROC TBLE 191
0192 C *e*****e**** .e*e**** e**********e*eS *******************************T B LE 192
U193 C * CLASS CODL PROCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 193
U09L C * - TBLE 9g.-
ul95 C * THE ARRAY OOCLACODO* CONTAINS THE VARIOUS CLASS CODES *TBLE 195
U196 C * . oTBOLE 196
U197 C * VARIABLE DEFINITION *TBLE 197
UI98 C * *o.o*** ********** *TBLE 198.
0UI9 C * *TBLE 199
d U O C J 0CD0 5 THE NUMBER OF CLASS CODES APPEARING IN-----TBLE .-200-
U2uJ C * THIS TABLE *TBLE 201
u2u2 C TBLE 202
02u3 C * ROUTINES THAT USE CLASCD PROC *TBLE 203
U204 C * *eoo***o********** @*'*** * . .. . *TBLE 204
UZUS C * HEADRS AND SORTS *TBLE 205
U206 C .. .. ... .T8LE- 206--
0207 C *-------------------t*eeeeeee*O . G**TBLE 207
U20 DIMENSION CLACOD(32) TBLE. 208--
0209 JUCODS Be TBLE 209
U210 DATA CLACOO/91 ',oSTAGE *,'SISTEMInS f TBLE 210
0211 * '2 'OPAYLOA#,'D MODU','LE to TBLE 211
U212 -- ----- ----. 3- i**t EM ,'PERINEOtNT ..-- -' ......----- TBE---___-
0213 4 ',' TEST 'l ' TBLE 213
U214 * 95 o ''FACTOReY ...... TBLE 214
UZIS25 6 ',0GSE TE','ST SUP,•@PORT 's TBLE 215
u216 0 97 '*,FACTOR'e'Y & TEe,'ST of TBLE 216
Will t 8 'eFAC. T t 'EST & ',oLAUNCH'/ TBLE 217
UZI U END ------- TBLE 218-
PEU219 USLOCT PROC TBLE 219
U220 C *e***..***ee* e.**os **oeoee*eeeeeooeeeoSSS***e********** e**** e*TBLE 220
0221 C * USE LOCATION PROCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 221
0222 C * - * TBLE 222
u223 C * THE ARRAY OOPLTABoo CONTAINS THE VARIOUS USE LOCATION NAMES *TBLE 223
U224 C * - -... -...-.------ -- ------------ *TBLE- 224--
0225 C * VARIABLE DEFINITION *TBLE 225
0226 C * 00*e00 ********** - *TBLE 226 -
U227 C * *TBLE 227
U228 C * LOCOD THE NUMBER OF USL LOCATION CODES *TBLE 228
U229 C * APPEARING IN THIS TABLE *TBLE 229
U230 C -- .---- *TBLE 230--
0231 C * ROUTINES THAT USE USLOCT PROC *TBLE 231
U232 C * ***************************** *TBLE 232
U233 C * HEADR7 AND SORT7 *TBLE 233
u234 C * STBLE 239
0235 C ******* S*****o*e*oSe************** ***************************TBLE 235
U236 DIMENSION PLTAB(LUOI 
.-- -- TBLE 236--
U237 LOCOD a 10 TBLE 237
U238 DATA PLTAB/'KSC *,'K'.osel' 'teKENNED','Y CENTtOER 1, TBLE 238
U23Y S 'MSFC ',tS',Ft,'e MA',IRSHALLOO CENTEIe,R 's TBLE 239
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PROCEDURE TABLE (Continued)
U0'1U * tMF ','M'' T ,MISSIS', SIPPI o,'TEST FloACLITY , TBLE 290
U2q4 * 'SDF ''S''D''oSYSTEM's* DEVEL','OP. FA',sCILITYI, TBLE 291
U2'2 * bM ' ,9 ',I8,9o IBM's, SPACE',' DIVIS','ION 9, TBLE 242
U243 * 'HB ''H','B','MDAC-W'fD HUNT','INGTON'#IBEACH ', TBLE 243
U24 'MHF '9,'M','F,'MANUFAs'CTURIN','G FACIl,'LITY 9, TBLE 244
U245 * 'cP 'C'.po'' ''CANOGA,' PARK 1,' 9, TBLE 245
U026 * 'MAF ','M','Al,'MICHOU',9D ASSE,'9MBLY F9'AC. 9, TBLE 246
U247 * 'MSC ',H''S',
t
' 'HOUSTOf,'N CENT','ER t,/ TBLE 247
U248 END TBLE. 248
PLU249 PRUOGM pRU C  TBLE 299
J25U C **ee**e.********* .************e***eee**e*le*e**********TBLE 250
U251 C * PROGRAM NAVLS PHOCEOURL TABLE *TBLE 251
Ud.S C s *TBLE 252
Oz53 C * THE ARRAY oAGENDUO' CONTAINS THE VARIOUS GSE PROGRAM NAMES *TBLE 253
UZ . C * *TBLE 251
UZ5S C * HOUTINES THAT USE PROGRM PROC *TBLE 255
Uw56 C * *****.*.**************e**o oTBLE 256
U251 C * MASTER *TBLE 257
U25Z C * SORTI *TBLE 258
uZbY C * oTBLE 259
U260 *******e. *** **,*.***e*.e*ooe*.eoOI*** *****************TBLE 260
UZ61 DIMENSION AGtNOUI12) TBLE 261
Ud62 DATA AGLNDU/S5ATURN',' I TBLE 262
U263 * oSKYLABI,' I TBLE 263
U264 * ,@SHUTTL,tE ' TBLE 264
0265 * o HEAO',' I TBLE 265
U2'6 , SORTIE', LAB . ... TBLE 266
u2b7 ,tUNKNOUW',N / TBLE 267
J268 END TBLE 268
PLu,6Y EQUIV PROC TBLE 269
U27U C *e******o .e**e****************eee**e** ***e**e**oeeo*eeoTBLE 270
U271 C * I' EWUIVALENCE ''STATEMENT PRUCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 271
u272 C * eTBLE 272
U273 C * THE ARRAY ItwURUSfo IS DIMENSIONED FOR ALL THE GSE ATTRIBUTES *TBLE 273
U274 L * THAT PERTAIN TO AN El NUMBER ON A RECORD IN THE DATA BASE FILE *TBLE 274
UzIS C * *TBLE 275
U276 C o tIlURDS9 ESTABLISHES THE NUMBER OF WORDS (GSE ATTRIBUTES) PER *TBLE 276
U277 C * RECORD TO BL WRITTEN ON THE MASTER DATA BASE FILE *TBLE 277
U278 * *TBLE 278
1/l C * ROUTINES rHAT USE LWUIV PROC sTBLE 279
QC.l ( * D***** ******************* OTBLE 280
U201 C * MASTLEN TBLE 281
IUjd C * UPDATE *TBLE 282
UZU3 C * SORTI *TBLE 283
U2b1 C * SURT3 *TBLE 284
u28b C * S5RT4 *TBLE 285
U286 C * SORTS *TBLE 286
u267 C * SURT6 *TBLE 287
u28 C * SORT7 OTBLE 288
u28Y C * oTBLE 289
U29U C ***oeo* ee***********e********e **eoe*oOee*oeo**oe**e** TBLE 290
UZ91 PANAMETER :WONRDS268 TBLE 291
U2Y2 DIMENSION WOUDSl ONDS) TBLE 292
U293 LEUIvALLNCL (VOR S(I),NPRO).(WORDSI2),EINUM(I)),(WORDS(5),NCODE),(TBLE 293
U29 *ORUS(6),MCO) o(VOROS(7),QUAN),(WURDS(O)SITLEII), (WORDS(BO)DESCTBLE 294
uZL
9 5  
UNI I )),t URDS(b2)*USLOC(l)) (IWORDSIIO1 )APDOC(l I) (WOROS(124), TALE 295
U296 * pROGMtll ) ( ORDS(126),NLINES)(wORDS 1127),DATEI ) I,(WORDTBLE 296
U2v7 S(129) MEDiA(I)1,( ORDS(1 1) .GHT) ( WORDS(142)tLNGTHIt1WORDS(143) TBLE 297
U298 *WIDTH)sIWORUDS(14) ,HGHT),(ORDS(i45)SUNCSTi )1)(WORDSI148)tFCTCoE)TBLE 298
U299 * ,( oRD5(I I49)ITITLEIl))  TBLE 299
UJU END TBLE 300
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PEU301 COMON PROC TBLE 301
U3U2 C ****o*e*e****eeeeeeee* eee** eee******* OO*OOOo Oo* *OO***eTBLE 302
U303 C * ' COMMON 0e STATEMENT PROCEDURE TABLE *TBLE 303
U304 C * *TBLE 309
0305 C * THIS TABLE ALLOS FOR A CONVENIENT AREA IN THE PROGRAM THAT WILL *TBLE 305
0306 C * ENABLE EACH ROUTINE TO ACCQUIRE THOSE PROGRAM VARIABLES IN *TBLE 306
.U307 C * 'COMMON' t THAT IT NEEDS *TBLE 307
030B C --- -...------- .. TBLE 308-
0309 C * VARIABLE DEFINITION *TBLE 309
U310 C 0 O*eo** ********** * TBLE 310
0311 C * oTBLE 311
u312 C * NPRO PROGRAM CODE *TBLE 312
U313 C * LINUM END ITEM NUMBER *TBLE 313
U314 C ........... TITLE - DESCRIPTION ------ ---.... -.. TBLE 314-
U316 C * UESCON DESIGN RESPONSIBILITY *TBLE 315
U316 C * NCODE CLASS CODE - - TBLE 316
0317 C * QUAN QUANTITY *TBLE 317
0318 C * *GMT WEIGHT OTBLE 318
0319 C S MOD STAGENAME *TBLE 319
0320 C * --- USLOC USE LOCATION- .................................. TBLE 320
U321 C * FCTcDE FUNCTIONAL CODE *TBLE 321
0JZ2 C * LNGTH LENGTH . .. *TBLE 322
031a C * VIUTH WIDTH *TBLE 323
0J24 C * HGIT HEIGHT TBLE 324
U325 C * UNCsT UNIT COST *TBLE 325
UJ26 C * --- ----- MEIA FLUID MEDIA -..-----.. .-.. *TBLE 326-
U327 L * APOoC APPLICABLE DOCUMENT *TBLE 327
U328 C * 511LE DUMMY VAHIABLE(NOT USEDI - *YBLE 328
U329 C * DATE DATE sTBLE 329
UJ30 C * PROGM PROGRAM TITLE *TBLE 330
0331 C * NLINES THE NUMBER OF LINES OF DESCRIPTION sTBLE 331
0332 .- C ..... NPAGE - PAGE COUNT . -- --.... - *TBLE 332--
U333 C * LADD LINE COUNTER sTBLE 333
U334 C DOATX INPUT DATE *TBLE 339
U345 C * *TBLE 335
U336 C * ROUTINES THAT USE COMON PROC *TOLE 336
U337 C ** ****************************** sTBLE 337
U338 C * ALL ROUTINES EXCEPT HEADS 6 MERGE ....- *TBLE 338
U339 C * *TBLE 339
0340 C *o***********e***eo********eS***************** oo*****************TBLE 340
U314l EAL MEDIA TOLE 391
U392 INTEGER QUAN,*IDTHoHGHT,WGHT TBLE 392
0393 COMMON NPRO,EINUM(3),NCODE,MODQUANSITLEI72)0DESCON(21 TOLE 343
U03 .4 COMMON USLOCIIB), APDOCI24)IPROGM(2), NLINESOATE21..------TBLE 314--
U314 COMMON MEDIA(12,IWGHTLNGTH,WIDTHHGHTUNCST$I3oFCTCDE TOLE 345
0346 COMMON TITLE(I2U)pDATX(2),NPAGEtLADD --- - TBLE 346
U397 END TBLE 397
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SUBROUTINE UPDATE
I C o****.e *ee*oe.e ******* ****ooo*ooooo**o*oo*o*o***oooo** ** ** **UPOT I
2Z C * SUBROUTINE UPUATE -THIS ROUTINE UPDATES THE MASTER DATA FILE WITH eUPDT 2
3 C * THE NEv INPUT INFORMATION SUPPLIED BY THE PROGRAM ANALYST *UPDT 3
1 C *e**O*e*.e*eo**e.oe*******e.ee*eeoeoS*o***********O********UPDT 4
5 SUBROUTINE UpDATE - . UPDT 5
6 INCLUDE CUMON UPDT 6
1 INCLUDE EQUly UPDT 7
8 INTEGER R UPDT 8
9 DIMHNSIUN OwORDSIIWORDS) UPDT 9
10 DATA NCND/'se/ UPDT 10
II DATA NCH/I// - --- UPDT I
12 UATA INCh2/12/ UPDT 12
J DATA NCH/1409/ UPDT 13
14 DATA NCRA/ ate/ UPDT 14
IS DATA BLANK/f UPDT S5
16 Rw2 UPDT 16
17 NRm2 UPDT 17
18 NLRRUR=O UPDT IB
IV NCARuWO UPOT 19
2U NTOT.O UPDT 20
21 NNDATAsO UPDT 21
22 NODATAEU UPDT 22
23 NUUATA-U - - -- UPDT 23
29 REWIND I UPDT 29
25 REWIND 2 UPOT 25
26 REWIND 3 UPDT 26
27 REWIND 4 UPDT 27
28 C UPOT 2R
29 C*****READ TAPE DATA FROM FILE ....... UPDT- 29
JO C. UPDT 30
31 10 READ(ILERn*9oDENOD3OIWORDS UPDT 31
32 NOUTm3 UPDT 32
33 RITE(3,LERIi I)ORDS UPOT 33
34 Go TO 10 UPDT 39
35 30 CONTINUL - UPDT 35
36 NLINESNI UPDT 36
31 00 33 K.7,12 0  UPDT 37
38 33 TITLE(K)OBLANK UPDT 38
39 0 DO 34 Kal3s2 UPDT 39
N4 34 ApDOC(K)UbLANK UPDT 40
141 DATL II )OLAI'K . ....- - UPDT 41...
42 DATEIZ)wBLANK UPDT 42
43 C UPDT 43
49 CseseoREAD INPUT DATA FROM CARD FORMAT UPDT 44
45 C UPDT 46
46 C UPDT 46
4..... C****READ CARD TYpE I----- - UPOT 47
48 C UPDT 48
Yq NCARoDNCARD+I UPDT 49
50 35 READINR2OU00ERRa95,ENDuBS)NCRsNPROEINUMl(TITLEI I|lIo61) UPDT 50
51 200 FORMAT II 2X.IIt2X2A6vAlo2Xo6A6I UPDT 51
52 IF(NCR@NEeI)GO TO 95 UPDT S2
53 - -.......... NpNRO EM4sU)NR 2 . .. - -- UPDT - 3
54 IFINpROOEWOU)GO TO 8U UPDT 54
b5 36 NCARO=NCANH UPDT 55
56 NFLAGmO UPOT 56
57 READIRZOI$ERR=u95END8S)NCR UPDT 57
58 201 FORMAT(Ai) UPDT 58
59 IF(NCR*EQ.NCRDIGO TO 90 - .- - - -...--.-. UPDT 59
60 IFINCR*eEWNCR2IGO TO 15 UPDT 60
61 IF(NCR@NEoNCR2IGO TO 95 UPDT 61
62 C UPDT 62
63 C*.***oREAO CONTIUATION OF CARD I UPODT 63
64 C UPOT 64
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SUBROUTINE UPDATE (Continued)
b 0 --O .... NJ NN ES*6* +1 .....- UPDT .. 65
66 MJUNLINLS6*6 UPDT 66
67 IF NLINLSoGT.19)GO TO 98 UPDT 67
68 READ(0202.ERR895ENDOSS)(TITLEJ)IJNJNM
J )  UPOT 68
69 202 FoRMAT2IX,6A61 UPDT 
69
70 NLINES a NL.INES + I UPDT 70
71 GO TO 36 .. ....------.--- UPDT -71
72 C UPDT 
72




D E QUAN tW GHTM O D  UPOT 75
76 203 FORMAT(3X2A6,2XIlle2XIA2.2XeA6,2XA6
)  UPDT 76
77 C -- - ------- UPDT 77
78 COeoREAD CARD TYpE 3 UPDT 78
79 C UPDT 79
80 NCARo'NCARD+ UPDT 80
81 REAOIR,20'3LRR,9oENDU8SINCRUSLOCFCTCDELNGTHowlDTN,HGHTUNCST, UPDT 81
82 * MEDIA UPDT 82
83 204 - ( RMAT(Ilo2 ,18Al2XA6 ,o2XoAt2XtAqt2x oA t2Xe3A69At t2X'3A) .----- UPDT 83--
84 NCRCKwNCR4 UPDT 8q
85 IF(NCRoNE.3)GO TO 95 UPDT 85
86 C UPDT 86
87 Co*eOREAD CARD TYpE 4 ... UPOT 87
88 C UPDT 88
89 -- S0 --- NCADNCARO*I UPOT 89.
90 NR=Z UPDT 90
91 READIR.20tERRw82,END82)NCR ..... UPDT 91
92 IFfNCRENCR4)GO TO 60 UPDT 92
93 IFINCRCKeEQ*NCR4 ) GO TO 95 UPDT 93
9q IF(NCR*EQNCRAIGO TO 70 UPDT 99
95 IF(NCR.EQ.NCR3INRaO----- .. UPDT _.95
96 IF(NCRtEQhCRI)NCARD.NCARD I UPDT 96
9.7 IFINCR*EQeNCalR)( TO- 80 UPDT 97
98 '0 TO 95 UPDT 98
99 60 Jul UPDT 99
IOU K.l2 UPDT 100
0 ............ READ(O0205,,.RR95,ENDa85)NCR (APDOC( l IsJKI -... UPDT 0--
102 205 FORMAT(AI,2X.2A6 l.X,2A6,IX2AtlX,2A6 IXt2A6ol , 2A
6 ) UPOT 102
103 NCRCKaBLANK UPDT. 103
10I GO TO 50 UPDT 10I
105 70 J.13 .. . -. UPDT. 10
106 K.24 UPDT 106
107 --- ---READI- -OUttRRP95ENDa-B)NCRt0APDOC4) JK -------- UPO---07-
108 Go TO 80 UPOT 108
IOY C - - UPDT 109
110 C****ERROR MESSAGES UPDT 110
III C UPDT Ill
112 90 WRITE( 6 ,IUU) UPDT 112
113 100 FORMATIIHI9///° ***ERROR-wHILE READING INPUT FILE I **r/ ---- --- UPDT 1 13
114 9 * o *EXECLTION TERMINATED***') UPDT 119
115 99 STOP UPDT 115
116 91 SRITE(6,lUI)NOUT UPDT 116
117 101 FORMATIHk)///1 ***ERROR WHILE WRITING ON OUTPUT FILE ',It UPDT 117
118 * o*9,/' ***EXECUTION TERMINATED***') UPDT I18
19 GO TO 99 -------- UPDT 1I9
94
SUBROUTINE UPDATE (Continued)
12J 95 CONTINUE UPDT 120
121 IF(NFLA6*EL ,I)GU TO 30 UPDT 121
122 NFLAGI UPDT 122
123 NRH2 UPDT 123
124 IFIItcARDU.Ef.,IAN.NCR.EQU.AND*EINUM(2)*EQ8LANK)GO TO 30 UPDT 129
125 WR EI66 IUZ)NCARU UPDT 125
126 102 FORMaTI / **.ERROR WHILE READING INPUT FILE 2o o*/$ ***CARD V *, UPDT 126
12I7 1, v IS OUT OF ORDER OR 15 PUNCHED INCORRECTLUPDT 127
12 *Yoe** ) UPDT 12A
129 NENHOR * NtRROR + I UPDT 129
13U IF(NERRUR.GT.30)GO TO 96 UPDT 130
131 b0 TO 30 UPDT 131
132 96 *RITE 6,1l 3) UPDT 132
133 103 FONMATIIHI,///'.*O0EXCESSIVE INPUT ERRORS, EXECUTION TERMINATED*OUPDT 133
139 *') UPDT 139
13J 2u To 99 UPDT 135
136 97 ARITE(6.IUS) UPOT 136
131 lo0 FORMAT(IHI///' ***ENROR WHILE READING INPUT FILE 3 ***o,/ UPDT 137
IJ3 * *e**EXECUTION TERMINATEDOO o)I UPDT 138
J19 GO TO 99 UPDT 139
14U 98 WR ITE(6o21)EINUM UPDT 190
141 121 FORMAT//' ***MORE THAN 20 LINES OF DESCRIPTION ASSOCIATED WITH UPDT 191
142 eLI No, *2A6,Al,' EXECUTION CONTINUING****) UPDT 192
193 6u TO 30 UPDT 193
199 C UPDT 194
195 C*eOO*0RITE INPUT DATA ON FILE 3 UPDT 145
146 C UPDT 146
197 80 NoUT.3 UPDT 197
198 ANITE(3,ENH91 )AORDS UPDT 198
19Y GO TO 3U UPDT 199
150 82 NUUT.3 UPDT 150
151 6RITE(3,LEHR=9 )ORDS UPDT 151
152 C UPDT 152
Ib3 CoOOALL INPUT DATA HAS BEEN READ AND MERGED, --- BEGIN SORTING UPDT 153
156 C*oooGENERATE A GOOD DATA BASE FILE (FILE 4) UPDT 15q
1b C .. UPDT 155
156 85 CONTINUE UPDT 156
157 END FILE 3 UPDT 157
158 REWIND 3 UPDT 158
169 CALL RSLW(IiORDS) UPDT 159
16U CALL KEYAI2o35,lU8so'A''A'lI) UPDT 160
~A1 CALL KE IYWIl2g,3S,72oA's'A 2s 2) UPDT 161
162 LALL 5RTOPN UPDT 162
163 83 REAU(J3ERHr97,EN-894)WORDs UPDT 163
169 CALL SRTHLLOROS) UPDT 169
165 60 TO 83 UPDT 165
166 8U CALL SRTSHT UPDT 166
1671 9 CALL SRTHET(*ORUS,SI6U) UPDT 167
168 i8 CONTINUE UPUT 168
16Y IF(DIATLI1).E(.BLANKsAAND.DATE(21.EQ.BLANK) TO 86 UPDT 169
17U G0 To 153 UPDT 170
171 152 NNUATA=NND TAl+ UPDT 171
172 UORDS( I27)=DATX I) UPDT 172
173 DO~OnSI5I28l)DATxt2) UPDT 173
179 GO TO 155 UPDT 179
95
SUBROUTINE UPDATE (Concluded)
175 153 NTOTwNTOT3I UPDT 175
176 NoUT84 UPDT 176
177 WRITE 4,ERR=911 WORDS UPDT 177
178 GO TO 89 UPDT 178
17V 86 CUOTINUE UPDT 179
180 UO 87 sl IjWORDS UPDT 180
181 87 UwORoS(I W URDS(i) UPDT 181
182 CALL 5RTRLT(*OROSI,511) UPDT 182
183 0o 8 R I= ,3 UPDT 183
184 IF(DAORuS(IlU )*NE.EINUM(I))GO TO 150 UPDT 184
18S 8o COr TINUL -. ----- UPDT 185
186 IFIDoORuS( ).E,.0)NDDATAONDDATA+| UPDT 186
187 IF(UnORuSti).E .OI)GO TO 89 UPDT 187
388 U6ORDS( 271sDATA( ) UPDT 18A
189 DnOHOS(128)DoATX(2 UPDT 189
IYU NUDATAuNUDATA+ UPDT 190
191 NTOT.NT T+ - -- UPOT 191
192 NuUT.N UPDT 192
193 *RITEI4tEMRN91ID8ORDS UPDT 193
194 GO TO 89 UPDT 194
195 150 CONTINUE UPDT 195
196 UAURDS(127P DATX( ) UPDT 194
197 - oOR)S(128)nDATXA(2 ' 
--. UPDT 397
198 NNDATA-NNUATA+I UPDT 198
I99 NTOT.NTUT*I UPDT 199
200 NoUT=4 UPDT 200
2UI WH'ITE( ,ERRa91)DWORDS UPDT 201
202 GO TO 8 UPDT 202
2'03 151 CONTINUE 
---.... UPDT 203
2U0 IFIDATE(I).L4.BLANK.AND.DATE(2).EQ*BLANK)GO TO 152 UPDT 2U04
zOU 155 NTOT.NTOT+i UPDT 205
206 NuUTm4 UPDT 206
20u WRITE(4,ENPR=IU0WODS5 UPDT 2U7
2U8 16U CONTINUL UPDT 208
209 END FILE 4 
..... UPDT 209-
ZIU WRITE16,U7)NNUATAtNUDATA.NDDATANTOT UPDT 210
211 107 FORMAT(//' ***GSE ATTRIBUTE DATA FILE HAS BEEN UPDATED**** UPDT 211
212 * / Ixil4s t  NEW ENTITIES', UPDT 212
213 * / Ix1,34' UpDATED ENTITIES'p UPDT 213
21' * / Ix14 DELETED ENTITIES', UPDT 214
216 * / lxt34' TOTAL ENTITIES USED DURING THIS RUN .................. UPDT 211






I C ** * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * * ** * * * * * ** * * * W M I
2 C a SURROUTINE AGTMET -THIs SUBROUTINE CONVENTS THE *EIGHT UNITS TO .sbMT 2
3 C * KILOGRAMS FROM POUNDS -*GMT 3
54 C MT 5
. ._ __C ..... .-.. -- - I- GMT 5.
6 SUAROUTINE VGTMETIATMET.IWT) nGMT 6
7 OlMENSION I 16) ...................  ... MT 7
a C btMT R
9 . Co****FLO IS A LIHNARY FUNCTION.TO .OBTAIN-..BITS FROM ALPHANUMERIC NUMBERSVbMT 9
10 C W(MT 10
_. .. ..I L( =FLDO b . I T1 ... _ .T.I 4 MT .11_..
12 I6(2).FLD(6.6,IWT) AGMT 12
13 I (3) =FLDll11,6,1 T GMT 13
1 I ( 4 f'LDIl8.6.1 4T) GMT 1I
15 IVI () FLO(2 .A.6IWT) ViGMT IS
16 I't61.FLUI30.6.IAT) N6MT 16
__I7 I ADO0  G. . -6GMT 17
18 00 1 Ku1.6 wGMT 18
19 IF( (K .NE.5 GO TO .......... GMT 19
20 IADOMIAOO+I WGMT 20
21 GO TO I WGMT 21
22 2 IF(I IlK).EQ.251 GO TO 3 WGMT 22
23 1.....(.. .. .IF(II( IK).EOQ.19) GO TO .3 ................ . .... .. WGMT . 23_
24 I CONTINUE WGMT 24
2S IF(IADD.EQ.OI GO TO 90 .GMT 25
26 1-0 WGMT 26
27 00 80 JuI.1AO I GMT 27
28 IF(IV(J).NE.51 GO TO AI GMT 28
_ 29 I- +1 .VvbMT 29---
30 80 CONTINUE AGMT 30
31 .. . I8 GO TO (91.92.93.94.YS.3).IADD VWGMT 31
32 C WGMT 32
33 .CooseCALCULATE INTEGER NUMREHIDEPENDING ON NUMBER OF DIGITS) WGMT 33_
34 C AGMT 34
35 9.0__ IREAL.( Inil6)-* 1(1 £5)-4b)e10+( I 6(.)-b)e.l100+*( I Wl(3-48)000+ ..... GMT._ 35
36 I( l 1(21)-48)10000+(1 ( -I 46)i100000 WGMT 36
37 GO TO 96 6YdMT 37
38 91 IREALhl IRI l+S1-qB)+IWIl 41£48 ) +(11(I+3)-B)100+IIA(1+2)-48)* GMT 38
39 .. O100 +(1 I~(i+ )-4H)l1000I0 GMT .39
40 Gn TO 96 hGMT 40
41 _ 92. ILAL l I ((I + I t4-8).+.I 3I.l l.- L.)48 * lO.+( Iw. (1+ -2 48)*+100+.lI I jl+. I )- 846 _ AGMT . 41...
42 1.1000 WGMT 92
43 GO T Y96 WGMT 43
44 93 INEAL-Iw(I l+4 3)-4 l)+4IwiI 2)-98)*lO(+IW4141 )- 48*10 0 AGHT 44
b4 GO TO 96 W6MT 45
46 94 InFAL.mV(l I+21-8+( Iw+I1 )8)*10 hYGMT 46
47 GO TO 96 WGMT .. 47__
48 95 IREAL.InIl+.l-4 AGMT 48
49 96 REAL.lHEAL *GMT 99
50 C VGMT 50
51 C*****CONVERT REAL NUMBER To METRIC wGMT SI
52 C 6GMT 52
53 XaTMETHREAL.O*4535923.___ ___ __ __ _ W 6MT .3
54S C nGMT 54
55 C**o*CALL SUBROUTINE TO CONVERT REAL NUMBER TO ALPHANUMERIC NUMBER YGMT 55
56 C NGMT 56
57 __ CALL RELALP(IV TMETAWTMEL6 . _ WGMT 57
58 GO TO 999 WGMT 58
59. 3 IWTMETniIT ................. GMT 59
60 999 RETURN WGMT 60
61 .E_.D _ WYMT__T 61
97
APPENDIX C. SUPPLEMENT RUN PROCEDURES
PRECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT ibILMEQ
99
APPENDIX C. SUPPLEMENT RUN PROCEDURES
(The Univac 1108 Run Cards)
Before a run can be submitted to a computer operator at the Univac
1108 remotes or at central site ( Computation Laboratory), two special
computer cards must appear in front of all other cards in the card-deck
runstream. They are simply referred to as Run Card No. 1 (Fig. C-1) and
Run Card No. 2 (Fig. C-2).
The following procedure should aid in completing these forms
correctly:
1. Punch Run Card No. 1 exactly as shown in Figure C-1 except that
keypuncher punches the first six letters of his last name in card columns 24
through 29. If the name is less than six characters, the space should be filled
with some arbitrary letters.
2. Punch Run Card No. 2 exactly as shown in Figure C-2 on the
preprinted green run card except for any comment. Note that one really needs
only to duplicate Run Card No. 2 from Run Card No. 1 except card columns
65 through 80 are left blank.
3. Printed information must be added to Run Card No. 2 as shown in
Figure C-2. Write "32" for CORESIZE and "207" or "225" for BIN NO. Write
RUN " 1 of 1." Mark an "X" in the NO columns of PUNCH $ and PLOTS.
Write the current tape number (4 or 5 digits) under INPUT TAPES. Remem-
ber that these two cards precede all other cards in the runstream.
?,ECEDING PAGE BLANK NOT FILMED 101101
@RUN,//P SAMPLEAAAAAA, NAMEXX I XYZ, :3, . GSE DATA MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. -
00101 001 000001 0000001 00001 I0001 1 1 0101 I 00000100001 00000000000101 I 00000000000
1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 IS 16 181 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 2 2 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 3 39 40 41 42 43 4445 46 47 449 50 51 52 53 54 55 56 51 58 59 60 61 62 63 6465 66 67 6869 0 71 12 73 74 5 76 7 78 1980
11111 Ill ]1111 1 "1 111111111111111111111111 1 11 1 1111111111111111111111
222222222 2222222222222222222: 2 2222222 2222222; 222222222222222222 2 222222222222
3333 33333333 3. 333333;333333333333 :: 333333 333333; 33333333333: 3333. 33 33333333
44 44444444 4444444444444. 44444444444444444444444 4444 444444 444444444 444444444
555 5555555555 55555555 ! 55! 555!  555555555555555! 55555 5555 ! 55 5 !! 555555 5555555555
66666666666666666666666666666666 6666 6 6 66 666666 666666
177777 7777 1771777777777: 177 1717 77777777 777777777777 1 777777777777777l77
888 8888888888 88888 88888888881 1 8 8 8 8 8881 88.888888888888888888 8888 88888888
9 9999999999999999999999999 99! 999! 99999999999999999999999999999999999999999999
S2 ,1 d 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 6 !17 I 19 2 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 ! 32 33 34 35 35 37 38 33 4 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 4 49 50 51 52 53 54 55 '. 57 58 59 80 61 62 83 E4 65 66 67 68 9 10 7 72 73 74 75 6 77 78 79 80
Figure C-1. Sample Run Card No. 1.
64
CORE 1iN 2 CLOCK
SiZE K NO. NO.
OUTPUT ITEMS YES NO RUN 3





APIII21 BSC RUN CARD NO. 2
Figure C-2. Sample Run Card No. 2.
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